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(Big STARK SEED Catalog FREE| 

Get it—for it will help you make your 

garden a “banner crop garden’’—one 

that will be the pride of your heart 

and the envy of your neighbors. 

Stark Seeds are always im- 

proved, selected strains of only 

the leading varieties. 

We will never handle anything 

other than the best of its class 

and season. 

And Stark Seeds are fresh, virile 

seeds—tested for germination 

and growing life. 

Each kind of seed offered is worthy of 

the. Stark label and commendation. 

Therefore, every variety of 

Stark Seeds is a sure grower 

of good things to eat 

for your table—a 

crea [ 1 
Strain Giant | 
Ponderosa 
Tomato 

uniform big crop producer if you are 

growing for market profits. 

They produce not only quality vege- 

tables, flowers and field crops—but 

also quantity yields. 

PAY
 YO 

There is 4 supreme satisfaction in grow- 

ing only high quality vegetables, flowers 

and field crops. 

There is always an extra profit in the 

kind of crops that top the market. 

Seeds that produce such crops build rep- 

utation—and a bank account—for you. 
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Radish 
sé Rocky Ford 

Vegetables, Flowers, 

Prize Field Seeds 

The best varieties—selected to make it 

possible for you to have a better garden 

than ever before. It is an en- 

tirely different kind of seed cat- 

alog. Written to help you—not 

merely sell seeds. As beautifully 

printed as the Fruit Grower 

is on its color pages—showing 

all sorts of the most tempting 

vegetables and vegetable-fruits 

in Nature’sown colors. Flowers 

—for home’ and garden beauti- ~ 

fying. And, it includes the better, 

sure-tested varieties of field seeds, too. 

Upon inspecting it recently, one seed- 

man of years’ experience said: 

“The Most Inspiring Seed 

Catalog I- Ever Saw” 

Get a copy of this catalog at once—so 

that you may go through its many 

interesting pages—and plan your Vege- 

table and Flower Garden for 1921 Early, 

Just send the coupon, or 

Address Box 489 
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Seeds and Fruit Trees 
Nurseries at 

Louisiana, Mo. 
Since 1816 

$2.20 Worthi 

Seeds For $18 

That means $20.00 wort 
vegetables for a DOL# 
BILL. “a 
Enough selected STAB 
SEED for a 20x42 ft. gan 
Seed tested for germinatt 
full of lifeand growing p¢ 
for a single DOLLAR 8} 
Beans, Sugar Corn, 9% 
Chard, Beets, Carrots,™ 
cumbers, Cabbage, Us 
Lettuce, Salsify (Oyster #ee 
Onions, Radishes, Pare 
ons, Peas, uash, Spina 
matoes, Turnips. A Real 

= forall the year. Senda? 
or Write For @ Catalog. 
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—controls aphis too 

ULLETIN No. 184 of the Massachusetts Experiment 

Station, on page 52, shows that Scalecide (1 to 15) was 100% 

_ efficient in killing aphis while hatching and with only 

*‘slight injury’’ to the foliage when ‘‘three-quarters inch open.”’ 

On the other hand, lime-sulfur (1 to 8) killed less than 10% 

of the and caused ‘“‘considerable injury’’; and lime-sulfur 

owers | (1_ to 8) with nicotine sulphate (1 to 800) added, although 

eel effective, also caused ‘‘considerable injury, ’’ the same as when 

. bel Adil lime-sulfur was used alone. 

seed- AY 4 yj Scalecide controls aphis, when applied asa delayed dormant 

| Patel : spray, as the buds are showing green and the aphis eggs are hatch- 

eed BL, macgeersying ing. Scalecide does more than any other dormant spray or com- 

°: tances atest bination of sprays can do and the cost is less than the disagree- - 

j is , : able combination of lime-sulfur and’ nicotine. 
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Scalecide Controls Many Orchard Troubles 

Scalecide is more than a contact insecticide for it has fungicidal and germicidal properties 

as well. It not only controls scale, aphis, leaf-roller, bud moth, case bearer and other 
insects that winter on the bark, but also kills fungous spores and controls disease. 

Scalecide controls Fire Blight. It killsthe hold-over canker from which fire blight is 

spread, It penetrates the diseased canker and cieans it up by allowing new cambium 
to form and the old blackened bark to peel off. 

The invigorating effect of Scalecide is noted in increased terminal growth; larger, 
darker foliage on bearing trees; and the holding of the foliage later in the Fall, thus 

accumulating starch and sugar which results in a plumper fruit spur and insures a 
larger crop the following year. Scalecide makes vigorous, healthy fruit trees. 

Scalecide Requires Less Labor 

One barrel of Scalecide, which makes 800 gallons of 
spray, will cover, untif they drip, as many trees as 
three and a half barrels of lime-sulfur, which make 
1600 gallons of spray, And of course you can 
apply 800 gallons of Scalecide with much less labor 
than 1600 gallons of lime-sulfur. You can’t ignore this, 

Scalecide Is Pleasant To Use 

Scalecide is soothing, healing and antiseptic to skin 
of man or beast, whereas lime-sulfur is caustic and 
disagreeable. Scalecide does not injure even the 
eyes.’ It does not corrode the spray pump nor clog 

4 : | li the nozzles, and being an oil, it makes the pump run 
pa , ; 5 | easier and lastlonger. It is actually a pleasure to use it! 
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‘3B G. Pratt Company, 50 Cuurcu STREET, New York Crrv. 

50 Church Street . 

Manufacturing Chemists 

COMPLETE DORMANT. 

—— oe ae we wwe es oe oe oCOUPOR) we ww ee ee ee 

Gentlemen: Please send me prices, copy of Guarantee and free booklet on Scalecide, ‘‘Figuring the Cost of Spraying.’” I have 

Every Claim Has Been Proved 

Every claim we make for Scalecide fias been proved in 
our own a orchards, which now total 26, 000 trees, 
and verified by growers throughout the U.S. We 
are able to speak to you from 10 years’ experience as 
fruit-growers, and our rec¢ dations are based on 
what we know to be profitable orchard practice. 

Order Your Scalecide Right Now 

Get your supply of Scalecide now. Though we have 
doubled our factory capacity, we anticipate difficulty 
in a the demand. We urge you to order early 
and avoid disappointment. See the local Scalecide 
agent today. If there isno agentnear you write forfiee 
booklet, guarantee and prices, Use the coupon below. 

NEW YORK CITY 
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‘“‘T like a sharp saw 

for tree surgery ”’ 

““Trees probably don’t feel like we humans do”; the 

old fruit-grower said this doubtfully—as if he only half- 

- believed it. ; 

“But there’s one thing I’m sure of. A fast, clean cut 

with a sharp saw is best for the trees. I would as soon 

have a surgeon use a blunt knife on me as use a dull 

saw on my trees.” 

Perhaps that is why so many fruit-growers and farm- 

ers use Disston Pruning Saws. They do stay sharp and 

set a long time, and resharpening keeps them as good 

as new for many years. 

It’s all in the steel—made by men who learned steel 

secrets from their fathers, who learned it from theirs 

in the Disston plant. 

Another reason for the wide use of Disston Pruning Saws is 

the great variety of styles, among which is at least one for every 

kind of pruning. 

o\S5 Ton, Send for our book on pruning, a new, illustrated, in- 
structive booklet that is yours for the asking. 

HENRY DISSTON & SONS, INC. 

Philadelphia, U. S. A. 

American Fruit Grow 

A List of What Disston ¥ 

a a | 

“The Sot Most Ca Carpenters Use" @ 

Back Saws * ‘ 

Band Saws for Wood and Metal 

Bevels 

Butcher Saws and Blades 

4 Circular Saws for Wood, Metal F 
and Slate 

Compass Saws Fa 

Cross-cut Saws and Tools i 

Cylinder Saws ( 

Drag Saw Blades - . 

Files and Rasps A 

Grooving Saws: 

Gauges—Carpenters’ the 
arking, ete. Bray 

Hack Saw Blades ow 

Hack Saw Frames by 

Hand, Panel, and Rip Saws “a 

Hedge Shears : app 
Ice Saws fe 

fl Inserted Tooth , not 

Circular Saws ; of 

Keyhole Saws croy 

Kitchen Saws it % 
Knives—Cane, Corn, Hedge ale 
Knives—Circular—for Cork, effo 

Cloth, Leather, Paper, ete. few 
Knives—Machine cour 

Levels—Carpenters’ and Masons’ — 
Machetes thei: 
Mandrels Loca 
Milling Saws for Metal ling 
Mitre-box Saws “4 
Mitre Rods Groen 

One-man Cross-cut Saws deve! 
Plumbs and Levels pee 
Plumbers’ Saws . bf 
Pruning Saws Cohn 
Re-saws contr 
Saw Clamps and Filing Guides ae 

Saw Gummers -” 
Saw-sets 
Saw Screws aa 
Screw Drivers codlis 

Screw-slotting Saws borho 
Segment Saws oe, 
Shingle Saws ies 
Slate Saws—Circular /some 
Squares—Try and Mitre - to ab: 
Stave Saws i 
Sugar Beet Knives ‘wach | 
Swages this p 
Tools for Repairing Saws indus 

Tool Steel is ofp 
Trowels—Brick, Plastering, Du 

- Pointin we. 
Veneer 
Webs— roles and Felloe 

This is a ge list. There are thousands — & 
of items in the complete Disston line. 
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‘Community 

si E ARE told by the investiga- 
W tors that the loss to the 15 

prominent. food products in 
‘the United States for 1919 from the 
ravages of insects and diseases was 
nearly one and a half billions of dol- 
lars. Enough wheat was destroyed 
_by wheat rust to have fed the people 
of the city of Chicago for six years. 
Apple scab took 4,000,000 bushels of 
apples, and made them worthless or 
of little value to the fruit grower. 
The codling moth took an equal, if 
not a greater, toll from the apple crop 

. of the country. Similar statements 
could be made of the other economic 
crops. But figures mean little. Yet 
it only takes a moment’s reflection to 
analyze the situatioh, and see that 
unless more systematic, concerted 
effort is made in pest control work, a 
few years will find the people of this 
country looking to outside fields for 
their food supply. 
There are states today in which 

their fruit interests are in jeopard 
because of the prevalence of the cod- 
ling moth. Very few fruit sections’ of 
the United States are today free of 

‘this pest. It has gradually spread 
‘from one state to another with the 
development of orchard interests until 
today there is not a state in the Union 
but what the fruit grower is obliged 

to fight the codling moth. British 
_ Columbia, by more drastic methods of 

control, is the only section of the 
' American continent where the codling 

does not exist. 

United Effort Needed 

In the state of Washington in 1918 
the loss to the fruit growers, from the 
codling moth alone, was in the neigh- 

' borhood of four millions of dollars. 
This fact emphasized the importance 
of better control measures. The rav- 
ages of the pest became so severe in 

/some cases that growers threatened 
- te abandon their orchards. In some 

states today there are fruit districts 
where :the ers are experiencing 
‘sch heavy losses from the attacks of 
‘this pest that there is no profit in the 
indust: Hence a united 

By M. L. Dean, Washington 

tion. This demonstration emphasized 
the importance of careful attention in 
all spray operations. 

In this community a public meeting 
was held and the matter was freely 
discussed, after which a cormftmunity 
unit was organized for the 1919 activ- 
ities. This unit embraced about 1,400 
acres of orchard. There were not 
sufficient state funds available to em- 
ploy an inspector to give his entire 
time to this particular section, conse- 
quently the growers voluntarily as- 
sessed themselves at the rate of $1 an 
acre to raise a supplementary fund 
for the maintenance of the inspection 
services. 

A man was secured who followed 
the instructions of the department in 
the minutest detail. He made a care- 
ful survey of the entire territory, as- 
certaining the number of acres, also 
the number of trees, and determined 
whether each grower had sufficient 
equipment to properly spray his or- 
chard in the period of time that was 
necessary as it should be sprayed, as 
well as knowing that the right ma- 
terial was available for spraying 
operations. 

In the event that the growers were 
not properly equipped, he made it pos- 
sible for them to secure service. The 
details as to when the spraying should 
bé done were arranged, and each 
grower was advised of the day when 
the first spray should be applied. 

Thoroughly Sprayed 

The inspector made a careful sur- 
vey of the territory, ascertaining that 
each grower was spraying his orchard 
at the proper time and doing the work 
thoroughly. In some instances he was 
obliged to recall owners as many as 
three times to re-spray the trees be- 
fore they "were what he called “thor- 
oughly sprayed.” This service was 
rendered every grower in the com- 
munity unit, until the first or calyx 

spray was applied. Dates were care- 
fully figured for the later or cover 
sprays, and the same attention was 
given during those operations. In 
some instances in the worst infested 
orchards it was necessary to apply 
four applications, but usually three 
were sufficient. In some orchards in 
1917 the worm infestation was so seri- 
ous that none of the apples were har- 
vested, the percentages running from 
50 to as high as 100 per cent. The 
entire area averaged over 60 per cent 
worm infestation. This year, 1920, 
the entire 1,400 acres showed less than 
five per cent of worms. 

The theory under which the opera- 
tions were conducted was that codling 
moth eradication could be made pos- 
sible if a concerted effort of proper 
spray operations were followed by 
every grower for a few years. The 
theory of codling moth control was to 
‘completely exterminate the first brood 
and then there could be no second 
brood,- hence great stress was laid 
upon the early spraying, namely, the 
calyx spray. After every effort had 
been made to properly apply the calyx 
sprays, a thorough thinning of the 
fruit was resorted to. The idea being 
to clean up and to destroy all of the 
worms which escaped the calyx spray. 

Equipment and Material 

The time of the calyx spray was de- 
termined very ar by the condi- 
tions of the center blossom of the clus- 
ter. The center blossom is the first 
one to open, and its calyx is the first 
to close. The calyx spray was applied 
after the blossoms were all out, but 
before any of the calyxes had closed. 
In: orchards where there was a mix- 
ture of varieties which had a long 
blooming period, or where there were 
several different blooming periods, it 
was impossible ‘to get all of the blos- 
soms at any one time. In such cases 
we were obliged to make more than 

Spraying Lessens Worm Injuries 

one calyx eerey In seriously infested 
orchards; this is advisable and a very 
economical practice. 

The equipment for the calyx spray 
is very important. We received the 
best results from using the eight-foot 
rods, equipped with an angle, a “Y,” 
and two clipper or Bordeaux t 
nozzles. We, in so far as was possi Ie, 
insisted upon the use of poles for this 
application. High pressure is neces- 
sary and at least 250 to 300 pounds 
should be obtained in order that ma- 
terial may be driven thoroughly into 
the blossom and in sufficient quanti- 
ties to fill the calyx cups and to thor- 
oughly drench the trees. To do this it 
is necessary that the spray outfit be 
driven on each side of the rows so 
that easy access can be had to all sides 
of the trees. The best gasoline power 
outfit in the market is none too good. 
Large capacity and ample power is 
essential. Strong hose and tight joints 
should be used. 
The materials used were the standard 

brands of arsenate of lead and four 
pounds of dry powder, or eight pounds 
of the paste, was used to each 200 
gallons of water. In some irfstances 
a weak solution of lime-sulphur was 
added to the arsenical spray, in order 
that the powdery mildew could be 
combated at the same time as the 
codling moth, but generally speaking 
each solution was used separate, be- 
lieving that better results could. be 
obtained. . We have found the casine 
spreader to be very beneficial in cover 
sprays. This is made by mixing one 
pound of casine with two ounces of 
caustic soda in one gallon of water. 
The mixture is boiled until the casine 
is dissolved, then one quart is added 
: each 200 gallons of the spray solu- 
ion. 
Thoroughness measures success. In 

the application of the spray it is neces- 
sary to force the liquid into the calyx 
cups of each blossom. To do this, 
careful, thorough, and painstaking 
work must be done by the nozzlemen, 
and at all times sufficient material 
must be used. 

The tower on the spray 
tanks for trees 10 years of 

ry. 
_ effort for better pest control 
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The Tractor is Replacing Horses in Many Orchards for Pulling the Sprayer 

age or older, is very neces- 
sary in order that one 
nozzleman may be élevated 
above the sufficiently 
that he can cover the top of 
the trees with one nozzle, 
throwing a downward spray 
into the calyx cups of the 

e man on the 

the greater majority of the 
wormy: apples in the 
tops of trees, because ‘it 
is im to properly 
apres the tops of trees from 

ground. This is 
cially true with the 

pabbs te-ait coieoe ae ica sprays 
the entire season. 

First Cover Spray—Time 

The time for application 
of the first cover spray was 
determined by the use 

_ (Continued on page 21) 
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The Dep 

By E.T. Meredith, Secretary of Agriculture 

HE STORY OF THE havel 
is one of the most interesting of t 
many romances of plant introduc- 

tion. In the lg tg ge = » 
years ago—t nl pa: 
ment of Agriculture brought from Bahia, 
Brazil, some trees of an orange variety 
which later were named the Washington 
Navel. In 1878, two trees of this variety, 
ropagated in the department green- 

louseeat Washington, were sent to 
California. These may be regarded as 
substantially the foundation of the 
citrus industry of that state, which, 
during the past year, produced about 
47, carloads of fruit—nezrly 38,000 
cars of oranges, and approximately 
8,700 carloads of lemons. The estimated 
value of this crop was $81,200,000. For 
many years the citrus industry of Cali- 
fornia consisted very largely of the 
Washington Navel orange. Thus.a new 
industry was built up on @ service 
rendered by the Uni States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. 

Dates Back About 35 Years 

The definitely organized fruit work of 
the department goes back about 35 years 
and dates from the organization of the 
division of pomology in 1886, veareee 
having included in the agricultural act 
for the fiscal year 1886-87 an item of 
$2,000 for the salary of a pomologist. 
With this small sum, it obviously was 
impossible to undertake any very ex- 
tensive activities at that time. For some 
years much of the effort put forth by the 
division of pomology was in the nature of 
@ survey, particularly regarding fruit 
varieties and their range of adaptability. 
This general type of work has been con- 
tinued throughout the period since the 

mological work was first organized. 
t is impossible to estimate the influence 

of this activity, so far as the fruit grower 
is concerned, in selecting for planting 
fruit varieties of merit well adapted 
to the ions where they were to be 
grown well suited to the purposes for 
which they were desired. 

' During the earlier years of the pomo- 
logical work, much attention was given 
also to the distribution of scions 
of promising varieties, for the purpose 
of testing them under different con- 
ditions. In this way the range of 
adaptability of different varieties was 
determined. Many of the scions were 
of fruits grown in foreign countries. For 
instance, at the request of the pomol- 

ist in 1894, and in in 1895, the 
United States Minister to China 

sent scions of oriental immons to 
the department; and while the first 
efforts thus to introduce Japanese and 
other persimmons into this 
country were not entirely successful, 
later attempts resulted in the intro- 
duction -and dissemination of-a large 
number of important varieties.. 

As the citrus industry of Cali- 
ia developed, shippers began 

the department of 
undertook, in the latter year, a 
survey of conditions to i 
if possible, the real cause. It is 
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Self-Boiled Lime-Sulphur for Brown Rot Control Is One of the Valuable Services 

packing house. The‘investigations were 
directed toward the handling of the fruit 
at every point with the view of —— 
ing methods that would prevent break- 
ing the skin even to the slightest extent. 

Effect Radical Changes 

Methods of picking and handling the 
fruit in the orchards were radically 
changed, and the packing houses were 
almost completely remodelled with the 
view of eliminating injury to the fruit 
after delivering from the groves. As a 
result, ~the loss 

artment’s Service to Fruit 

same orchard. Not infrequently there 
were heavy losses through deterioration 
of apples in cold storage and the blame 
was placed on the management of the 
cold storage warehouse. There seemed 
to be no explanation of the problem 
other than the mismanagement of the 
cold room in which the apples were placed, 
‘even though there was no actual evidence 
of any fault in the management. A com- 
prehensive investigation revealed the fact 
that apples stored immediately upon 
being picked would keep satisfactorily, 

; while some of the 
same variety, from from decay during 

shipment to: east- 
ern markets was 
almost completely 
eliminated, his 
accomplishment 
alone has meant 
the saving of hun- 
dreds of thousands 
of dollars to the 
citrus industry of 
California and to 
distributors of the 
fruits in the east- 
ern markets. 
Thes > investiga- 

tions were along 
fundamental lines, 
and while the 
orange crop of Cal- 
ifornia happened 

SECRETARY 

concern, the real 
object of the 
studies and the re- 
sults of them were 
of far wider ex- 
tent and impor- 
tance. The aim 
was a comprehen- 
sive and funda- 
mental study of 
fruit handling and 
transportation. 
Perhaps nothing 

MESSAGE TO FRUIT 
GROWERS 

I have said on a number of oc- 
casions that the department of 
agriculture pays a thousand per 
cent returns to the citizens of 
the country on the money they 
invest in it—the appropriations 
which congress grants it, I be- 
lieve that is true. 
the people of the country take 
and use the services which the 
department is offering, the full 
benefits of its work, the full re- 
turns on their investment, will 
not be realized. 
the fruit growers of America— 
will assure yourselves that you 
are making the largest’ possible 
use of the department’s service. 
I hope you will bring your prob- 
lems to the department; that you 
will use it and support it and 
make it better and more serv- 
iceable to fruit growers not 
only but to all the people of the 
country.—E. T, Meredith. 

orchard, handled 
the same in every 
way the same, ex- 
ey that they were 
left in the orchard 
orperhaps in a shed 
or barn for a few 
days before they 
were stored, would 
deteriorate. in a 
comparatively 
short time after 
being placed in 
cold storage. This 
investigation, 
which was ex- 
tended to pears, 
emphasized _ the 
fundamental im- 
portance of get- 
ting fruit into cold 
storagein theshort- 
est possible time 
after it is picked. 

The cooling of 
rishable 

fruit products (pre- 
cooling, as it is usu- 
ally termed),before 
shipment was also 
an important line 
of investigation at 
one time during the 
development of the 
fruit-handlingwork 

MEREDITH’S 

But unless 

I hope you— 

in the whole his- 
tory of the fruit 
industry up to this time has so empha- 
sized the importance of careful handling 
in the durability of perishable products. 

As the work p , similar activi- 
ties were carried on with oranges in 
Florida, with peaches in some of the 
important peach-producing sections of 
the country, and with raspberries and 
other small fruits in their respective 

ns. 
Studies were made of cold storage re- 

quirements of apples and other fruits. 
It was a common experience fifteen years 
ago to find that, under standard storage 
conditions, apples grown in one region 
behaved very differently from those of 
the same variety grown elsewhere but 
stored in the same storage house or 
under similar storage conditions; differ- 
ences, too, appeared in fruit from the 

; of the department. 
This activity consists in the cooling of 
the fruit by proper refrigeration at the 
desired shipping temperature before it 
is placed in the refrigerator car, or, in 
some instances, after it is loaded but 
before the car leaves the shipping 
station. Through the ordinary cooling 
process of placing the ice in the bunkers 
of a refrigerator car, it is a long time 
before the fruit in the middle of the car, 
as well as that in the center of the pack- 
ages, reaches a temperature sufficiently 
low to retard the development of or- 
ganisms which cause decay, or even to 
retard the norma! softening of the fruit 
after picking. It might happen, there- 
fore, that a carload of some highly 
perishable product would be half the 
distance from the shipping point to its 
destination before a part of the 

A owe. Sy 

fruit would be affected by the cog” 
temperature of the car, even tho 
the temperature, as indicated by 
thermometer, might be in a satisfa 
condition. 

Began Bud Selection | 

_ Another line of worlmof far-reaching 
influence and importance is the improve 
ment of fruits through bud selectig 
About 10 years ago one of the workers 
the department of agriculture, wh 
eng: in another line of investigation,” 
became impressed with the fact that g | 
surprisingly large proportion of the treg 
in the av e citrus grove was unpre 
ductive; or, if productive, the fruit was” 
of such a character as to bé unmarket © 
able,. He became convinced, in a general 
way, that the former were habitually | 
unproductive, and that.the trees whic 
produced fruit of an undesirable and 
unmarketable type always produced 
that character of fruit, while the tree 
which bore high grade fruit abundantly 
were regularly productive. 
general facts were so evident to him, 
seemed to have such significance iq 
principle, that he was assigned to 3 
study of the problem. 
_In order to secure accurate’ info 

tion, he selected typical blocks in so a 
of the citrus groves containing Washin 
ton Navel and Valencia oranges, Marsh’ 
grapefruit, Eureka and Lisbon lemong, 
and some of the less important varie 
of citrus fruits, and individual treg 
performance records continuing over 4 
series of years were gathered. ie 
amount of fruit produced by each t 
and the quantity of the different gra¢ 
from each were carefully record 
These records confirmed, in a decisive 
way, the first impressions that the ip 
vestigator had concerning the consis 
of bearing in trees of different 
The next step in this study was to 
termine whether these tree characteris 
tics would be rpetuated in 
propagated from them. 

It would require too much space 
record here all the details of the invest” 
gation but it is of interest to note that” 
with a remarkable degree of consistency” 
progeny trees propagated from tht 
different types perpetuated the bearing” 
chafacters of the parents. For instance” 
a tree propaga from a high-yielding” 
tree is itself, in turn, a large producel, 
while one propagated from a tree thatis 
practically barren perpetuates the 
acteristics of the parent tree. : 

The citrus growers of California we 
so convinced of the importance of thet 
results that thousands of unproductiv 
and otherwise undesirable trees in 
ears ¢ California have been top 
Ww with -buds taken from trees. 
superior strains. More than this, i 
1917, the oe Growers’ Supply & 
pany, 2 subsidiary organization of 1 

California Fruit Growers’ 1 
a bud selecti 

xt 

ane 

~ 

depertnen ent to supply Pe ; ne 

rent trees for the use of grows 

bud 
established in 1917, are ‘ 
,000,000 buds have su Ae ii= J growers and nurseryn 

the demand for them is cor 



Co-operation in the Pacific Northwest 

By C. I. Lewis, Associate Editor ‘N OUR past two papers we have 
dealt entirely with the California 
situation. Our next two papers 

j deal primarily with the history 
@ development of co-operation in 

Pacific northwest, These papers 
gipuld prove especially interesting to 
those Who are contemplating for the 

¢ time, launching into the co-oper- 
» field. History has repeated it- 
in the Pacific northwest. We have 
through many of the trials and 
ations which California passed 

ugh. years ago. A close study of 
experiences, and careful observa- 
of the lessons it is possible to 

n therefrom, should be greatly 
ficial to all those sections of our 
try that are contemplating co- 

ve marketing, for after all, the 
lamentals of co-operative market- 

ng are always the same. The local 
plications may be somewhat dif- 

~ Tn studying co-operative marketing 
in the Pacific northwest, we will divide 

+ study into four different -periods. 
rst, that extending from 1900 to 

known as the planting and de- 
“yeloping period; second, that extend- 
“ing from 1912 to 1915, known as the 
Po period, or period of depression; 

, extending from 1915 to 1920 
known as the period of reconstruction; 
“gad fourth, the future, or a study of 

Figns of the times. We will deal now 
‘With the first period. 

' Planting and Developing 
While the Pacific northwest had 

ed through several developments 
“@ heavy planting of both apples and 
prunes, prior to 1900, the real basis of 
“oir horticultural prosperity was redlly 
@tablished between the years 1900 and 

, and in fact, the greater part of 
acreage was set out between the 

1905 to 1912. During this pe- 
there was a tremendous influx of 

n peoples to our Northwest 
y. These people were lured 

“partly by scenery and climate, 
te a large extent, came because 

the wonderful stories they had 
‘concerning the possible profits 

Mm apple culture. They came to the 
‘. ad of the big red apple, to the land 
_ OL oppe ty. 
" We-have no reliable figures concern- 

the acreage of apples which was 
ished during that epoch, but 
people placed it as high as half 

lion acres. Perhaps half that 
'Smount would be more conservative 
tad if we eliminate the undesirable 
tend, the acreage would be 4 great 
‘Wal less. During this period fruit in 
Meh sections as Hood River for ex- 

le, was often bought by tender. 
is, competitive bidders would 
mie out as early as July and 
and camp, put their sealed 
envelopes which were opened 

tal bank, the highest bidder 
the fruit. 
time, that there ‘felt at that 

: of a collapse in our 
iness. If anyone cautioned 

ict on its apple development, 
rere always toldthat we pro- 
varieties which were unexcelled 

‘Muality, that no other section of 
could produce apples com-. 

ble to the Pacific northwest. That 
Would never. be able to meet the 

md for il class-of fruit: 

fe. 

ean they obtain needed le 

ry * 

the ‘They 

has never been a co-operative body, 
many of the groups of members which 
later formed the Skookum Packers, _ 
are co-operative as far as the physical 
handling is concerned, -and despite . 
some of the criticism concerning this 
organization which we will speak of 
later, they have been a factor which 
has always stood for better packing, 
for advertising, and wider distribution. 

3 Owes Debt of Gratitude 

It is well, however, to say at this 
time, that the co-operative fruit bodies 
of the Pacific 

deal to advantage with the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. 

Period of Depression 

Beginning as early as 1910 there 
were some rumblings and dark clouds 
on the horizon. Already a change 
was coming over the apple industry in 
the northwest. Many felt, however, 
that this was very temporary, and it 
was not until about 1912 when the real 
collapse came. The northwest sud- 
denly found itself with more’ apples 
to sell than the markets they had pre- 

viously developed 
northwest have 
been its one bul- 
wark. Had it not 
been for the pres- 
ence of these lo- 
cal ‘co-operative 
bodies during the 
last 20 years, it is 
doubtful if. the 
sone industry in 
the northwest 
could have been 
saved. And it 
never would have 
been developed to 
the high degree 
which is true to- 
day. While these 
associations may 
not have obtained 
at times, much 
more money for 
their members 

six articles by 

Pacific coast: In 
evolution of 

ganizations still 

ing a glut. 

This is the third of a series of 

scribing the development and 
function of some of the larger 
co-operative associations on the 

the 
agencies in the Pacific northwest 
is described. While these or- 

development, they have already 
made great progress. 
in this respect is the standard- 
ization of grades and packs, and 
the enlargement of their mar- 
kets until a crop of 35,000 acres 
can be marketed without creat- 

could consume. 
“ Immediately 
the cry went up 
“overproduc- 
tion.” Oh, how 
that word hag 
been played up to 
cover a multitude 
of sins in every 
fruit industry in 
Americal It was 
not overproduc- 
tion, aS we can 
see later, but a 
lack of intelligent 
marketing an 
distribution which 
was. responsible 
for the seemingly 
glutted market. 
The growers at 
once became pan- 
icky. A cut-throat 

Mr. Lewis, de- 

this article, the 
marketing 

are undergoing 

Notable 

than outside . 
growers received, we must never. for- 
get that had it not been for the 
presence of these local co-operative 
bodies, no. one would have received 
the price which the associations really 
established,' The northwest owes an 
everlasting debt of gratitude to the 
— which these co-operative bodies 
took. 

One mistake, however, was made in 
the early days, and that was that the 
local co-operative body did not early 
recognize those activities which it 
could legitimately and easily perform, 
or those which it would be impossible 
for it to perform. A lack of this 
knowledge has proved fatal to many 
a local co-operative ey § The func- 
tions of an organization has its limits. 
This has been demonstrated to be true 
in California for the last 30 years, 
and our experience in the last 20 years 
in the northwest has demonstrated the 
same truth. 

There are many things which a 
local association can do. It can pur- 
chase materials cheaper for its mem- 
bers than can the individual; it can 
standardize the local pack; it can get 
better recognition from railroads than 
any individual can hope to obtain; it 
can reduce, to a certain d , the 
cost of ; it can de- 
ri cold mentee — — pack- 

equipment. co-opera- 
tive bodies in the northwest own today 
the best cold storage and 
facilities found in our country. ; 

These bodies can encourage much 
better production. They can establish 
and handle, in a local way, pa 
plants. They can constantly be a po- 
tent influence for good. 

Limits of the Local 

But there are some things which 
local co-operative t do, 

ot meet the , 
as 

eatly 
of marketing. They can do very 
to agile geri: «lip 

; very little to ly establish 
Wa er oh onbggecin epgheed dagger: 
They cannot ly develop the by- 
products business in a well balanced 
way, which might be necessary 
tain sections.of the country. . ly 

Pon, 

gem Erg 

; policy was estab- 
lished. Any one district would under- 
sell any other district in the northwest 
if they knew the competitor’s price. 
The buyers played the growers and 
local buyers to a~“fare-ye-well,” and 
often splendid apples which cost. over 
$1 to grow were bought as low as 65 
cents to 75 cents a box. 

Needless to say, many people were 
ruined. Some actually abandoned 
their orchards, others committed sui- 
cide, and had the banks and those 
holding mortgages wished to foreclose, 
75 per cent of the ranches would have 
changed hands. While all bankers at 
this stage of the game did not realize 
the real problems confronting the fruit 
industry, a few business meii, especially 
those at Spokane, through the medium 
of the Spokane Chamber of Commerce, 
did realize some of the problems con- 
fronting the fruit growers and started 
steps to try and correct them. 

During this period there were a 
great many handlers of apples in the 
northwest, in fact five or six hundred. 
There were two very large holders, 
the first being the Northwest Fruit 
Exchange. This body made a very 
serious attempt to enlist the support 
of a majority of the fruit growers of 
the northwest, but there was a feeling 
on the part of many of the growers 
that eastern interests controlied a 
large share of the stock in the North-: 
west Fruit Exchange, and might ulti- 
mately control the entire marketing 

ry. 
- Again, there was a feeling that no 
organization representing. growers, 
which was giving service in market- 
ing, should ever buy fruit on its own 
account in any way, shape or fashion. 
The exchange made a good start in 
Oregon, but finally largely lost out in 
that state, other than representing a 
few large orchards, but did become 
very firmly established in Washington, 

ly in the Wenatchee district 
it is one of the biggest handlers 

in the northwest gts oe ae 
The growers held numerous meet- 

ings, and decided to form a co-opera- 
tive body of their own,. following 
somewhat the general lines of the 
California Fruit Growers’ Ex 

large districts were formed, Yakima, 
Hood River, Wenatchee, Idaho-Oregoa, 
Walla Walla, , Central Idaho- 
Washington, Montana, and Western 
Oregon. 
Some of the best organizers and 

keenest fruit: handlers of the north- 
west allied themselves with this or- 
ganization. In the year 1913 they 
shipped out practically 4,000 cars of 
fruit; and in 1914, over 5,000 cars. 
From that time on, however, the or- 
ganization became weaker and finally 
collapsed. There “were probably sevy- 
eral reasons for the collapse. The main 
reason being the old selfish feeling be- 
tween. the various districts, each de- 
manding the maintenance of very ex- 
pensive overheads. There was a lack 
of confidence on the Bam of some of 
the leaders and inadequate support 
from the beginning by the growers. 
The mistake was made of never giv- 
ing: the individual members of the or- 
ganization sufficient chance to express 
their opinion. Coupled with this it 
must be remembered that the distribu- 
tors were expected to do a piece of 
work which could not be accomplished 
in a year or two, and which could 
not be accomplished with a limited 
tonnage. 

Matters went from bad to worse. 
d Frequent. meetings were called during 

1912, 1918, 1914 and 1915. At one 
time, a council was formed with rep- 
resentatives from each district in the 
northwest. They in turn formed an 
administrative council of three, of 
which Senator Paulhamus of the 
Puyallup Valley was chairman, when 
a hue and cry went up from some sec- 
tions of the northwest that while 
Paulhamus was a cannery man and a 
berry man, he knew nothing about 
the apple e. Again the old jeal- 
ousy and the unwillingness to rally to 
the support of the northwest leaders 
asse itself and the council col- 
lapsed, 

e council, before ceasing to func- 
tion, however, made desperate efforts 
to get the Northwest Fruit Exchange, 
the North Pacific Distributors, and 
other large handlers, working together 
to form some sort of a clearing house 
and to establish mutual understand- 
ings which would prevertt the throat 
cutting which was ruining the apple 
industry. Finally in the fall of 1915, 
the Bureau of Markets sent out three 
men into the northwest. 

The Fruit Growers’ Agency 
After interviewing the various lead- 

ers, these men requested the privilege 
of present a plan to the leading 
growers of northwest. A meeting 
was called at , and what was 
known as the Growers’ Agency, 
was incorporated im 1915. What this 
agency was and what it has accom- 
eg is of considerable interest. The 
Beet section of the maaersidy danse 

very interesting, namely that the 
membership of this corporation shall 
be composed exclusively of individuals, 
firms or corporations which are grow- 
ers, growers’ organizations, and gal 
ers’ selling agents, who handie an 
average of 100 or more cars of fruit 
ayy 2 per year, and who actually 
ve in the northwest. 
There were two classes of members, 

the active members, who carried the 
right to hold office and vote, and pas- 
sive members who had no right to 
vote. The active members were those 
who handled at least 100 acres of fruit 
a year. The ve members were 
those w — not less cone ane 
car a year. any grower whose 
average production was not less than 
one car a year, and any growers’ or- 

change, 
that this body sold directly 4 

earing in cer- rather:thah serving as a mere cl 
The idea was to form 

in the various districts. 
naghet: 

“Ten 



It Is Vital to the Concord Grape Industry 

By O. W. Johnson, Ohio 
HERE are several very vital: 
points in the grape industry 
that must be earnestly and posi- 

tively .considered and provided for if 
the Concord grape growers of America 
ever expect to reap the true values 
due them for the products they raise 
to sell. Those things can be summed 
up in the following brief items: 

In this day and age the isolation 
of man, associations, or industry means 
economic ruin. Every industry of the 
land, even down to the boot-blacks, 
have organizéd themselves into locals 
and those locals into large central 
organizations or units, in order that 

tion, and have created many local as- 
sociations to protect themselves the. 
better fromthe organized attack’ of 
conscienceless buyers, who, when no 
organization exists, pick their victims 
at will-and fleece them at their pleas- 
ure. Those unprotected growers had 
to pick their crop; they had no 
available markets other than the 
speculative gamblers; they had no 
containers to lead and ship their crop 
in if they had the = so the 
fleecing was easy. The gambling 

the association became its deadly com- 
mercial menace. By that act they 
dealt ‘their own and the interests of 
their far-sighted neighbors a vicious 
body blow. To the door of those be- 
nighted beings must be laid the wrecks 
of 99 out of every. 100 defunct grow- 
ers’. associations. 

Sewing Seeds of Discerd 

To those industrial sluggards came 
the gambling - bloodhounds of com- 
merce offering their “thirty pieces of 

in. the United States (and Canads 
they will join) into a egg 
growers’ association. 
tion seeks ‘to do for the locale 
the locals seek to do for the 
vidual - grower “and that is to # 
the.weight of this vast possibilify 
power into the commercial aren, 
= good of the individual associ 

well as the individual grower, 
cakent organization is now fune 
ing as the National Grape 
Association, with 
Unionville, Lake Co., O. 2 

Thus the central. organized | 
exists, so that feature is provide 

But without the hearty) the personal interests of its 
members might be the better 
rared for and the individual saved 
from the gross abuse his iso- 
lation and lack of protectidn 
permits and invites in this day 
of legalized business pi . In 
other words, that the might of 
the host shall be massed in the 
protection of the one. 

The Concord grape grower, 
and fruit growers in general, are 
sadly in need of a closer bond of 
fellowship as expressed in the 
local association, and those 
locals bound together in one 
great central unit or associa- 
tion. They need such binding to- 
gether as no other vocation 
needs it. When Mother Nature 
says it is time to pick the crop, 
harvest we must, or -lose “it..all, 
rain or shine, ready or unready, 
baskets or no baskets, markets 
or no markets, cars or no cars. 
Nature waits on no man, matter 
or thing. 

Need Organization 

Therefore, in order to be ready for 
the hour when the season opens, we 
growers need a most comprehensive 
and co-operatively organized arrange- 
ment, the best that it is possible for 
us to obtain. It should include every 
grower and every grower’s local as- 
sociation in the nation to the end 
that we may conduct our business 
during those vital hours in such wise 
that we may reap.the rewards we are 
justly entitled to as compensation for 
risking our all each year. 

I am glad to say that there are 
many growers in the larger belts that 
have seen the necessity of organiza- 

speculator whistled and the growers 
“came a runnin’,” like any other batch 
of slaves, whining and fawning at his 
feet, begging for the crumbs of special 
favors he doled out to them, a power 
supreme, the czar of all he surveyed. 

ever the locals were formed 
and vigorously conducted they put a 

to the gamblers’ game. But 
wherever the local growers were not 
possessed with business intelligence 
enough to see the value of co-operative 
action and did not join in sufficiently 
large numbers to control at least two- 
thirds or more of the crop, much 
trouble ensued with disorder and dis- 
solution often following. 
The eo who held aloof from 

The Concord Grape Indu%try Has Large Possibilities Through Organized Marketing Metheds thinking # that he can d 
a few cars in time to cated 

silver” in the form of some little 
advantage of cash or flattery over and 
above that which the local association 
might have been able to give them if 
they had joined. Just the moment 
the sale was consummated, it was pub- 
lished far and wide among the organ- 
ization’s members that better terms 
could be had outside of the organiza- 
tion than in it. In this way they seek 
to sow discord, and to discredit the 
work and ability of the association to 
the end that it be disbanded and the 
growers become demoralized. 

In August of 1919 a central grape 
growers’ organization was formed at 
Cleveland, O., to unité every 
association of Concord grape growers 

reserved co-operation | 
physical, financial and 
port of all of the growerg) 
their associations, it will fa 
short ef its vast ia he 

and will ; 
Potent and we and weak in di Baal 

pho A receives. appa go om fs 
| . kets and their. Pigg 2 

through ‘the active Sua 
of the sentra ui, The i 
Grape Growers’ Associatj 

Slow Gluts Occur. | 

Gluts and srenanyy 
} through the vy 

pare iar a “yt t 
rolling @ given m 

| A shipper hears a report 
rising market at a given | 
thinking himself, ace 
sole possessor of 

high fide, he ening ew 
little act perhaps is being rp 
at a dozen different points ond 
urally follows that the mark 
promised so fair is knocked f 
~ Under the plan of the natior 
sociation this glut would he ti 

because the ca 
every market being known, and 
car Moving at the command | 
central organization it natura 
lows that only the normal | 
—omn have reached that ma 
the prices would have held 
Many a season’s best price pr 
have been completely demolish 
accidental, and in some cases del 

(Continued on page 13) — 

New Fruits From Bud Sports 

By J. L. Collins, California Station 
ORTICULTURISTS and fruit 
growers ‘everywhere are anx- 
ious to know more about the 

nature and frequency of occurrence of 
bud sports in horticultural crops. This 
interest has been so strong in the 
Pacific Coast states that the California 
Fruit Growers’ Exchange, an 
ization of about 10,000 members, 
established in 1917 a department of 
bud selection for the more scientific 
and matic search for and study 
of bud sports as a means of improv- 
ing varieties. Since that time other 
fruit growers’ associations and nurs- 
erymen’s associations have established 
similar departments under the super- 
vision of trained plant breeders who 
conduct a search for valuable bud 
sports on a more extensive scale than 
is an for the individual grower. 

this time the account of the 
discovery and pro of a bud 
phos’ bigrae aes iven plant the new 

ety, stined to it the par- 
ent variety, will be oF icular in- 
-terest to those who 
oe fa grata ga concerning the utility 

For a ong time growers of the lit- 
the French 

organ- — 

more def- iC 

now on the market a new 
waster an Tein prune which fulfills 
the long sought for ideal. 

Origin of the New Prune 

ie aE ee ee san aes 

pgg igs « ais Foe ae ie prune,” is 

— 

in a tree of the typical French 
variety. The tene cn which iteanere- 
ing branch was in an or- 

definitely known to have come from grew 
a single limb occurring as & bud sport 

ea << ; Sr ae ae 
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With Our Editors 

A Huge Enterprise 

A ORGANIZATION capitalized at a mil- 
lion dollars has just been formed in 

* New York state for the purpose of 
ying co-operatively for its members those 
mmodities needed in large quantities for 

b production of their farm crops. It does 
to deal in those articles that are 

ly the stock in trade of the local 
erchants. Instead.-it will deal in the 

™ Sstonials essential to-the production of 
hed products of the farm. 
here is no good reason why farmers 
mid not buy at wholesale figures those 

odities needed in large quantities for 
ing stock, maintaining soil fertility or 
aring crops for market. To buy such 
Modities co-operatively in order to se- 
@ the benefit of wholesale prices is good 
fness. But there is a fine distinction 
een co-operative buying which is dis- 
a ly a constructive factor in the welfare 
teeth: and co-operative buying 
is destructive to the established retail 
It is easy for a co-operative organiza- 

ito overstep the indefinite boundary be- 
en the two, and in that way become 
ved in serious difficulties. 

4 Remove the Amendments 

SHE Capper-Volstead co-operative mar- 

| keting bill, which was passed by the 
Senate late i in December, was intended 

kxempt co-operative marketing associa- 
s from the penalties of the Sherman 
Ftrust law. In its original form this 

s given the specific endorsement of 
pat farm organizations. It was be- 
at its passage would not only stimu- 
formation of co-operative associa- 

Pit would make it possible for these 
peiations to serve their membership more 
PTT 

lov aver, before the bill got through the 
Né te sombneg amendments were tacked on, 

appear to have completely nullified 
: food that might have come from the 
‘both to the producers of farm products 
| those who buy them. Instead of be- 
‘a law that would help the farmer in the 
Keting of his crops, and permit him to 

n collectively with the great organiza- 
> whom farm produce is sold, the law 

i usc In referring to the passage 
ie amended bill by the senate, Mr. J. R. 
rd, president of the American Farm 
degen said: “The first amend- 
to which we object puts the regulatory 

yer co-operative associations in the 
es: the federal trade commission 
than the de ent of agriculture. 

uld be better for all concerned to have 
ustribution of food supplies under the 
Vision of the department of agricul- 

he second amendment virtually nullifies 
@pper-Volstead bill by putting. back 
tthe Sherman act the whole co-opera- 
hovement. This amendment must be 
ated if farmers are to benefit by the 

nh and thereby regain their will to 
~The National Board of 

has requested that the objec- 
iets & be removed in the 

final passage of the 

W of the interest that exists in co- tha 
1] ape ee eet ot salle 

mit co-operative o 

vigorous protests should be filed imme- 
diately with the judiciary committee of 
congress against the acceptance of the bill 
in its amended form. Many members of 
congress recognize the high importance of 
agriculture. All of them undoubtedly know 
their three meals a day would stop if farm- 
ers laid down on their job. But through the 
powerful influences brought to bear by big 
commercial interests the rights of farmers 
are forced into the background. The com- 
mittee should cancel the amendments to the 
Capper-Volstead bill, and make it a law in 
the form in which it was endorsed by farm- 
ers. If you or your farm association has 
not yet protested against the amended form 
of the bill, do so at once. 

Do You Co-Operate? 

ARKETING is the most important of 
M all agricultural problems of the pres- 

ent time. It is easy enough to pro- 
duce crops, but if they cannot be sold at a 
profit, what is theuse of producing them? 
But how to sell at a profit—that is where the 
rub comes. For the individual producer, far 
removed from the market, the problem gains 
in seriousness as the perishability and size 
of his crop, and the distance to market, in- 
creases. The series of articles by Mr. C. I. 
Lewis on the activities of the western co- 
operative association, now appearing in 
American Fruit Grower, point out how 
western fruit growers have solved some of 
the most grievous of their marketing prob- 
lems through co-operation. These organiza- 
tions have lifted the production of many 
fruits from total: loss to reasonable profit, 
and created substantial, thrifty, populous 
cities from collections of vacant buildings. 

What has been done in the west can be 
done in the east or south. What has been 
accomplished by fruit growers is possible 
for other farmers, for there is no secret to 
co-operation, and the blue sky is the limit of 
its possibilities. If your neighborhood is 
not organized for co-operative marketing, 
why not? See your county agent. 

Sprayers Make the Profit 

UCCESS in spraying is not alone a mat- 
ter of the time the applications are 
made and the material that is used, but 

also the thoroughness with which the spray- 
ing is done. Thoroughness is one corner of 
the triangle forming success in spraying. 
Statistics are not available as to the amount 
of spraying that is not thoroughly done, nor 
for that which is perfectly done. But there 
have been so many demonstrations con- 
ducted in all parts of the country in which be 
the spraying was done with a high degree 
of perfection, with correspondingly good 
results, that it is safe to conclude that some- 
thing went wrong when losses are suffered 
from insects and diseases in sprayed or- 
chards. 
One of the essentials in thorough spray- 

ing is adequate equipment. It is im 
to thoroughly spray a large acreage wi 
one small outfit. There is some one applica- 
tion on-all fruits a must be made within 
a very limited Too frequently the 

ao enice A e ore or grove spray in 
t period, because of a breakdown in the 

machine, bad weather, shortage of labor, or 
amounts to a great deal more other causes; 

| than the cost of adequate sprayer capacity. _ senility 

at ‘from the inability to. 

It is much more profitable for the com- 
mercial fruit grower to have too much 
sprayer capacity than too little. It is not 
possible for all spraying outfits to thor- 
oughly cover the same area. Some outfits 
will deliver as little as three gallons a min- 
ute, while some others will deliver ten times 
as ‘much. Sprayer equipment should be 
measured on the ability to cover the trees 
within the minimum of time, rather than 
the actual number of dollars tied up in the 
machine. At present prices a fairly large 
power sprayer costs about six hundred 
dollars. How many bushels of high grade 
fruit would be needed to pay the interest 
and depreciation charges on such an outfit? 
It would be very few. But look at the cull 
pile in the average orchard, and the dropped 
fruit that littered the ground at harvest. 
What would this fruit have been worth if it 
had been protected from the insect and 
fungus damage that put it where it is? 
How many sprayers would it have paid in- 
terest on? How much spray material and 
labor would it have bought? 

Lack of thoroughness in spraying is a 
vital factor in causing poor results at har- 
vest time. Poor spraying, in most cases, is 
the result of inadequate equipment. Sprayer 
capacity, measured on thé basis of one-half 
gallon per minute per acre is none too ample 
in an orchard or grove of mature trees. 

A Billion Dollar Fruit Crop 

HE farm value placed on five important 
fruit crops for December Ist by the 
bureau of crop estimates is $466,504,- 

000. Of this amount, apples stand at the 
top, with a valuation of $271,984,000 for the 
total apple crop, and $132,066,000 for the 
commercial crop. Peaches are next in this 
list, with thé crop valued at $91,863,000. 
Oranges have the next valuation, $70,125,- 
000, while the pear crop is valued at $27,- 
220,000 and cranberries at $5,313,000. No 
estimate is placed upon the values of other 
fruits such as grapes, raisins, lemons, 
prunes, berries of all kinds and less impor- 
tant fruits that aré-grown commercially. 
But it is safe to assume that these fruits 
have values in excess of the five that are 
named, and that the farm worth of the 
fruit crop of 1920 is somewhat in excess of 
a billion dollars. That being the case, the 
fruit crop for the year might be said to 
equal in value the entire wheat crop, which 
is placed at $1,135,806,000.. It exceeds the 
value of the cotton crop and is worth about 
one-half that of the corn crop. And still we 
say the fruit-growing business of this coun- 
try is small as compared to what it should 

Discuss Business Matters 

N THE addresses on the programs of hor- 
ticultural meetings for this winter, there 
is a greater number of assignments to 

such topics as standardization, legislation, 
tariff, transportation, credits and other 
purely business topics than have been ob- 
served in any previous year. The horticul- 
tural side of horticultural meetings is 
yielding to those topics which more directly 
affect the profit-making side of fruit grow- 
ing. And well it may. The day has passed 
when fruit growing is a le a 
oh ; a rua Fito and horticultural societies 
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When to Spray and What to Use . 

A Convenient Spraytng Calendar for the Use of American Fruit Grower Read 

STRAWBERRY 

What to Spray Treatment When to Spray o thoroughl AEN, er 
"Realect of any = = Gotty't tors will lessen or ruin | Leaf Spot 4-4-50. open. 
eee te spraying work, or want { applications if spot appears. 

sha RICAN TRUIT On GROWER. TORE speaving Bldg., Chicago 

PLUM 
San | , 1 to 8.} tree 
i ruit } 

APPLE 

When to Spray Remarks 
~~ |Lime-sulphur, f to 8;/In. dormant season; when trees are|Protect men and animals at work Cant "| Lime-sulphur,l 10 50,| Similar to cherry, which see. B 

Scalecide. leafless. from oan sd action of Lime-sul- | Brown Rot with $ Ibs. Arse.| Vina aie tes Suse: aves hy o mea tan Miscible Oils phur on the skin. Leaf Spot nate of Lead. | only if 
coated. \In spring when buds are bursting 

showing green tips. 

When flower buds show pink, Mother v some cases prompt and severe 2 and wounds with 
a. will incidentally con-| lime. FRc BEE. limate i to some extent. 
trol troubles in this group.) Scale Insects | 

Blister Mite orchard trash to wiser —— petals have’ ; 1 i Pear Psylla 4 
roximat | am weeks Practically all the ommon 

° ven 98 i on : methods of control caer ‘ ale 3 _— 
(3) Approximately ten weeks after the 
bloom. : CITRUS FRUITS 

va Bebe omaggg to seventeen weeks after|Necessary in 
may be three broods in one season. 

1 ee in (2) under codling moth|Clean orcharding assists in curculio 
‘ ‘el eere) Pome two weeks after| control. Spraying oot always 

wholly effective. 
sane Secke aiber the 

Hat foe der codling moth| Arsenate of Lead may be omitted if m un e omi 1 
¥ ey 2 no curculio is ona by 

result| More common in regions where air | Rust Mite 
and water drainage is poor. 

Thrips 

The rust cannot live without cedars | Scab 
on which it spends part of the year. 

See under Pear, Fire Blight. 

PEACH ASPARAGUS 
Beewles Lime-sulphur, 1 to 8.) Any time in dormant season but not 

later than two weeks before bloom 
aie 

Arsenate of Lead, 2/{1) About ten days after the bloom, as/Befo yth begins clean grass and 
Ibs. in” 50 | the shucks are bei off by Pewee oat enews ound 
water. , \ the young fruit. as given| . middles 

. below brown rot. 
Self-boiled wa pp anes lowe four-weeks Toapod a my Do not spray nearer than two weeks 

phur; with 2 Ibs. Jowm ‘idseason and late varieties may| te picking time. 

= eater — na Ang to fiv ur a e : 
weeks fruit ripens. If . When pods 
a is dam Regn warm addi- , 
tional sprays w' mecessary. 

Dig out with knife and wine in fall and|Trees gust be looked after twice CABBAGE 
spring. en mound up earth around| yearly. worms 

. trunk 8 inches, r Cabbage Looper ibs. as 
w 
2 Har a Sotaas Sat an Salleation, thal. the Gee bs living wali come un- 

use 

favorable condition, such oo wnsengale’ acl. Discover and change | Guw 
the unfavorable enviranment for the EBS ee y= E 

but Kee; the vigor of the trees by good | Ciub Root helps = 4 ~ p>. ct Club Root 

CHERRY Black Rot 

tree 

Do not wet 

up 
plants. 

a MELONS, CUCUMBERS AND SQUASH ‘en A 

two-week F 

caused leaves to Melon Rust 

pecessary ; ‘ ease 

appearance 

‘CURRANT AND GOOSEBERRY 
Leaf Spot = Tem. i as -soon.as the leaves are 
Anthracnose ' mates Sao grees 20a 

tions at tw o-weelf intervals P 
San Scale Similar apple, Sate: 
Oyuior Shell Scale pe oe “- 
Currant Worm Arsenate of Lead, iy the first appearance of the worms.|Dry hellebore may be dusted on, if 

Ibs. to 50 gals. |If ites eaaeinemy: — 
water: 

Currant Plant _|Nicotine sulphate, 1/50on dhe: ages batch a ‘Spring ‘Thoroughness necessary, hitting all 
Louse a te after the leaves open). -— deaves ot beneath. et 

GRAPE 

or three ve lle «lay 
tervals. 

program 
these insects are 

g900n as appear. 
days 
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IDDEN Sprays for 

Fruit Surety 

Why Spray? To get a better crop, a surer crop, a larger 

crop, and finally to get more money for it. 

_ That much is sure—and you can be just as sure that 

vhile cutting oa 

“scale and all other pests will come—so prepare in advance, A Complete Paint Line 

~ use a dormant spray of Glidden. Dry Lime Sulphur. past pn Glidden Sonrins ~ 

* Remember, the spraying time is short and you must be seslltacaneur unmlltes ond 

_ ture of results, You cannot afford to run risks with un- eauipment. Here too you'll find 

| ‘@ certain spray materials, Use Glidden Dry Lime Sulphur Glidden Endurance Paint to 

ar ved GR © it kills the pests surely and quickly. oe 

— ae If you cannot locate the Glidden dealer, write to the 

@ mearest Glidden office listed below. ! 

3 Send for the Glidden Spray Calendar, It tells 
when, how and what to spray. It's Free. 

» THE GLIDDEN COMPANY, National Headquarters, Cleveland, O. 

Cleveland, Chicago, San Francisco, Oakland, Reading, Baltimore, 
New Orleans, St, Louis, St. Paul, Brooklyn, Toronto, 
Néw York, Chicago, Kansas City, Boston, Scranton, Evansville, 
Birmingham, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Portland, Atlanta, Dallas. Hous- 

Olym Wash., Des Moines, Memphis. 
Winnipeg. Stocks in principal cities. 

ie 
Uy aaa"! Ti 
Pre | Lake 1.1 UAE 
HERE ON EVERYTHING 

Other Glidden Products for the Farm 

Powdered ArsenateofCalcium Endurance Paint ( red) 
Arsenate of Lead Endurance Auto Finis 

Powdered Bordeaux Mixture Barn Paint (Red and Gray) 
P ‘owdered Bordo-Arsenate Tractor and Implement Paint ‘ 
Paris Green Floorette & Wearette Varnishes 

PTO ONE 5, sew ay Wie. RAO atE er 
sa ere 
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IMPLEMENTS 7222 

The right kind of cultivation does much to make good crops 

grow from the seed you piant. 

Good cultivation loosens and stirs the soi! around the young 

plants and lets the air down into the roots. The roots can then 

grow down into the soil where there is nourishment —the plants 

have a better chance to grow to full size. 

Early and regular cultivation pulls growing weeds up out of 

the ground before the roots get firmly im- 

bedded in the soil. The weeds are pulled 

to the surface where they dry up and die. 

They do not have a chance to dry out the 

soil by taking moisture from it. “No 

weeds’”’ mean that all the life-giving 

moisture goes into the crops where it 

should. 

Your small tractor and ‘““EMPIRE” Cul- 

tivating Implements, working together, 

enable you to cultivate properly. With the 

small tractor, you can run closer to the 

growing crops. With “EMPIRE”’ tools 

you can stir the soil good and deep —you 

can keep the earth mellow and clean of 

weeds. “EMPIRE” engineers work closely 

with the engineers of the tractor companies 

to give you the kind of tools you need to 

grow good crops. 

The complete “EMPIRE” cultivating set 

consists of beet sweeps, furrower, hillers, 

shovels, and necessary bolts and standards. 

Get an outfit from the dealer who sold 

you your tractor. Ask him about the 

other specially designed “EMPIRE” Im- 

plements listed here. 

The “EMPIRE” booklet, describing how 
to raise good crops, is now being prepared. 
It outlines in plain language how to plow, 
prepare a good seed bed, and cultivate. 
Ask your dealer to reserve acopy for you— 
igs eat 1 gape oc 

The complete list of 
“EMPIRE” Implements 
for small tractors. 

“EMPIRE” Plow— 
makes s deep seed bed 

@ 

“EMPIRE” Disc Har- 
row—breaks up clods 
that would hinder crop 
growth. 

**EMPIRE” Single Row 
Cultivator atuachment— 
part of the complete set 
of cultivating tools in- 
cluding sweeps, bees, 
billers, etc. 

Other 
“ EMPIRE” 
Implements 

Peg Tooth Harrow 

| 

' 

| 

Questions are invited from readers upon any fruit growing topics 
Let us help you solve your orchard problems. 
Care American Fruit Grower, State-Lake Bldg., Chicago, III. 

Address Paul C. Stark, | 

RENOVATING AN OLD ORCHARD 
Last summer I purchased three 

acres of land which was set to an.or- 
chard about 10 years ago. For the 
first two years it had some care, but 
since that time it has been ravished 
by bugs and disease. I found that the 
apple trees were set 32 feet each way, 
with fillers of plum, cherry and peach. 
I have scraped all the rough bark off 
and cut them back, or rather shaped 
them up, have mulched and put wire 
tree guards around them. I will spray 
with scalecide or sulphur in March 
and in April I will give them two 
pounds of nitrate of soda, and next 
summer the usual spray of Bordeaux 
lead arsenate and nicotine sulphate. 
Am I making blunders and, if so, will 
you set me right? 
yy OF® procedure seems about right 

and if more people would follow 
your example, many of the neglected 
orchards would be saved from destruc- 
tion. In addition to your plan, I 
would recommend that you follow a 
system of cultivation and apply ma- 
nure. As your trees are doubtless 
large, four or five pounds of nitrate of 
soda per tree would be better than two 
pounds. 

STAYMAN—A COMING APPLE 
Have just read your note and an- 

swer to A. G., Iowa, in December is- 
sue and would like to state that you 
are absolutely correct and that I have 
a 10-year-old orchard with 220 Stay- 
mans, that I have had three good crops 
in succession and some trees picked 
seven bushels this year-—E. L. F., 
Maryland. 
GTAYMAN Winesap is surely and 

steadily coming to the front as a 
quality apple, and one which will bear 
regularly and produce splendid prof- 
its. The day of quality apples is here 
and the public is discriminating 
strongly in their favor. This is clear- 
ly demonstrated by the market quo- 
tations. The planter who puts out a 
new orchard and ignores this condi- 
tion will be a sorry man when his 
orchard comes in to bearing. He will 
find that he has made a mistake if he 
fails to plant quality apples—the 
kind that sell high and are always in 
demand. 

FERTILIZING YOUNG TREES 
Last April I planted a number of 

Stark Delicious, Wealthy, Mcintosh 
Reds and other varieties of apple 
trees, with pear and peach trees as 
fillers. Some of the land on which 
these trees are planted is gravelly and 
stony and the loam is rather shallow. 
I do not want to plan cover crops, so 
what would you recommend as fer- 
tilizer for these trees, how much per 
tree and how applied? I pruned these 
trees after planting, how soon should 
they be pruned again?—N. E. D.,, 
Massachusetts. 
ONE of the best fertilizers you can 

use would be barnyard manure. 
This would, accomplish the same re- 
sults as the use of cover crops, as 
it would add both humus and plant 
food. If you cannot get the barnyard 
manure to apply to these trees, I 
would suggest that you use nitrate of 
soda or sulphate of ammonia, both of 
which are nitrogenous fertilizers and 
are very quick acting. On trees one 
or two years old about one-half. pound A 
per tree applied just as the tree starts 
to grow in the spring will give good 
results. Your trees should ne meses 
in late winter or eafly spring before. 

prone. eS ee nil op 

too heavily, but thin  superfiuog 
branches and head back moderately, 
Be sure to start cultivation in 
spring and give frequent and intem 
sive cultivation especially during oe 
early part of the growing season,” 

PLANTING FOR OLLI Daal 
AND CONVENIENCE 

I am planting this winter 660 one 
of Grimes Golden, King David, Jo 
than and Maiden Blush apples. Hi 
would you mix these varieties to 
cure best inter-pollination? Part 
the land is very poor. I expect 
put Grimes for one on this land, ag 
have been doing well on land perhaps 
even poorer. Which of the other three 
would you put on this poor land, giy- 
ing due consideration to pollination? 
—C. R. S., Oklahoma. 

OR conveniencé in picking and t 
separate your red apples so as t 

prevent mixing during picking I woul 
plant as follows: four rows each’ 
the order named, Grimes Golden, I 
David, Maiden Blush and Jonathan, ft 
planted in this way, I believe yous 
e@ sure of good inter-pollination. § 

orchardists prefer eight rows of ¥ 
riety and that gives good results w 
der ordinary circumstances, but 
there is an unfavorable season f 
pollination, the four-row method 
be the safest plan. In addition tot 
Grimes, I would suggest that you 
Jonathan on the poorer land, but sta 
at once to build up your land } 
manure, cover crops and fertilizers, 

SWEET CHERRIES 
Will the Gold cherry do well in this 

section, also what quince and aprigh 
are best suited here?—F.. H. W., Tie 
nois. a 
Ts Gold cherry is one of ¢ 

sweet cherries that has el 
hardy and successful over a wide te! 
and it should be all right in your 
tion. I have fruited this variety @ 
my own grounds and it is the rest 
bearer of any variety of sweet chery) 
which I have ever tested. The fruit 4 
of good qualit iy, Bo od size and ¢é 
yellow color. mg found Stella 
Superb the best hardy apricots, a 
Orange and Vandeman the 
quinces. 

VARIETIES IN MICHIGAN BY 
Will you inform me which of.@® 

following variety of apples-——Kili 
Delicious, Winter Banana and Jom 
than—you would consider prefera 
to plant in a five-acre orchard 
containing: Baldwin, Northern #82 
Sweet Bough and Twenty Ounce? Aw 
would it be harmful to prune ™* 
moderate way old, somewhat 
lected trees that were pruned & 
winter and are reviving nicely? BF 
Jonathan an early bearer?—H. H# 
Michigan. ee 

LL the varieties. named are 20% 
Delicious would be my first ¢ 

Jonathan second, Winter 
third and King fourth, Would 
gest that the pruning be done in’ 
late winter and that you make 0 
moderate thinning out of bra 
heading back slightly: Do not ¢ 
tinue to prune these trees too oat 
rs it will throw them out of 6 
ag mgm bears bacon gd 

King ater coming ng 
_the tree is subject to collar rot. 
“this reason it should” be pi 

it is top-worked and per! 
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Industry 

(Concluded from page 8) 

ly planned, gluts in some importani 
‘garket center. The grower should be 
‘@rectly interested in preventing such 

PK giluts. 
any times the reckless, unre- 
ned rush to get the erop off the 

‘yines and in the market is the cause 6: 
‘the market gluts and consequent fall 
‘@prices and loss to the foolish grow- 
‘gs that follow that practice. 
‘There is not one vineyard in 50 
‘that cannot be picked for a period of 
from three to five weeks, so there is 

ge possible excuse for this mad rush 
Be the first to finish picking in a 

pei rhood. Suppose a few berries 
te drop off. The loss is but a few 
00! per acre, while the indiscrim- 

tte picking and consequent flooding 
the markets with an oversupply, 

qeates a price loss that amounts to 
times more than the value of 

the few berries that might have fallen 
if the crop had remained a few days 

, on the vines. 
-Acentral organization would try to 
q@eate a steady flow of tonnage, by 

seping the growers advised when and 
much to pick and have ample 

me to handle the product with care 
use the markets-.to their best 
tage. 

Put on the Roof 

“What would you think of a man who 
spend usands of dollars in 

fine serviceable buildings on 
farm, complete in every detail ex- 

that none of them had a roof? 
uid you not say that he was either 
ty or a fool ? Well how much differ- 
he from the grower that puts a 
year of labor and expense into 

crop then enter the shipping 
without containers to ship his 

in? Is there a more stupid thing 
@ man can do than grow the crop 
then trust to his business enemies 

‘Market prices and furnish him the 
Gntainer as well? Is it any wonder 
We have never received the cost of 

n for our grapes until the 
couple of years? 

It is a positive fact, admitted by 
ery association handling grapes this 
gd that lack of containers to ship 

M Was the chief cause why the general 
e of prices was not higher. 

survey of the belts will show 
hat the prices received for the grapes 

Was in a fair ratio to the amount of 
rs available, the highest prices 

being to those associations that 
plenty of Jumbo Climaxes to ship 

nis: association reached in one 
it the high water mark of $200 

weight a ton, and the general 
of the season’s sales of this 

OB on was $141.17 a gross ton. 
r growers were riearly all supplied 
containers that could be shipped 

where and the dealers knew it, so 
‘Mey paid the limit of the market in 
‘Mer to get the grapes. 
~ uence if there has been any one 

wor responsible for poor returns it 
‘gna the lack of containers. ‘Will 
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TOP-DRESSING TALK No. 3 

Fertilizing the Peach Orchard 

Nitrogen Shows Good Profits 

“Where would I have been had I not fertilized my peach 
trees this year with nitrogen?” 

This was the remark of one ‘of the prominent. peach 
growers in northern Ohio, who wore a broad smile as we 
looked at his ten-year-old orchard covered with a dark 
green luxuriant foliage and supporting a fine crop of 
peaches that has averaged over three bushels per tree. 
The trees had pushed out a fine new twig growth on which 
he saw the possibility of a large crop next season. 

As we passed through the orchard and arrived at the 
rows which had not been fertilized, the grower’s face 
became more serious looking. 

“These trees,” he said, “were left just to show my 
neighbors and me what the nitrogen really did accomplish, 
and they also remind me what my year’s returns would 
have been if I had not fertilized the eight acres.” 

The average yield per tree here was about one-third of 
a bushel, and the appearance of the trees with their 
scant foliage of sickly yellow leaves made us fear they 
would not live long unless fertilized. 

“There is one thing certain in my mind,” commented 
the grower, “and that is my peach trees need nitrogen.” 

There is no doubt but that the grower was right and 
that nitrogen is the most important fertilizer for the peach. 
Reports from the State Agricultural Experiment Stations 
who are testing fertilizers on peaches verify this fact. 

The West Virginia Experiment Station reports on 
their peach orchard experiments as follows: 

“The average gross income per acre per year from all 
the nitrogen plots was $468.85, and from the non- 
nitrogen plots was $275.43.” 

Paul W. Thayer of the Ohio Agricultural Experiment 
Station concludes from his five years’ fertilizer experiments 
with peaches in northern Ohio that the peach tree re- 
sponds profitably to an application of nitrogen, with the 
production of strong new shoots upon which the fruit 
buds are found and the foliage necessary to the nourish- 
ment of a large crop of fruit. 

After three years of experimental work the Oregon 
- | Agricultural .College reports that’ they clearly demon- 

strated the value of quickly available nitrogen in restoring 
the vigor of peach trees and increasing the ‘size of the 
fruit and yields. The nitrogen plots produced four times 
as much fruit as did the noh-nitrogen plots. It was noted 
that the nitrogen-fed trees “were in such vigorous con- 
dition that they withstood the frost much better.” 

Nitrogen Gives Vigorous Growth 

Nitrogen is the element which produces vigorous 
vegetative growth. An abundance of nitrogen is indicated 
by large dark green leaves, vigorous fruit buds and long 
terminal growth. The peach tree bears its fruit on wood 
grown the previous season, and the producing power of 
the tree is directly proportional to the amount of wood 
growth made the preceding year. The accompanying 
picture shows the effect of nitrogen in increasing the fruit- 
bud bearing area of the tree. 

In the fertilization of the E geen tree the problem is to 
apply a sufficient amount ickly available nitrogen 
early in the spring (two to three weeks before the blossoms 
open) to enable the tree to produce plenty of wood growth 
so that there will be formed fruit buds for next year’s 
crop, and a large leaf surface for the manufacture of 
starches and sugars used by the growing fruit. 

Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia 
as a Fertilizer of Peaches 

The fact that an early application 
of quickly available nitrogen is 
needed, makes Arcadian Sulphate 
of Ammonia especially desirable 
in the peach orchard. The nitrogen 
of this fertilizer is quickly available 
and will stimulate the tree to early 
vigorots growth. As it is a non- 
leaching form of nitrogen it can be 
plied in the spring without danger 

of large losses from leaching by the 
rains. 

Amount of Arcadian Su 
of Ammonia to App 

In the mature orchard, on the 
poorer soils, three to six pounds ‘per 
tree may be recommended. On richer 
soils, where growth is naturally fairly 
ood, from two to three pounds will 

sufficient. The size of the tree 
should to a large extent govern the 
amount. 

Method of Applying Arcadian Sulphate 
of Ammonia “ 

Arcadian Sulphate of Ammonia may: be applied 
by hand over the region of the feeding roots, which is 
approximately two feet from the trunk to a few feet 
beyond the outer limits of the branches. When broadcast- 
ing over the entire orchard seems advisable, Arcadian 
being fine and dry may be applied with the grain drill, 
set to apply from 150 to 300 pounds per acre. 

Sulphate of Ammonia is the ‘well-known standard 
article that has done you good service in your mixed 
fertilizers for years past. 

Arcadian is the kiln-dried and screened grade, made 
fine and dry for top-dressing purposes. Ammonia 254% 

guaranteed, Made in U.S. A. 

hate 

Write Desk No. 1 

for free booklet 

No. 8, “The Use 

of Sulphate of 

Ammonia in the 

Fertilization of 

Peaches.” 

(See talk No. 2 in last intents issue of the American Fruit Grower 

for list of dealers handling Arcadian) 

Berkeley, Cal. 

Medina, Ohio 
The 

Baltimore, Md. 

Atlanta, Ga. 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT, NEW YORK 

Ss 



"REX products include : 

hee Bord 

Rex Lime- Salgher 5 Solisiton 

Nu 

IMPROVED 

Photograph of a piece of 
glass sprayed with NuREX- 
form. An insect feeding on 
leaves or fruit completely 
covered in this way would be 
killed by the first mouthful. 

Old form arsenates of lead 
leave large areas wunpro-. 
tected from insect attacks. 
Remember that the insect 
seeks out such unprotected 
places. 

Rex Spraydried Lisme- Sulphur 

REX form Aresnate of Lead (Dry) 
Mixture ) 

X form 

/DRY ARSENATE OF LEAD 

When you spray your orchard with 

arsenate 6f lead you want it to stick to the 

leaves and fruit. . The longer it sticks, the 

less often will you have to spray. 

You also want it to cover every part of 

the fruit and foliage; and the better it does 

this, the better the protection it gives. 

NuREXform does these things because it is 
an improved lead arsenate. “It contains a special 
substance which causes the arsenate of lead to 
stick tightly, even through ‘sévere wind and rain 
storms. This same special substance prevents the 
fine particles of poison from adhering to each other. 
NuREXform thus remains longer in suspension and 
does not collect in spots on the leaves and fruit. 

As a result, a government entomologist found 
that trees sprayed with NuREXform had only 

ONE-THIRD AS MANY 

WORMY APPLES 

as those sprayed with old’ iv. .0 arsenates of lead. - 

No fruit grower can afford to use an old ‘form 
arsenate of lead when an improved product like 
NuREXform can be bought for the same price. 
Such scientific tests as the above show that 
NuREXform is worth fully 50% more, yet it is 
sold at the same price. Judged by what it does, 
is the cheapest spray material on the market. 

NuREXform is sold in containers ranging in 
size from 14-lb. cartons to 200-Ib. drums. Send 
the coupon—today. 

THE TOLEDO REX SPRAY CO. 

Toledo, Ohio 

The affiliated Rex Spray Companies are located at 
North Yakima, Washington 
Wenatchee, Washington 

Rochester, New York 
Brighton, Ont., Canada j 
Toledo, Ohio ” 

Benicia, California 
Payette, Idaho 
Kansas City, Mo. 

THE TOLEDO REX SPRAY CO. 
Toledo, Ohio 
Please quote me your special price on 

lbs. of NuREXform. 

We Must fines Better 

Tarriff Protection | 

By Samuel Adams, Editor 

42 truck loads of lemons here. 
Maybe you can buy cheaper.” 

What would you say if some for- 
eigner interrupted your sale of one 
truckload of lemons with a speech 
like that? 

I expect that the words you would 
use couldn’t be found in the dictionary. 
But the tragedy of it is that what you 
would say or do would not help one 
little bit to hold the price up on 
lemons. 

Self-preservation is a stronger in- 
stinct than patriotism, and the buyer 
would surely take advantage of the 
situation and put the market as low 
as he could. 

“Oh, well,” you say, “a thing like 
that won’t happen because they can’t 
haul lemons across the ocean in 
trucks.” 

But they do haul lemons across the 
ocean in ships and a constant stream 
of boats loaded with Sicilian lemons 
making Atlantic coast ports has de- 
moralized the lemon market for 
months. 

But who is going to stop it? 
The United States Government. 
And how? 
By slapping a protective tariff on 

lemons and on everything else in 
which foreign growers now have an 
unfair advantage. 

But congress works almighty slow— 
except in times of war when a nice 
big hunk of Uncle Sam’s money can 
be slipped out the back door to manu- 
facturers and politicians who may be 
very useful in the next congressional 
election. 

Congress is “thinking” about put- 
ting on protective tariffs, but it takes 
a long time for those fellows to “think 
it out,” What they need is our help. 

You and I know what crops must 
be protected at once. Why keep it a 
secret? Let’s shout it-in the ears of 
every congressman, and keep on 
shouting it. until he passes the laws 
we hired him to pass. 

But here’s what I’m getting at. We 
need some way of getting quicker ac- 

“ye a minute, Mister! I have 

. tion on emergencies of this sort. that 

Second Bloom on Apples — 

Makes Big Crog 

By Ralph S. Griswold, North Carolina 

served a phenomenon in my 
orchard which: I consider to be 

very much out of the ordinary, and I 
would like to hear from the readers of 
the AMERICAN FruIT GROWER who have 
observed or experienced a similar happen- 
ing. The orchard in which this phenom- 
enon was mos ; propane gm 
mostly of R Limbertwig rem 
with fast a few trees of summer and fall 
fruit. The orchard is about 2 acres in 

De the past season I ob- 

4 extent, with 200 trees, and is located 
on a gentle ‘slope to the southwest, the 
elevation being about 2,000 feet. Our 
town of Gilreath is on the watershed of a 
oo spur running out from the Blye 
nae mountains to the east, in the 
northwestern corner of North Carolina, 
and is known as the Brushy mountains. 

The orchard was set over 30. years 
ago, but badly treated until 1910, The 
sassafras, persimmon and gum trees 
were higher than the apples. In 1911 
these intruders were cleaned out, and in 
1913 I secured the property. I found 
o trees ap mn from 7 to 10 feet in 

arise without warning. We need qui re) 
action whether it is a democratic 
ministration or a republican. 

I’ve got a plan that would wor 
Maybe you have a better one. If 
speak right up in meeting and 
get something doing now! 

Here’s my plan: Let Uncle § 
employ a permanent commission ¢ 
farmers to watch conditions and vy 
congress of the need for protect 
tariffs in time to get them work 
before the need becomes an emem 
gency. This same commission wogld 
advise congress of the time when én, 
tain tariffs might be safely removed, 
We don’t want an unfair advantage. 

over anyone. Neither do we want, 
anyone to have an unfair advantage, 
over us. And protective tariffs gm) 
for the very purpose of making the 
American market fair to everyone, j 

If the Sicilian lemon growers didn d 
have an unfair advantage over Ame “ 
ican lemon growers, their shipm te 
would not force the market below %, 
stage that is unprofitable to us h : 
If we ‘had the necessary protectiyg 
tariff on-lemons right now, it wo 7 
be a hardship to Sicilian growers, nor 
to our own growers, nor to the & 
suming public, be 

The newspapers do @ lot of hollering 
about prices being reduced’ for the 
“poor working man.” But I’m telling? 
you that there wouldn’t be any ab 
normally high prices to be reduced 
the farmers were treated fairly? 

The reason that prices get / 
sometimes is because somebody hag 
taken an unfair advantage of the pi 
ducer and the thing has 2 
is always a reaction from an ab 
mal condition, and it is the simp oles 
logic in the world to say, “If the 
never are abnormal conditions, 
never will be reactions.” a4 
A fair-minded commission’ of mem 

who ‘are themselves farmers wou i 
avoid abnormal conditions and # 
would keep the market steady and f 
for everybody—producer and 
sumer. 

Let’s have it. Let’s all say, 
will have it!” 

all been used as a mulch under the ¢ 
Fair crops of apples were obtainet 

1918, 1915 and 1917. The next Re 
an off-year with no fruit, and in 19% 
late freeze in the apring spoiled af 
setting of fruit. In the spring of I 
the trees put out’ an abundance of ® 
buds, but a 26 degree freeze on April 
and 29 degrees on April 13th killed pra 
cally every Limbertwig bud. The § 
mer and fall apples, due perhaps to# 
later blooming time, were hurt but Ii 

I gave up ge of a cs cree this yi 
but to my great te in A 
the trees put aE a got p 
Limbertwigs usually bloom about | 
middle of April, and on investigatit 
found that the trees had put oub 
entirely new set of buds on wood ¥ 
grew in 1919. A short time later, # ew 

h of 1920, which was _scarcel 
ches t lone put out a profuse ple 
Perhaps I have not ma cal 

reader, but I can remember-no met 
of the probability, or even possibl 
of such an occurrence either in B 

height, mere dwarfs, which nigh tpg 
grown only a fraction an about 

each year. The soil, due to erosion, was 
very thin and poor. 
“= the spring of 1917, a good catch of 
clover completely sy high erosion. The 

| clover 
Catan the fall of 
turned under. The cutting 
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‘onsider the-- 

| SprayerNow 

By V. H. Matthews, Illinois 

F COURSE, every fruit grower, 
even though he may have 

fy no more than one season’s ex- 
ence, well appreciates the fact 

tat spraying is no longer an optional 
practice. The ever increasing culture 
; fruit quite naturally makes more 

need OW ok: : 
ocratic ad. 7 5 
n. 
ould wor 
me. If 
y and us the insects and diseases 

prey upon such plants. One 
as well, therefore, attempt to 

fruit without planting the trees 
as to consider that a marketable prod- 

protectiyg: ‘can be produced without spraying. 
m working @% At'the same time the | campaign 
an emeh @§ of education and advertising of the 

sion wopld: brands of fruits has finally 

Uncle § 
mission 
3 and 

Skinner “Satisfaction Guaranteed”’ Peach Sizer » when ¢ < | osc results and the buying public 
removed, @ js constantly and rapidly becoming 

advantage. particular with reference to the 
) we wally of worms and blemishes from 
onan 4 the articles that they place upon their 

“Some one has aptly said that “time- 
liness, thoroughness and proper ma- 

are the watch-words of the 
Reduce Packing Costs—Increase Peach Profits 

To bring top prices, your peaches must be carefully graded, look clean and inviting,and be packed in 

prime condition. 

The more of your pack that passes as choice and fancy, the greater your profits. Careless grading, 

handling or packing causes the loss of many dollars to growers. 

This loss can. be prevented by the use of machines. Skinner Peach Machinery - slags peaches rapidly, 

carefully, and at a decided saving in packing costs. 

“Although a man may have the most 
e of the insect or 

against which he is applying 
the protective spray; although he may 

ix his solutions perfectly; and al- 
oo may oe the greatest per- 
ae to i the spray prop- 

reduces his 
tion a his materials, 

ed of his work—and de- 
s his religion. A discourag- 

y large ——— of 
capping themselves the use 

Spraying equipment which is either 
» worn out, or entirely inade- 

qate from point of size. 
ff new equipment must be pur- 

for use next spring, that fact 
is probably R rétty well known right 
tow. If so, the order should be placed 
With dealer or manufacturer now. 
Never again should growers delay 
Placing their orders well in advance 
f the time when the sprayers will be 

For hpndreds of men, this 

wers are 

lars, yd because it was a physical 
ty to supply the demand 

the few weeks allowed them. 
(o-snad a.word for the sprayer manu- 

bps of growe 
‘ver, "Beason delay the titetihg’ 

a complete sprayers, repairs and 
es until the 

at hand. lays such as 
gage costly to all concerned and 
3 quite often as much the 
f the grower as they are of the | Fee 

Peach Packing 

MACHINERY 

furnished to all who are seeking a better 
solution of their packing difficulties. 

*Upon request, we shall be glad to fur- 
nish the names of those nearest you. 

SKINNER 
** Satisfaction Guaranteed”’ 

PEACH SIZER 

In the sizing of peaches this machine has proved itself reliable, speedy and 
economical. It is such a time and labor saver that it frequently pays for itself 
in a single season, 
The use of this sizer simplifies the work of operators—results in better grading 

—less handling of perfect peaches—fruit saved from rough usage and bruising— 
a larger proportion of the pack marketed as choice and fancy. 

Sizers on this machine are readily adjustable, and may be regulated to suit 
different varieties of peaches. Bin sections also may be shortened or lengthened 
as required. A thoroughly practical machine that will operate to meet daily 
conditions. 

Skinner “Satisfaction Guaranteed” Peach Machinery will reduce your packing 
costs, improve your pack, and increase your profits. Plan now to install one or 
more Skinner machines to handle your next peach crop. Let us know } your needs 
and we will help you solve your packing problems. All letters receive personal 

“a SKINNER MACHINERY CO. 
PEACHTREE AVENUE 

DUNEDIN, B. C. SKINNER, Manager FLORIDA 

KITSELMAN 9 2 6 2 

SWEET GLOVER Aac 

USE CONCENTRATED MANURE 

You can save money on your fertilizer bill and get the 
results you want on vegetables, fruit and berry crops with 

‘W
IZ
AR
D 

CONGENTRATED 

MANURES 

One ton gives you the equivalent of 
ten tons of ordinary stable manure 

— oot tise and sterilized by direct heat process that 
estroys w fungus and disease germs—a safe, 

natural fertilizer, — 

Insist on Wizard Brand with fifteen years of uniform quality 
and satisfactory service behind it. ae dealer can supply 
Wizard Brand or we will quote promptly with freight 4/7 
rates on a ere carload. “Vp 

107 UNION. STOCK YARDS 
wie 
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POWER SPRAYER 

Is All That the Name Implies 

A POWERFUL 

COMPACT 

EFFICIENT 

Mounted on Skids with 10 Gallon Cypress Tank 

HIS outfit will take care of the orchardist who has planted 
on the hillside, of the grape grower who must work in 

~fimited space; and thousands of fruit and truck 
ers who would not be justified in investing in the higher 

a power outfits. 

ape pe outfit assembled on substantial skids with taper 
ends and can be used as a sled, or operated from motor truck, 
or wagon. 

Every outfit is guaranteed against defects in workmanship and 
material and to give satisfaction. 

If you are depending on an neighbor or a contract spray out- 
fi oe your spraying, ‘hee their pcg 9 or if you are still 

e hand pump t your place outgrown, 
not only losing tee prkce ice of a Midget Whale Seopa, bet te the 
real profits on your ge every year. 

Write today for booklet, giving specification and money- 
saving prices on our line of Power Sprayers, also hand, barrel, 
spray pumps. 

Dealers and Agents wanted Everywhere 

CRESTLINE MFG. CO., Dept. K, Crestline, Ohio, U. : A 

N° worthwhile, undertaking didi be Ue alsey: 4 tiadels 
—_ a little study and investigation can insure success. 

plant will largely determine your suc- 
oe aimee cess for years to come. Let us help 

the average you to start right. Send ten cents in 
What you do now before you coin or stamps for our 

Inside Facts of Profitable Fruit ams 

Experienced orchardists and horticulturalists as well as recall it “A 
Wonderful Help to Fruit Growers.” Mr. L. C. Beime of marae Se wrote us 
tera 30, $20 as follows: 

on the 1000 toes 70s apt me, every one wi 
here think I quite a fruit man, but 

thera on oe yt 

Tea Sod RSE PRER 

Better Fruit Trees 

kt is different, as our customers say, for it is written to help you enjoy growing 
claims to your-patronage are 

at we can do for you is expresse 

“In letter a ony ! pa cete javene’ Iwill aolie Set ear one 

"Sprowingeatlacion* = wes af 
cr cusemery and wis eae 

not based on supplying nursery 

the >. 

particul 
| cocks, nozzles and other 

| while orally quite simple in them} 

greater speed, and more efficient a 
plications will easily justify 
se ag d increased first cost. This 

lds true whether the sprayer is of 
»@ small hand type or the largest pow- 

ured. er machine manufact 
Perhaps some difficulty may be en- 

countered in deciding just what size 
equipment is necessary for any given 
acreage of orchard. The following 
suggestions may in that case be of 
some assistance. The codling moth 
spray for apple growers, is generally 
considered to be the most important 
of any single spray during the season. 
The time available for its application 
with best results is also usually the 
shortest—from five to eight days. In- 
clement weather at blossoming time 
may even reduce this period. Mixing 
the spray materials, 
sprayer tank, and other delays which, 

=| while short individually, when taken in 
the aggregate will usually absorb 
from one-fourth to a third of each 
working day. Figured on the capacity 
per minute of the sprayer, therefore, 
the outfit must be capable of deliver- 
ing sufficient material to cover the or- 
chard in a considerably shorter time 
than that during which the fruit blos- 
soms are in perfect condition for 
spraying. ‘For this reason, and also 
as insurance against entire loss of this 
application through some unlooked-for 
breakage in the sprayer, many large 
orchardists have found two or three 
small outfits preferable to one very 
large one. Equipment which will care 
for the codling moth spray can be 
considered ample for any of the other 
applications. 

Take Care of the Sprayer 
So much for the man who will 

necessarily purchase new equipment. 
In the case of the sprayers not need- 
ing entire replacement, this time is 
of equal importance. First of all, the 
outfit should be taken into a place 
where it can be worked on conven- 
iently, and a thorough and painstak- 
ing examination made of every part. 
During a recent short trip ugh 
one of the important fruit growing 
sections of the middle west, no less 
than two dozen power equipments, 
representing several thousand dollars, 
were seen still standing unprotected 
in the orchards, presumably left just 
where they happened to be located 
when the spraying of the last tree 
was completed. Certainly all of these 

es should be placed under cov- 
er, the bamboo rods, hose and other 
equipment taken down from the trees 
in which they were hung, and the 
whole outfit made ready for winter— 
and, mesure for the work of next 
seaso 
a 4 one of the recent fruit shows 

a large manufacturer of rubber — 
hose was heard to remark that 
treatment and poor storage dechroned 
fully.80 per cent of the hose which 
was purchased by fruit growers each 
season; that the hose that was actual- 
ly worn out from use was indeed very 
small compared to the hose that was 
ruined through carelessness. Careful 
observation bears out his statement— 
and shows that the remainder of the 
equipment also suffers severely from 
this cause. 

Cleaning the Pump 
In order to test out the outfit to 

best advantage, the solution tank 
should be filled with clean water 
and the machine permitted to pump 
this through the entire pump and pipe 
line system. A pound of carbonate of 
soda added to every 10 gallons of this 
water will assist greatly in removing 
sediment from the pump and eliminate 
any further corrosion by the remains 
of the spraying chemicals. 

While the machine is thus being 
cleaned and washed out, all the work- 
ing parts can be carefully gone over, 
cleaned and tightened, or note made 
of necessary greene Examine 

arly the bearings, hose fairs 2 

cause a lot of selves, can 
delay if th Se 
season and work work must car at 

refilling the} 

American Fruit Grower 

S5Obushels c 

LIVESTOCK PAYS ALONG 

Be! 

Seaboard 

‘Productive prairie land that only costj_ 
about $30 per acre. often produces y 
bushels of corn. “a 

Home-Grown Concentrates 4 

Year-Around Pastures 
Instead of having to buy quantities of est 

ton seed, soy bean and velvet bean mesl, @% 
farmers along the Seaboard grow their oF 
soy beans, velvet beans and peanuts. 

As a pork maker, the average acre of 
nuts is eeeal 40 to 60 bushels of corn per 
The average acre of sweet potatoes is’ 
to 100 bushels of corn. 

month. w* ubelhered ‘ 
tying, i le and hog 

eg e phn | 
Seaboard j oma up 

try Florida, sosrein, Sabena, 
Carolina, North Oarolina na Virginie, 

Write me for iNustrated book 

OY i (65 LUNYHO! 
IA RERE ONE» LISI AN A, 

Tiller “Ss 

eee 

are also id 
Tickle: 

, Ete. Fittall : 

dette ro J tree to tree. 
Root Bed Mak: 

Grass 
_ our special 

Superior ’ 

Alfalfa Cultivators 

The teeth vibrate so as to dodge the is 
roots and crowns without pes y 
cod ines oonenhs eradicated and thes if 

mulched so as cial 

Balt fr Both Tractors and Horses 

CHAMPION CORPORATION 
Dept. 12 Hammond, Iné. 

“a 



Sasi sdesived) fli Uonler ‘ 
manufacturer. When the solution 
k has been emptied, drain it and 
m thoroughly. Remove the noz- 

‘Wes and-stopcocks and oil well; then 
wt them away where they wilt not 

’ lost. Drain the hose* and 
tore it im a cool, dark place. Light 
heat both tent to make it dete- 

ie cone pas f ter fi ‘ p of wai rom 
alae the engine water hop- 

vr, Of course, these parts are gen- 
y made especially strong to 
land freezing, but the work re- 
is small and the added insur- 

against. expensive breakage ‘is 
Practically all of the more 
sprayers have some means 
by which this can be easily 

mickly aceomplished.. 
De net delay placing the order for 
any parts or aceessories that will be 

: Poe vA cg mong barge plunge: gs, ete., cost ttle 
md should be renewed frequently. 

‘ these parts, a small stock of 
Say the. less commonly required re- 
x will prove a véry good invest- 

nade) gee Soe: orig- 
usual attack of 

$ of frait. which will be > aber 
‘than a liability; a small amount of 

' on Sprayer now will save 

NEW YORK FRUIT MEETING 

annual meeting of the New 
State Horticultural Society, held 
chester, January 12 to 14 was up 

a) eseal standard_of excellence in 
Ln ut of attendance and addresses, but 

8 superior display of horticul- 
ital products and- farm machine 
Th ft and fruit pest display wide 

mueh favorable 
jon. In this exhibit were several 
ies of apples which have been 
by the experiment station. 

d Hall, manager of the _re- 
League Fed- 

Pennsylvania ‘ 
ion; Prof. R. W. foen, ee 

Miversity; Dr. W. 

Wille; first vi J. B. sagt rr ce- PF 
Gasport; & 

mee Cornwall, 

bythe New York Experiment Station | 
of Geneva attracted 

Fence Everlasting” , 

Fences built of Long-Bell Creosoted Yellow 
Pine Posts and Fencing Boards give permanent, 
dependable protection to livestock and crops. 
Decay-proof creosoted Yellow Pine fence 
are most practical for barn yard, corral and feed 
lot ag a They, attract favorable Stier se 

lace that “‘w *? appearance by 
oe e of any farm is largely judged. 

nh €LvL 

Creosoted Yellow Pime Fence Posts 

are straight, smooth, uniform and outlast ordinary 
Real 3 wm are injected with Creosote 

cee making proces. The sa a 8a! ca) oO fan posts a resisting Y;, 

Posts shown here are Sawed Halves. 5 iy 
are Full Round and Sawed Quarters; all suitable 
lengths and diameters. 

Coupon. Cie Deter Internation Oi Attached 
pas eng bam pened Sroeee cond youn Vabeshio and bau. 

Look for 

The IonGe-Rerr Iynmber Co) Company 
2318 B.A-LONG BLDG. 
Creosoted Yellow Pine Posts Pos, 

Lagiher and ‘Himpers: Usk 
Jamber, mr, Fling pd, Woot Bloke 
Si Btandendized W. 3 

ny amen LUMBER CO., 
R.A, Long Bidg., Kansas City, Mo, 

Without cost or obligation to me, please 
m about Creoso: 

OSPRAYMO 

SPRAYER 

For Better Fruit £ 

Continuous HIGH PRESSURE spells 
Sucess. The OSPRAYMO Sprayers ’ 
guarantee thorough agilation of mixtures, 
and have ertemperic, 

suction pipes clean. 
mf. 

tions FREE. 

RUSHES for keep- 
No expensive 

ys with the OSPRAYMO. 

Fhere is a model for every need. A 
booklet containing formulas and diree- 

If your dealer. does. not sell the famous 
OSPR.YMO Line write for prices and 
discounts today. 

— 

lease send | @ 
Creosote?’ Yellow 

A SPRAYER for Every Need 
HIGH PRESSURE Guaranteed 
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better and cheaper. Easily o 
limbs and close to trees. 
the belt for stationary machinery. 
Beeman is the most serviceable machine you can buy. Proved by four yeare’ 

b> use by owners. See your Beeman dealer or write for handsome folder. 

BEEMAN TRACTOR CO. 
309 Sixth Ave., South 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

Ideal Power for Raising 

Cover Crops 

There are no singletrees to peel bark—no hames to shake off fruit—no 
hard, untilled areas around trees when you use Beeman in your orchard. 
Plows, harrows, cultivates, disks—does the work of a horse faster, 

rated. Goes where you want it—under 
ulls a wagon, mower, etc. 4H. P. on 

When it’s too late 

don’t be sorry-—— 

You spray to protect your crop—spending 
time, your money and your labor 

ia the hope of the future profit. It is 
weeks or months before you can meas~’ 
ure results. 

You may have sprayed in just the right 
season, you may have the most 
scientific: methods and gone over each 
plant or tree withpainstaking thorough- 
ness—nevertheless, if your insecticide 
or fungicide was not the best, all your 
time, money and labor can be largely 
wasted. 

GRASSELLI GRADE Insecticides and 
Fungicides climinate regrets and disap- 
pointments. Under the Grasselli system 
of manufacturing precautions a ship- 
ment below Grasselli purity standards 
can’t escape from a Grasselli plant. $82 
years of chemical leadership in the 
eg States is behind the Grasselli 
abel. 

Specify GRASSELLI GRADE when order- 
as yom spray materials from your 
ealer. 

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL CO. 

Founded in 1839 

RASSELLI GRADE 

Faryarenateateren. 

and Fungicides 

Made Berries the Main Crop 7 

American Fruit Grower - 

By Faank Spaulding, Indiana 

HAVE changed my farm from 
dairying to small fruits, and I like 
the change. For 19 years I sold 

milk and during the five years that I 
milked the cows and delivered the milk 
I never.missed a milking’ or delivery. 
During the past 15 years I have had 
some small fruit as a sort of a side 
line. But in the milk business, I found 
that the more I got per quart the less 
profit I made, as the selling price of 
milk did not increase in proportion to 
the raise in the cost of feed for the 
cows. I finally got tired of being 
classed with the ~profiteers, when in 
fact the business did not much more 
than pay expenses. 

Last year I sold all of.my cows ex- 
cept one, and the small fruit business 
no longer is a side line with me, but 
the main line. About 12 years ago. f 

Ways get my new plants from a nurs- 
ery instead of plants of my own 
growing. Ihave tried many different 
varieties of strawberrieg*and have re- 
duced my list down to four kinds, the 
Aroma, Senator Dunlap, Pride of 
Michigan and Bubach. I am going to 
discard two or three of these but will 
keep the Aroma and perhaps the Sena. 

t 

tor Dunlap. The variety that does 
well for me might not do’as well. for 
the other fellow. Much depends on the 
cultivation and care. 

I have made the mistake of getting ~~ 
my berries too thick. For commercial — 
purposes I like the single hedgerow | 
marked out three by four feet when 

-the plants are set.. You may think 
that too much ground going to waste, — 
With proper care and thorough culti- 
vation by the middle of September | 

set out 300 peach trees, 17 feet apart 
each way. Between the rows I set 
1,000 blackcap raspberries. I got one 
good crop of raspberries and two par- 
tial crops when they were struck with 
blight and I pulled them all up. From 
the 300 peach trees I got one-third of 
a crop the spring’ of the sixth year, 
and the peach tree borer and shot- 
hole beetle got in the trees to such 
an extent they were practically all 
killed. I then pulled them up root 
and branch, burned them and reset 
200 more peach trees. 

This orchard soon went the route 
of the first. I thought then, and do 
yet, that 12 years of my life devoted 
to peaches without profit was a plen- 
ty. I want to state, however, that I 
did my part. I sprayed and cultivated 
in season and out of season. When 
péople would come to see me, Mrs. 
Spaulding would tell them they would 
find me over in the peach orchard. 
I named the farm “Peach Blow Farm,” 
gave a dollar te have it recorded and 
now I can’t change it even if I would. 

Then Came the Berries 
Then I set two rows of strawberries 

between each row of peach trees, or 
where the trees did stand, and a row 
of blackberries in the tree row. I am 
getting pay for my time and labor 
now, but I work more than eight 
hours a day, and it don’t net me a 
dollar an hour either. But I am satis- 
fied and happy. Every year we have 
ripé berries on Peach Blow Farm from 
about June 1 until it freezes up. 

In April, 1919, I set out 1,000 ever- 
bearing strawberries, kept the bloom 
i¢ked off until July and- had ripe 
rries until cold freezing weather in 

the fall. Last spring I picked in this 
patch every time I did in the.standard 
varieties and got just as many and 
as fine berries in proportion to the 
amount, of ground as on the summer 
bearing varieties. 

I have three patches besides the 
everbearers. I plow up a patch every 

1 spring and reset, or set out a new 
patch on ground that has never had 

time. I al- 
* 

| strawberries on it. i gives me two 
bearing beds all of the 

the. three-foot space between the 
mother plants will be full of runners 
and you will have to narrow up your | 
cultivator to the last notch to get 
through the fourt-foot space, I keep 
the runners-in and along the side of © 
the row until the row is of the desired 
width, then keep all the other runners — 
cut off in order to throw the st 
to the plants for the next year’s fi 

Made a Runner Cutter 

ners, hunt up an old drill disk in 
If your back gives out cutting = 

junk pile, took an old lawn mower 
handle, put an iron strap on each side 
of the handle at the lower end, runé 
bolt through the iron on one side, then 
through the hole in the disk and 
through the other strap, and there] 
had a rolling runner cutter I can 
‘along.and can cut the runners as fast : 
as I want to walk. a 

I am a crank on cultivating. It 7” 
tains moisture and kills the weeds 
before they are up. I do love to hoe 
weeds where there are none! Whe — 
the ground will bear up a horse 
wagon and the cold comes to stay, I 
fill the four-foot space with manure 
three or four inches deep. Later OM} — 
put some straw on the berry pia 
but not enough to smother them. 
the sp the new plants will com 

<s & 

‘ 
up through the straw while the heavy | 
coat of manure in the middle 
keep down the weeds. 

Small fruit will never be sold 
as cheaply as it was a few years 4 
The past season was a banner J 
for fruit of all kinds. Price seen 
to cut no figure. There seenied to 
no end to the demand. Shorter 
means less production and less # 
duction means more money. I 5 
bought berry baskets for $2.25 PF 
1,000. Recently I bought 2,000 # 
use next season and paid $5.50, % 
though another firm asked $8 1 
Seng -I have bought crates4 

per 100, but now they cost 9i® 
$30. for the same number. To get 
berries picked this year I had t 
five cents a quart or 80 cents 
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he Delayed - 

Dormant Spray 

By C. L.. Burkholder, Indiana 
Experiment Station 

HE dormant spray of lime- 
sulphur can be applied any time 
while the leaves are off the tree. 

his spray is primarily for the control 
scale. Liquid lime-sulphur is ordi- 

narily used at the rate of one gallon 
to eight of water. The next spray 

s on after the flower buds have 
started to open and the individual buds 

the cluster have begun to separate. 
is commonly known as the “cluster 

bud,” “pink,” or “first summer’ spray. 
Summer strength lime-sulphur and ar- 

eg Ded Seatasehet fer Beaaret 

p of lead are used for this spray 
cad of 1% gallons of liquid 
ilphur with 1% pounds of pow- 

d arsenate of lead to 50 gallons of 

e so-called “delayed dormant” 
is a substitute for the dormant 

‘pink” spray, and is made with 
phur, one gallon to eight 

ms-of water, with 14% pounds of 
Mered arsenate of lead. “Where' 
lime-sulphur is used, 25 pounds 

ould be mixed with 50 gallons of 
water. Nicotine sulphate at the rate 
one-half pint to 50 gallons of spray 

ag When to Apply 
The “delayed dormant” spraf is ap- 

d just as the flower buds are show- 
at the tips, but before they 

re: 
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BUSINESS CAR 

The utility value of a motor car 

is nowhere shown more convinc- 

ingly than with a Dodge Brothers 

- Business Car on the farm 

Strong and sturdy and powerful, 

it is a hard, loyal worker at all 

hours and at all seasons of the year 

Haulage costs are consistently 

low, and repair costs for the 

car itself are almost.unheard of 

Donse Brotners, DETROIT 

NGE BROTHERS 

—Keep Your Gardei— 

Free From Weeds 



Economical Operation 

The Importance of The 

Right Engine in a 

Sprayer 

“You know that your Sprayer Engine must*keep on going 
or you will lose valuable time—Engine troubles are costly 
at spraying time. 

That’s the reason why Hardie puts a heavy duty, highly efficient en- 
gine on Hardie Sprayers. It’s built for hard, constant service—not a 
common farm_engine but the best that years of experience can develop 
in an engine for a spraying outfit. 

The Hardie Ideal engineGools perfectly under every condition, burns 
minimum fuel for the power developed and is designed to carry the 
load and plug away day in and day out. 

Hardie Sprayers are known in every fruit growing section as THE re- 
liable Sprayer. Every part is simple, strong and gives service. 

There’s the Hardie Triplex pump—the easiest running pump known. 
Chain drive delivers all the power from the motor to the pump. Low 
hung frame enables you to spray without breaking off the limbs of the 
lower'trees. These and many other features make the Hardie the most 
efficient spraying outfit—the favorite among orchardists everywhere. 

Send for Hardie Catalog 
Whether you need a sprayer now or later—get this book. It will help you to de- 
tide how to spray and the best kind of a sprayer to use. Write today. 

HARDIE MFG. COMPANY, Hudson, Mich. 

Epr 20 years the foremost, exclusive mariufacturers of hand and 
er sprayers, including the FAMOUS HARDIE ORCHARD GUN 

Portland, Ore. Los Angeles, Calif. Kansas City, Mo, 
. Hagerstown, Md. Brockport, N. ¥. 

Branches at: 
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1One Man Saws 40 Cords a Day 

‘OTTAWA [0c SAW ¥ 
Cuts Down Trees—Saws Logs By Power 
Werk of 10 to 15 Men 
yet y “et cin ee ee to 

Selonwhede Easily moved 
from og to log an log and Fg as the to cut along with counter-balanced 
pay KS Te Ottawa tal ‘alls trees neto 

As one-third of the tree is in the 

eral the world. 
FREE BOOK. 
LREE BOOK. Send for bie 8-page book and 

OTTAWA MANUFACTURING CO. . 
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How to Make 

Spray Mixtures 

In the spray schedule which appears 
on another page the spray materials 
there mentioned are to be made ac- 
cording to the following formulas: 

1, Bordeaux Mixture 
Copper sulphate (bluestone) 4 pounds 
Quicklime (not air slaked)..4 pounds 
Water to make 50 gallons 

Using only wooden or earthen ves- 
sels, dissolve the bluestone in a few 
gallons of hot water, adding water to 
make up 25 gallons. Slake the lime 
carefully, permitting neither “drown- 
ing” nor “burning” and after all ac- 
tion has ceased, make up to 25 gallons. 
Pour these dilute solutions together in 
mixing barrel at the same time, 
through a strainer, stirring vigorously. 
Use the same day. Stock solutions of 
lime .and bluestone may be made up 
and kept on hand, in which éne pound 
of lime or bluestone respectively will 
be dissolved in one gallon of water. 
2. Commercial Lime-Sulphur Solution 

Lime-sulphur may be bought as 
commercial concentrated stock solu- 
tion, which is used’ one part to eight 
parts of water for winter strength, 
and one part to 40 parts for summer 

h. Where a small amount of 
spraying is done it is more convenient 
to buy the commercial material. 

3. Homemade Lime-Sulphur Solution 
Orchardists whose orchards require 

the use of large quantities of lime- 
sulphur solution often find it an ad- 
vantage to make up their own concen- 
trated stock solution. This may be 
done according to the following ee 
mula from the Illinois. Experiment’ 
Station: 
Stonelime, best grade 50 pounds 
Sulphur 100 pounds 
Water to make, when boiling 

66 gallons 
In a large kettle place about 15 gal-' 

lons of water, bring to a boil, dump 
in the lime. Add the sulphur and mix 
thoroughly, adding hot water as 
necessary to prevent the mixture from 
burning as the lime slakes. When 
the lime has slaked and the sulphur is 
well mixed, atid hot water to bring 
_ volume up to a little more than 
So. to allow for evaporation.“ 

continuously for 30 to 45 minutes, 
aiding cold water if boiling-over oc- 
curs. When finished the color may 
vary from orange to chocolate. Test 
material by taking some out in a dip- 
per, then pouring back slowly. If no 
sulphur globules remain, it has cooked 
enough. Remove from fire at once. 
A small amount of impurities or 
sludge in bottom of kettle does not 
interfere with use in spraying, 

This stock solution will keep through : 
the season. Dilutions are made one 
part to four parts water for winter 
strength, and one part to 19 parts 
water for summer strength spray. 
Arsenate of lead and nicotine sulphate 
may be added at the usual rate when 
needed. 
4. Self-boiled Lime-Sulphur Solution 
This solution is used for the con- 

trol of brown rot on peaches and, un- 
like most other sprays, it does not in- 
jure the peach foliagé. It is made as 
follows: 
Quick. lime, best grade 8 pounds 
Sulphur, finely powdered....8 pounds 
Water, to make 50 gallons 

While the lime is slaking vigorously 
add the sulphur gradually. Prevent 
“burning” or “drowning” of the lime 
by the judicious use of warm water. 
Stir well. When action subsides add 
cold water at once to bring mixture 
to 50 gallons and use immediately. 
This is solely a mechanical . mixture, 
differing from other sprays where 
lime and sulphur are the ingredients. 

5. Arsenate of Lead - 
This is the standard poison for 

chewing insects and may’ be obtained 
on the market in the form of either 
@ paste or a powder. “The paste form 
is used at the rate of two pounds | 
50. gallons of the spray 

while the powdered for 
_Tate of one’ poun oe | 

~ (Continiied on page” 

American Fruit ree a 

‘MAGIC’ BRAND 

that the name implies 
A QUALITY FERTILIZER 

Pure Ponto bone and sheep manure — 
Save money on your fertilizer and get the’ 

best that can be had for your fruit, vegeta. 
bles and berry crops. 

quate and ten maturity, } 
Magic brand fertilizer has gone through 

a very scientific process, is devoid of 
weed, seed, fungus and germs. 

All mixes, complete fertilizers. 
Place your orders now to insure immed 

ate anvery. Samples and quotations ¢ 

” Responsible dealers wanted 4 

CHICAGO FEED AND FERTILIZER CO, ” 

Bees. and Better Fruit 
We want to send you a bandeams ¢ bee 
entitled “Bees and Fruit.” 
keep bees now, it will certainly coavial 
you that you should. It will interest Oy 
anyway. k, too, for our 
for Pleasure and Profit,” that’s , 
full of information about bees 
and beekeeping. They are free , 
for the the seking, ut tell usif you 
keep now or have ae kept 
bees. rivhe gon eet ——s how Aé 
start tin beekeeping 
pasey ans and a better cro and fet 4s 

n a Desmooping rnc for $0 ye 
and -we axpertenes 
use. A posta gly will bring the bool 

te A. A. 1. ROOT COMPANY 
(Leaders in the Bee World) 

501 Main Street Medina 

No Mole 

can pass. 

Reddick Mole T: and 
this rodent Pn col 
in dollars and appearances. E 
Reddick Mole Traps have 
test for forty years. Farmers, gt 
heer ens recom 

Read D vod Shaw’s experience i 
C. in ‘The Mole Pest—Its Cur 
to you on request. am 
We are faking a ial offer 
for a pair of Reddick Traps, mal 
rect. our refunded if not sat 

MICHIGAN WIRE coons@ 
210 Second Street 

Manufacturers of 
REDDICK WIRE SPECIAL 

PUBLIC S/ 
Uncle Sam_ buys 

do likewise. 

Send for Army and Navy ’ de 
ARMY & NAVY STORE, 
245 W. 42nd St., New ¥ 
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— * (Continued ftom page 5)’ 

niching the codlin paotle larvee under 
: Pijaaral conditions. If mosquito netting 
iy a wire netting is placed over the 

ind at the base of the trees the 
ergng of the moth from the soil 
be carefully checked, It has been 

mind by watching these conditions in 
ishington orchards for many years 
i the time in a given location does 
t vary much from one year to an- 

tT spray was timed, not for the 
mearliest worms, but so as to come 
ghead of the big bulk of the first 
fworms. The tirst brood worms 

at over a period of about 35 
' if the very first worms are 
to enter the apples around M 

i, the brood will not reach the 
wore about June 15th. Under these 
waditions We sprayed between June 
and dune 5th. The calyx bop 

ided good protection up until this 
me and if any of the early worms 
uaped the first..cover spray, they 
yee taken care of by the thinning. 
he same degree of thoroughness was 
ied i the application of the first 

yer spray. If the cover spray had 
m put on ahead of the very earliest 

worm (it would have been. nearly ex- 
ed before the peak of the brood 

ad a sared. The rod was preferred 

iat it: was optional, although some 
sed: the guiv for all cover sprays 
i te get good results when prop- 
bd but the guns can be-more 
fbused than rods. and work 

Proper Thinning 

ming of the fruit to one on a 
it spur and from six to ten inches 

spate ig an economical operation for 
ny grower who aims to produce high 

@fruit, but with any pest control 
it is not only but. it 

@eeolutely necessary, and the best 
uults can not be obtained unless it is 

fone. The trees should be carefully 
x and the fruit carefully 

ing all ill-shaped, de-- 

rm infestation. Very few grow- 
in sufficiently the first time, and 

second thinning is done later in 
ason and after the second cover 

fay, there should be but few worms 
ii at harvest time. The be 

yi the trees. Hk 
2 on there generally t 

distinction between broods. 
peichines may be continuous up 

mul harvest time or ag Jong as 
mether conditions are favorable, as 

thot days and when the temperature 
60 degrees at night. If there 

evidence of late worms, another 
Was applied about August 20th. 
results: of. this. campaign pro- 
a crop showing an average of 

n five per cent of worms in a 
® humber of orchards totalling 

mw acres, that had the previous sea- 
m, 1918, showed an average of more 
man 50 percent. Following these re- 
ig mn 1920, there were nine com- 
—) Units formed in one ‘ 

‘Se in others, all gi pro- 

£3 

suonate results. In some of the or- 
SS Which had showed from 20 to 
“nt Worms two years previous 

Sid not show one per cent in the 
ha lieve that in 

AW . ~ 

i 71 

Boston 

Garter 

Ca Tractor Bull Gears are made from high 
carbon steel billets, forged into one-piece, 
weldless rings. The method of manufac- 

ture— Case patented —is such that only steel 
absolutely free from flaws and defects can with- 
stand, successfully, this process. If there is going 
to be any breakage, it occurs in the factory, be- 
fore the gear is completed — not after it is on the 
tractor and the machine working in the field. 

Hydraulic forging, annealing, heat treating, 
tempering in an oil bath, machining and cutting 
teeth to the accuracy of less than the thickness 
of a. human hair — each of these important steps 
in the process of manufacturing Case Tractor 
Bull Gears contributes materially to the true- 
running qualities, smooth operation, and long 
life of Case Kerosene Tractors. 

The wear-resisting hardness, breakage-defying 
toughness, and permanently perfect mesh of 
Case Bull Gears, are features characteristic of 
Case manufacturing thoroughness in all details. 

J. I. Case Threshing Machine Company 
Dept. B2 Racine, Wisconsin 
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Amazing Yields 

F rom “Fruit-Fogged” Trees 

rponay, after six years of remark- 
able performance in every fruit 

growing section, Fruit-Fog is acknowl- 
edged the most: thorough form of 

spray. Its record of big fruit yields 
_ stands unmatched and supreme. It is 
everywhere recognized as a phenom- 
enal success. 

This is because Fruit-Fog, the Hayes 
Super-Spray, cdc saan atomizes the 
solution to a vapory, fog-like fineness. 

It envelops everything like a mist. 
_ Covers every twig, branch and leaf. 

~ * Works its way into microscopic niches, 

cracks and crevices in bark, buds arid - 
foliage. Kills not alone the outside 

_ pests, but also the millions of hidden 
| oH pests that no ordinary coarse spray 

: tan reach. 

~ _ It is these hidden pests which sweep 
oe Prats from their lairs and destroy fine 
- fruit worth untold millions each year. 

Yet Fruit-Fog amazing thoroughness 

‘Will entirely exterminate them. And 
; ‘add 500% to 5000% to fruit profits. 

~ Send the coupon for our FREE Book 

es and get all the facts about the Hayes 
 $ystem of Fruit-Fog Spraying. Learn 

_ HAYES PUMP & PLANTER O., Dept.P  GALVA, ILL. 

how itis produced Diedstitincinde 
high pressure and scientific Hayes 
nozzle, How Hayes Power Sprayers 
are scientifically made to give endur- 
ance and greatest efficiency under high 
pressure. And why the famous Fair- 
banks- Morse “Z” ine insures reli- 
able engine service. 

Learn also how HayesHand Sprayers 
kill the bugs, ‘lice and mites—make 
your potatoes grow, your hogs put on 
money-making: ‘weight, and increase 
egg production from. your poultry. 

These amazing results have been 
roved agaifi and again. Thousands of 
yes Sprayer users all over. America 

‘have had the same surprising expe- ‘3 
rience. The results on your farm will 
astound you. 

Send the Coupon Today 

Tell.uis what. you want your sprayer 
to.do, and we will tell: you which of the 
Fifty Styles ‘of Hayes'Sprayers is best 
suited to your needs, and its price. We 
will also.send the New Book of Hayes 
FREE and Valuable Spraying Guide 

fx OU 

“Styles of 

Hayes Sprayers 

Hayes Bucket 
Hand Spray Pump 
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Pruning For Best ie 

WO things are absolutely necessary when best results are to 
to be obtained by pruning. 

First, you must have-the proper tools, and then the knowledge 
of just how it should be done. 

Pexto can furnish .both items— 

‘ Pexto Pruning Shears are so designed that they cut easily, making 
a smooth, clean cut.and take the work out of pruning, making it 
Teal pleasure. 

gee are made in various sizes and styles to syit every demand, 
y guaranteed and will last a lifetime. 

The Little Pruning Book” gives you the knowledge—the how, 
the what and when to prune. It is an exceptiotially interesting 
and instructive little book, and costs but soc. 

'*. Send for a Pruning Shear Booklet 

THE PECK, STOW & WILCOX COMPANY 

Cleveland, Ohio 
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Have You Ever Grown Such Berries? 

Juicy, red raspberries, sweet and delicious, twice the size of ordinary 
raspberries. These are 

Syracuse Red Raspberries 

The plants are hardy, northern grown. They weather the hardest 
winters. The fruiting season is long. Berries are bright red, abundant 
and the largest yet produced. SYRACUSE Red Raspberries add 
value to any garden. 

Other new fruits of rare quality are CACO, a wonderful new red 
grape, ROCHESTER Peach and HON EYSWEET, a new black-cap 
raspberry. 

se for Garden and Orchard — Trees, Plants, Vines, Roses 
berry, ras and currant bushes. shrubs, 
vines, roses and ornamentals, er 40 years 
experience. Buy direct and save money. 
Send for our free ft wr ll today. 

quality n on whole roots, 
TRUE. TO NAME. he best varieties of 
apple, pear, peach, cherry, nut and shade 
trees, strawberry plants, gooseberry, black- 

GREEN’S NURSERY COMPANY 

Box 105 Rochester, N. ¥. 

Farming a 

HOSE who have had large or 
long experience with farming, 

and fruit growing is a branch of 
farming, will agree’ with me when 
I say that farmers and fruit growers 
lead busy lives. It is largely the 
poet and the city man who lacks ex- 
perience who think that life on the 
fa is largely a holiday.. The land 
worker is driven by the. seasons, which 
are some times early, and at other 
times late. He is delayed by rains or 
by the slow approach of spring, or on 
the other hand by the rapid advance 
of spring. He is urged to do his best 
when haying commences, which is fol- 
lowed .quickly by the activity of the 
harvest field. Such work, and the 
work necessary in securing crops of 
fruit, cannot be postponed. How dis- 

Busy Life 

should tamp the soil nearly as firr 
as h they were setting a fen 
post. me reason why plants 
trees perish is that the plan 

planted is absolutely essential, 
ticularly is this the case with st 
berry plants. 

After the soil is made very 

anter de ‘ 
not understand that this treading of 
the soil after the tree or plant § 

by treading, fresh earth should | be 
drawn towards the plants and 
loose as a mulch. Here is the advigy 
of a nurseryman of 40 years’ exp 
rience. If the sod has not beer firmiy 
pressed with the feet it may not 
too late to do this work now.. Ne 
use manure in planting except on 
surface. ; 

wn 

Pi 
couraging then in gathering crops to 
have successive rains day after day 
which prevent outdoor work. You 
may be paying high wages for labor 
q have nothing for the laborers to 

do in rainy weather. 
Some people have an idea that win- 

ter is a season of rest with the farm- 
ers but I have not found it so. There | 
is always something necessary to be 
done to every house and every home 
on the continent. There are also 
changes and repairs necessary in the 
outbuildings. What a drain there is 
upon the farmer and how much time 
is oecupied by repairing fences broken 
down by the wind or thrust out of the 
ground by heaving of frost. There 
are always rocks to dig out and 
stumps and low lands to drain and 
manure piles to draw and spread. 

THE BEST SOIL FOR STRAW- 
BERRIES 

HAT a vast difference there is 
in soils even on the same 

farm or even on the same field. 
Some soils, in order to be in 
prime condition, must be stirred after 
every heavy rain. If not stirred with 
the hoe or cultivator it is liable to 
harden so that strawberry plants do 
not thrive or do not develop large 
berries. For ease of culture and in- 
expensive culture a sandy soil is pref- 
erable. The objection to sandy soil 
is that it easily ‘parts with its fer- 
tility and needs more frequent 
fertilizing than heavier soils. My 
experience is that sandy soils do not 
admit winter heaving so often as 
clayey soil, which parts with its water 
more slowly. 

I have succeeded in growing big 
crops of strawberries on almost every 
kind of soil except hard clay. The 
strawberry is not fickle of its ocation 
on the map, north of south, east or 
west. I have succeeded in gro 7 
strawberri¢s on muck land, bat 
land is most often on low land subject 
to late spring frosts, which is a se- 
rious drawback. Muck lands can often 
be irrigated. _My experience is that 
successful irrigation ealls for expe-. 
rienced men to manage it. It is about 
as bad to get. too much water as too 
little. I have. found the fruit on irri- 
gated muck land much softer than 
that. grown on the higher elevations. 

PRESS: THE SOIL AFTER -- 
“PLANTING jf, 

HERE are. many people © ies 

IE ra pL 

Maruines Offered I 

at Bargain Prices ff 

Farm & Fireside Special to Yous 
Woman’s World | 

American Fruit Grower 

Farm and Home 
Good Stories 
Dairy Farmer 

Suggestion No. 13 
Sever's Farmer 

Good Stories Special to 

American Fruit Grower} B12 

Suggestion No. i4 

Woman's World Special to You 

American Fruit Grower 

four, $2.00 © 

$1.4 

Suggestion No. 15 
F 

The Household 
a Special to . 

American Fruit Grower) $1-50— 

Suggestion No. 16 4 

five, $2.45 

Make up your own club andl 
will quote special publishers’ pri 
American Fruit Grower m 
be included. 

‘MAIL COUPON TODAY | 
—_—_—" ss = ee eee oe 

AMERICAN FRUIT GROWER 

Chicago, Ill. 2 
Please enter my subscription to ¢: ch oF 

Suggestion No. 11 q 

$1.25 

Suggestion No. 12. © 

Special to You” 

$1.30 © 
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ie Latest Thing | 

n Packing Plants 

ORIGINAL system for sort- 
ing apples has been worked out 

I and put into successful opera- 
m in the new $120,000 plant of the 

Sekane Valley Growers’ Union, an 
porated, co-operative community 

sociation of fruit growers on the ir- 
ed tracts lying just outside the 

Pot Spokane in the beautiful 
skane Valley. 
fhe capacity of the plant is 3,500 
ed boxes a day and this year the 

jnion began the apple harvest of 1920 
by nvesting $65,000 in apple boxes 
god $30,000 in paper which has doubled 

since the purchase. It has 
Bin $5,000 in spraying materials. 

receipts last season totalled 
and this year the estimate is 

, virtually all of which will be 
among the 340 members. 
aim of the orchardists in en- 
the plant and installing new 
ry to redouble the ¢heck on 
tion, was to establish an out- 
brand that would eventually 

mand national recognition. 
p of the difficulties encountered 
the ordinary system of hauling 

Pirvioed and stem-punctured fruit. 
ze ents left the plant in apparent 

condition only to be found de- 
s in eastern, apple centers. In 

@ effort to attain perfectiun, the 
ger, Edward Pierce, evolved _his 

own sorting machinery and handling 

‘The orchardist delivers apples in 
boxes at the east end of the building 
- the whole method of handling 

m this on is a “conveyor system.’ 
s and innumerable moving belts 

‘on every operation and almost 
¢ lifting and handling. 

Q _. How the Fruit Moves 
The box from the orchard is placed 

broad moving belt elevator which 
“ity it to the packing room on the 

floor of the —s unless the 
are not ready for the con- 

it, in which case it is stored 
nthe basement. Each grower’s fruit 
“, pt separate and sorted and packe:l 

unit. This is made practicable 
accuracy and efficiency of the 

i system. 
0 i the incline belt the box enters 

tong sorting room and may be re- 
f at any of the cross sections, 

sorters work, and assembled 
their reach. ‘The sorter lifts 

carefully from the box and 
: them on the belt in the sorting 

igh, This entirely eliminates 
i and bruises when the fruit 
har dled under the method of dump- 
and piling. The sorting apparatus 

of 10 small belts moving from 
& sorter, in troughs, to larger belts 

at right angles the entire 
room. The 10 smaller 

allow for extra grades in 
be sizes; fancy grades in three 

ze fa grade in three sizes, 

feet 

& 

ora 

4+he slow moving belts carry the 
ples along i in full sight of the sorter 

it mistakes can be rectified be- 
have gone too far.. At the 

d of the troughs, the apples drop 
e trap door of light pine 

h.opens and allows the apple to} 
ito the main conveyors. The 

ening of this little door registers 
‘counting machine installed at the 

}0of each trough. When the sorter. 
one grower’s consignment he 

eS readings on the counting ma- 
me and at the finish again takes 

m; in this way the grower knows 
many of each grade he de- 

ed. If the farmer wants his culls 
_ are returned to the original 

se they are diverted 
| a the main conveyor and sacked 
‘ ito the ar wor 

“harm to bark or branches. 

“Wh i 

Cletrac is First in the Orchards 

—it ‘‘gets the jump’’ when the season’s late 

LETRAC is first in the orchards 

every year. Even a late, wet 

Spring doesn’t bother the Cletrac fruit 

grower. He gets the plowing and 

discing cleaned up early regardless of 

And he’s ready to seed his 

cover crop during those few days when 

conditions are just right for planting. | 

weather. 

The compact, smooth bodied Cletrac 

works in close to the trees without 

Its sure- 

gripping tank-type tracks carry it easily 

over hilly land without losing power 

through slipping or digging in. It 

leaves the earth loose and mellow be- 

cause the broad tracks don’t pack the 

fresh-turned soil. 

Cletrac jumps right into its fast, 

steady gait the first day out. And if 

the season’s unusually backward, it 

will keep it up day and night to finish 

the job while the weather holds good. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Horsepower; 

12 at drawbar. 
20 at belt-pulley 

Length; 96 inches 
Width: 50 mches 
Height: 52 inches 
Weight ; 3420 pounds 
Turning Circle ; 12 feet 
Traction Surface ; 
About 800 square inches 

Center to Center of 
Tracks; 38 inches 

Belt Pulley: Diameter 
8 inches, face 6 inches 

“¢The Cletrac Orchard Bulletin” 

contains many valuable tractor facts. 

We’ll gladly send it on request or you 

can get a copy from the Cletrac dealer 

near you. 

THE CLEVELAND TRACTOR Co. 

“Largest Producers of Tank-Type Tractors in the World” 

18935 Euclid Ave. 

TREMENDOUS SAVING IN COST 
Easy, fascinating work with our SIMPLIFIED 
PLANS. We furnish blue prints, diagrams, 
motor, cabinet pieces, ready-built horn, etc. 
You don’t need to be acabinet maker, A few 
hours assembling and you will have a fine in- 
page Te vter the regular vetail 
selling these inctruments, Write today for 
full details and our FREE OFFER. Address 
MODERN ¥ co. 

a Pay Nothing Until 30 Days 

Bae miy- | yer for fruit trees, ays 
Frog sleds, ete” Here's  epraver, that willy the 

and quickly and ikon hous, fog abede, it at our risk. Just ——s 
x tod money and we we shee pads rg ae a — it 20 iea0 das 

& onthe 16 Pay for The 

Etre wa yer 



A Small Payment Down 

Now Puts a Utilitor to Work 

on Your Place 

Get Our Dealer to Tell You About Our Liberal 

Deferred Payment Plan and the Improved Utilitor 

The Utilitor that our dealer vill 
demonstrate today is 2 PROVED 

Machine—a machine powerful] 
enough, strong enough to do your 
work and still more economical and 

faster than a horse, 

The PROVED UTILITOR 
will plow with @ ten-inch bottom 
wherever a horse can work. 

We have added an important feature 
to our program that you will undoubt- 
edly appreciate. You can now buy a 
Utilitor and implements on liberal de- 
ferred payment plan—pay down a 
small cash payment and take eight 
months to pay the balance in small 
amounts. 

Only a company with the vast re- 
sources and financial stability of the 
Midwest Engine Company can build 
such exceptional value in power farm- 
ing equipment and sell it on such 
liberal terms. 

And back of the machine you buy 
isa WORKING service plan. . Our 
owners will tell you what this service 
means to them. 

Our dealer is ready to make spring 
demonstrations. He will also explain 
our LIBERAL DEFERRED PAY- 
MENT PLAN, If you don’t know 
our dealer, write us direct. 

Midwest Engine Company 
521 %. Martindale Ave. 

Indianapolis, U. S. A. 

ple rides in state on the moving belt 
and has no oportunity to come in con- 
tact with other apples or to collect 
bruises during the journey. From 
the main conveyors, the apples are 
diverted to packers according to grade 
and size. For example: one group of 
three packers‘ gets the extra fancy 
fruit and the first in line packs the 
large size; the next packs the medium 
apple; and the third packs the small 
grade. In order to make the remu- 
neration fair, for the packers work by 
piece work, the operators take turn 
about in handling the small fruit. 

Even here, the apples are not al- 
lowed to pile up but are carried around’ 
the packer on a continuous belt so 
that an apple missed the first time is 
recovered on the second round. The 
packer lifts the apple from the belt, 
wraps it in paper and places it in the 
box. Delicious, Rome Beauty, and 
Winter Bananas are expected to run 
88 or less to the box; Jonathans 125 
or less; others 175 or less. The stand- 
ard for popular consumption in the 
United States is 96 to 125 to the box; 
but for export the sizes run 128 to 
200 a box. 
Having been packed, the boxes travel 

along conveyors to the machine press 
where they are nailed. Now the boxes 
take an exciting and novel trip. To 
reach the second floor, where they are 
labeled, the boxes are sent out thro 
metal chutes which circle outside 
building and open again on the second 
floor. _As there are 10 belts there 
are 10 chutes. Loading boxes in cars 
is a task which falls to a selected 
group of employees. The boxes ride 
out to the ears on conveyors and are 
ready for eastern apple centers, 

merican Fruit Gro 

sulphur and is the chea: 

soil available for th 
orchard. Send for our f 

tells how and why. 

Gypsum Indust 

he 

‘Cover Crops Increagg 

Orchard Profits — 

Are you getting full value 
out of your cover crops? | 
Agricultural Gypsum sup- | 
plies available sulphate | 

est form of nitrogen” 
producer. It increases the” 
growth of the cover crops, 
and stores nitrogen in the re 

illustrated booklet whi¢l 

Association ~ 
Building Modern Throughout 

Suburban electric trains serving the 
Spokane Valley from the city of Spo- 
kane pass the plant which is located 
on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St: Paul 
Railway. The building is attractive 
and modern in every respect with all 
machinery electrically driven. Em- 
ployees’ rest rooms, modern offices | / 
good ventilation and light and exacting Y /, — y ~ 
cleanliness make for satisfied work- Y j,, VY, YU Wa 

Dept. 20, 111 W. Washington § 
Chicago, Hl. 4 

Your Building Supply Dealer Ha 
Agricultural Gypsum in Stoc 3 

C.J. Medzikhousky of“ Mediclif,” 
Santa Barbara, Cal., harrowed his 
orchard with his Utilitor, planted 
corn and Kaffir corn and watered 
his orchard with a n water 
tank, built on the running gear of 
an old buggy. 

ers: The-long rows of packers and 
sorters busily at work form a striking 
picture and a constant stream of 
visitors winds through the plant. Buy- 
ers from England, growers from Cali- 
fornia, efficiency experts, newspaper 
men and just plain sight-seers are in 
evidence among the visitors; but all 
admit that the efficiency methods in 
practice and the ease with which the 
gading is done gives a new slant on the 
apple industry as well as a greater 
appreciation of the advantages to be 
obtained by the grower in conducting 
co-operative marketing organizations. 

96 Page 
Bargain APPLE SYRUP 

And now we are about to pass the 
apple syrup. Genuine, real syrup, not 

e from sugar e or sugar 
but from apples grown right here in 
Oregon. J. O. Holt, packing manager 
of the Oregon Growers’ Co-operative 
Association with headquarters at Eu- 
gene, announces that the chemist at 
the Eugene plant is putting out an 
apple syrup that is likely to be the 
real thing. 

Heretofore, in all the apple :yrups 
produced, there was an acid that rath- 
er spoiled the effect. By a chemical 
process, this acid has been removed 

paying ep em and va “on spt Faget Hoey apples 
The Brown Fence & Wire Go., Cleveland, Ohio is very likely, wi another season, 

* pete A to be found on every breakfast table. 
— — By the new process, the apple 

g EE A™ sytup is clarified, the acid removed 

QS nui! 

tee 

crdimary cane or beet syrup without | SEPAR ATOR 
‘ ition of any sugar. 

says there is also great possibilities 
in the use of the new syrup for cook- 
ing pu s besides table use. 

ugene plant of the Associa- 
tion. is now making this s and 
it: will be supplied to the this 

| winter to give it a pet ge test. 
requires seven or eight gallons 

make one gallon of syr 

ey 

sear cani oat , 
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4 Apples, Peaches, Plums, Grapes, 
a Cecussborsy Y s, ete. _ Boxes 

for Berries, Cucumbers, Celery, 
er, and vegetables of all kinds. 

- Catalog mailed on request 

he ce Williams Co. my) ge oor tg Ark. 

for Immediate 

. Any quantity. 

i) PLANT FOOD COMPANY 

Fertilizer —“‘Everything”’ 

ADE BLDG. ~ ST. LOUIS, MO. 
a? 2s 

ie | i 5 

A Grown From Select Stock 
yea. None Better —50 years 

seeds. Prices below all 
» others. Buy and test. If not 

O. K. return and I will refund. 
Extra ets sent free in all 
orders [ fill. Send address for 
Big Catalogue illustrated with 

ram over 700 pictures 5. vegetables and 
flowers of ev . 

BS fl. SHUMWAY, Reckford, Ill. 

= Masters Plant Setter 
Saves Laber—Saves Expense 

BA A Money MaKiNG 
pa ret . ms 
627° /7 70 DA 

MOORE SEED CO. 
ETST. PHILADELPHIA. PA. 

Get Low Prices 

‘ equipped to make 

How to M ake 

Spray Mixtures 
(Continued from page 20) 

spray. It is well to mix the arsenate 
of lead with a small amount of water 
before putting in the spray tank. 

6. Cold-Stirred Oil Emulsion 
Whale oil soap..8 pounds or 1 gallon 
Paraffin oil, 24 to 28 degrees 

1 gallon 
Mix the soap and water, then very 

slowly and gradually add the oil in 
small quantities at a time, meanwhile 
stirring the mixture vigorously in or- 
der to thoroughly mix the ingredients, 
Test frequently by. adding a little of 
the mixture to a cup of soft water. If 
no oil floats, the mixture is perfect, 
otherwise, add more_soap and stir 
again. The above quantity is suffi- 
cient for 200 gallons of spraying solu- 
tion, and when thus diluted contains 
one per cent of oil. 

7. Boiled Emulsion 
Paraffin oil 
Fish oil soap 

2 gations 
2 gallons 
1 gallon 

Put all of these into a vessel that 
will stand fire, and heat to the boiling 
point. While still very hot, pump the 
material through a bucket spray pump 
into another vessel and then back 
again to form a perfect emulsion. The 
mixture then ‘is ready for use. Dilute 
with 200 gallons of water. Potash 
fish oil soaps are the best to use in 
making oil emulsions. 

8. Distillate Oil Emulsion 
Boiling water 12 gallons 
Fish oil soap 80 pounds 
Distillate oil, 30 to 34 degrees ~ 
Beaume A 20 gallons 
Dissolve the soap in the hot water, 

and while stirring vigorously add the 
distillate slowly. Then pump under 
high pressure through spray nozzles 
into storage vessels. For use, dilute 
2% gallons of this stock solution with 
50 gallons of water, for thrips. When 
diluting, put the stock solution in the 
spray tank and agitate while adding 
the water. Nicotine should not be 
added until dilution is complete. 
About Commercial Spray Mixtures 
There is more or less: difficulty in 

mixjng spray materials at home, and 
the work always is mussy. But in 
recent years qruscoe | all kinds of 
spray materials are to be obtained on 
the market in a concentrated form, 
needing’ only the addition of water to 
make them ready for use. In many 
instances such materials are more 
economical to use than to attempt the 
home manufacture from raw ma- 
terials. 

Of the oil sprays, there are many 
brands. Some of them, such as 
“sealecide” have come into extensive 
use in all parts of the country, while 
others, particularly those made from 
heavy oils, and chiefly of use in 
spraying citrus fruits, are to be ob- 
tained in those localities where they 
are most extensively used. In Flor- 
ida, the Gulf coast and California, 
highly efficient oil sprays may be ob- 
tained in commercial forms. 

For the person who needs but a 
small quantity of Bordeaux mixture, 
or the commercial grower who is not. 

: is highly efficient 
fungicide in a large way, there are a 
number of commercial brands of this 
‘spray material in Both paste and 
powder forms. 

Tobacco preparations, for use in 
controlling certain very troublesome 
sutking insects, are much more ‘ssatis- 
factory when obtained in commercial 
form than when made at home. The 
commercial article is of uniform 
strength, and much more dependable 
than that which is made at home. 

Ask for. Information 
We will be very glad to hear from 

any reader of AMERICAN FRvIT 
Grower about his spraying problems, 
and the kind of spray materials to 
use, We will be especially glad to 
hear from commercial growers who 
have used, or who are considering the 
use of commercially made spray. mix- 

“ 

Send for the complete Bean 
. It shows you exactly 

why “the Bean is the best,” 

The Heart of the Sprayer 

is the Pump! 

Your sprayer is just as good as the pump that’s 

on it—and no better! Every drop of liquid that goes 

onto the trees is taken from the tank and delivered 

to the nozzles at tremendous ‘pressure — by the 

pump. 

There are 36 years of experience built into 

every Bean Spray Pump. Bean Porcelain-lined 

Cylinders, the Bean Pressure Regulator, Bean 

Threadless Ball Valves, Bean Eccentrics, Beati 

Cup-shaped Plungers [which require no stuffing 

boxes}—these and the many other Bean advan- 

tages are not the result of a day! They repre- 

sent the work of years! ~ 

Here and there you will see a Bean feature copied, but 

in no other sprayer will you find ail of these superiorities 

built into a single pump-—for most of the vital improve- 

ments are patented and protected against infringements. 

Send for the New Bean Catalog 

It illustrates and describes the entire Bean line from the Bean 
Magic Hand Pump and the Bean Simplicity, the new one-man 
power outfit, to the powerful Super-Giant, the outfit for 
large orchards, where great capacity and very. heavy 
pressure is required. 

BEAN SPRAY PUMP CO. 

. Originators of the first High Pressure Sprayers 
6 ‘Hosmer St., Lansing, Mich. 
104 W. Julian St.,San Jose, Cal. 
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Tractors, Trucks 

and Engines 

By FRANK FE. GOODWIN 
Department Editor 

ABOUT CARBON REMOVERS 

A subscriber says: “I have seen ads 
. in different papers telling of how some 
patent earbon remover removes the 
carbon from auto cylinders and eures 
about £0 per cent of engime troubles. 
What do you know about these carbon 
removers?” F 

Here is where eaution must be ex- 
ercised. There are a number of ad- 
vertised products on the market for 
removing carben from. motor cylin- 
ders, and I am afraid that not nearly } } 
all of them are “what the doctor or- ff 9” 
dered.” 

Motor experts agree that one should } 
put nothing into the cylinder bore of 
a motor for fear of damaging the pol- 
ished walls of the engine. In this I : 
agree most heartily, with the single Misiatcly Jute ont Jeo mance noe 
exception that one absolutely knows F 1.§ Sos ele beled besiceed & «ficient, 
that it can do no damage. Mechanies ne. Rochester, N.¥.7heFlowerch 
have a selfish motive in not recom- : a 
mending carbon removers, because 
they make a good profit in burning ite q nd 
out the carbon with an acetylene torch, a we 
and I am not sure but this does: as 4 Mos 
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table growers and all lovers of flowers. 
stand-bys; tells of many new varieties. 

able instructions on planting and care. Get the 
af the experience of the oldest catalog seed Rouse snd 
largest growers of Asters in Amerien, Por 72 e 
leading authority on bie, flower and’ farm 
plants, bulbs, and fruits. 12 greenhouses... 500 som 

the Best Crops the Earth Producss 

Use International Tillage Tools 

for Safe and Profitable ; 

Orchard Cultivation 

N* DOUBT you appreciate the necessity for cultivat- 

= 

ing your fruit trees and small! fruits just as much as 
cultivating any row crop such as potatoes, corn, ¢tc. 

Weeds are the enemy of big yields, no matter what the 
crop. And the Disk Harrow is the enemy of weeds and 
conserver of moisture; 

The International Orchard Disk Harrow is the 
ideal implement for orchard cultivation, because it. is espe- 

mueh damage as a good, well reeom- 
mended carbon remover. Hy 

For more thaw five ‘years I have } B 
been using a certain advertised earbon 
remover (name on request) with ex- 
cellent results. During that time I 

Debiniiete Stringless Green 
test the value of B 

nO Ae HOR EN Nee ee oh oe pre eidoseral Cb 

ban ta Na dene Nas co Sapenagiig > 
i 
t 

fi 
1 
% 

14 
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cially designed for this work. The frame is hung low and the 
disk gangs covered with broad curved sheet: metal shields 
which prevent the disks. from injuring lew-hanging branches 
or fruit. The gangs are reversible for ththrow or outthrow 
and can be set for ridging or hilling. An extension frame 
can be furnished to permit cultivation under very low- 
hanging foliage. 

Safe and profitable orchard cultivation requires an imple- 
ment designed especially for orchard work. That is why we 
sirongly recommend the International Orchard Disk to. all 
fruit growers. Write the Chicago address for literature on 
the subject of good tillage tools. Depend on the Interna- 
tional Dealers for efficient tillage implements-and for uni- 
formly good service. 

International Harvester Company 

of America 

(Incorporated) USA 

have net found it necessary to have { 
any eylinder burned out, or seraped, 
and whenever it has been found neees- 
sary to take down the motor; the cyl- 
inders, pistens, valves, and cylinder 
heads. have been found: to be as elean 
and bright as when new. The way 
I use this is to put an ounee of the 
carbon remover inte each eylinder 
through the pet cocks while the motor 
is still quite warm. Then I turn the 
motor over with the starter several | 

‘| buy Woo times to mix it with the carbon, and 
then let the motor stand until morn- 
ing. Then it should be run at least 
10 miles om the road, or its equiva- 
lent with the motor idling, at a fair 
rate of speed, with the muffler eut- 
out wide open. The carbon is thus | 
blown through the exhaust and the 
motor is left ‘well cleaned. This F re- 
peat about every 200 miles for an 
automobile, or 150 miles for a truck. 
In the case of a tractor, using kero- 

That you 
ALITY we will, during this 

free a large trial packet of B 
Stringless Green Pod Bean q 
 eenpeln Po rey meng Sed Booklet about 
best seeds that grow, both absolutely free, 
All we ask is that you send us-a two cent sta 

to pay the postage. Write for your beans 

W. ATLEE BURPEE CO. 
Seed Growers ; 

| Thrifty, Sturdy T 

he ae 
| 
\ 

: seeds for the vegetable and ower | 
1921 Nursery List contains va.uable 

and growing information. Mailed on request. 3 
: WOODLAWN NURSERIES — 

X Rochester, 880 Garson. Ave. 

TED a sene as fuel, the carbon remover Chicago 
| 

should be put in about every 48 hours PY 
ga’ HOSE INTERES IN a 

of actual’ work. | RUS USURIER 
If any reader is afraid to use these f . the, eo Wiight-sesistant Sear studing toa A 

patent sofutions, he will find a very ‘ee Gee a tine te Tectte! ar mete tend Aa 
acceptable substitute in kerosene oif [| the mostimportant partsof thet houlds 
of the grade used for iluminating : 
purposes. On putting the motor away 

ES ee ey oe aT 
En. val i aes (@, 

Ua wath 

eaten errr teereererene 

fie = “Se ' for the night, or when it can stand 

Share in the big 
bargain offers in 

Montgomery Ward’s 

Clearance 

for several hours without using, and 
with the motor as warm as the hand 
can bear the heat, open the cylinder 
pet eocks and put into each eylinder 
a tablespoonful of kerosene. 
turn the motor ever, several times— 
without the ignition connected of 
course—and let it stand for 10 or 12 
hours. Then run the motor for four 
or five miles, or its equivalent, and 
the carbon will be well cleaned out. 

Little Kifowledge Dangerous 

fuel that. escape the mixer are 
ful seuvees. of carbon. This soon 
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; ** Freeze 

The least little scratch becomes a 
“score” and compression is lost in 
consequence. Anyone, if he has the 
least bit of sense, can clean his spark 
plugs, and put them into good firing 
condition, but that is as far as the 
novice should go. Many a motor has 
had to go to the repair shop to be 
rebored, and fitted with new pistons 
and rings,~because of a slip of the 
knife in the hands of an inexperienced 
man. In making such cures as re- 
moving carbon with a steel instru- 
ment, or emery cloth or carborundum, 
oe little knowledge is a dangerous 

ng. 

MORE ON ANTI-FREEZING 

A. D. &., Ohio, asks—“I have heard 
of people using coal oil in radiators of 
automobiles in place of water, so they 
would not have to drain them in cold 
weather. Is it practical? Any ob- 
jections? 

Briefly I would answer this queés- 
tion in the manner which the wit ad- 
vised the man about to be married: 
“Don’t.” 

The writer has known men to use 
kerosene as an anti-freezing com- 
pound. He has also known men to 
light the fire with gasoliné and not 
have the coroner called. He has, as 
well, heard of men who have drank 
wood alcohol, and lived to brag about 
it. But such experiences do not prove 
that the practice can be recommended 
as being safe and sane. 

Ever since automobiles, and later 
tractors and trucks, were invented, 
much time and energy has been de- 
voted to the study of cooling solutions 
which would be cheap, clean, and un- 
freezable. To this time no acceptable 
substitute for alcohol has been dis- 
covered, although the motor magazines 
are liberally supplied with advertised 
“stuff,” much of which is worthless, 
and some actually injurious to motors. 

Ethyl (grain) alcohol, which has 
been denatured of course, to which 
has been added glycerine and water in 
different proportions, is the only safe 
anti-freeze solution so far found which 
can be unvhesitatingly recommended. 

Before determining what. the pro- 
portions of the ingredients shall be, 
the operator should ascertain, if pos- 
sible, what the lowest temperature is 

. he will likely encounter. In the north 
this will likely be 40 degrees below 
zero. In the middle west the ther- 
mometer is not likely to drop lower 
than 10 degrees below, while in a line 
drawn from the northern part of 
North Carolina to a point about Aus- 
tin, Texas, the temperature will sel- 
dcm go below zero. 

Having learned what the expected 
lowest temperature will be the oper- 
ator will prepare a solution of ethyl 
alcohol, glycerine and water in the fol- 
lowing proportions: 15 degrees above 
zero, 12 parts alcohol, 8 parts glycer- 
ine and 80 parts water. Below that 
follow this table: 

Parts Parts Parts 
Temp. Alcohol Glycerine Water 
Zero 20 ae | - 68 
10 below 22 14 64 
15 below . 25 15 60 
25 below 80 20 50 
40 below 45 25 80 

Now drain the cooling system and 
clean it well with baking soda and 
warm water, about one pound of soda 
to a gallon of water. Run the engine 
for 15 minutes so that every part of 
the water jacket and radiator is well 
washed out. Then drain and fill with 
the cooling anti-freeze solution. 

The glycerine is added so that the. 
alcohol will evaporate but little. The 
glycerine will remain in the radiator 
unimpared until it is drained. When 
it is necessary to replace some of the 
solution, add no glycerine but a solu- 

What Do We Owe 

to Accurate Timing? 

We owe our Limiteds that flash from city to city, our 
fast-sparking automobiles that shorten formerly long drives, 
and those machine-guns so marvelously timed that they 
shoot between the swiftly-revolving blades of aeroplane 
propellers. 

Back of each is an accurately-timed schedule. 

ton Tatch 

The Watch of Railroad Accuracy” 

Back of our railroad schedules is the Hamilton—a 
watch so accurate that it is the most popular timekeeper 
in use today among railroad men. 

Charles Hamilton, the efficient engineer shown here, 
runs the Bangor Flyer—one of the longest hauls on the 
B. & M. He has been with the Boston & Maine for 48 
years. He runs the Bangor Flyer by a Hamilton Watch. 

The watch that keeps accurate time in the movement 
and sohiog of railroading is the very timekeeper for the 
farm. Ask your jeweler to show you a Hami Prices 
range from $40 to $200; movements alone, $22 (in 
Canada, $24) and up. Send for ‘“The Timekeeper,”* 
an interesting booklet about the manufacture and care of 
fine watches. ‘The different Hamiltons are illustrated, 
and prices given. 

HAMILTON WATCH CO., Lancaster, Pa. 

Several hundred thousand American orchard 
owners and farmers are enthusiastic users of the 

e yet powerful Standard y Pump. Its 
me time by sprayii meetin ieee 
rather than from er or Brg sace reduces 
greatly the cost of labor. For spraying low- 
growing crops it has no equal. 

| NDA iH] 

BAR 
The Pump of a Hundred Uses 

hing vebiis, ear en ape ng 
on the farm. 

‘Built throughout of brass which is not affected b ordinary chemi. 
cals. It is guaranteed for five years and will last a lifetime. 

y Pumps are sold by hardware and seed~ 
pon Sold direct where we have no dealer. 

Price, $5.50. ($6.00 west of Denver, 
and in the extreme South). Knap- 
sack dnd other attachments extra. 
Write for-leaflet D. 

THE STANDARD STAMPING CO. 

-FARM WAGONS @) 
wheels—steel or wood — wid . 4 

~~ 
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FEE.MYERS & BRO. 

ASHLAND DUMP AND HAY TOOL WORKS 
150QRANGE ST. 

ag ASHLAND, OHIO. KY, 

You are going to spray again in the near future. Wo doubt you are 
thinking about it already. Just a question of a few weeks until the 

enemies of plant and tree life will be 
about worn out and will 

5 will need. 
been gun, some hose or fittings to put the outfit you 

thus make it do for another season. 
‘Whatever your need, be-it small or large, @ can be satisfactorily met 

the MYERS line of “Honor-Bilt” HAND and POWER SPRAY PUMPS 

FOR SPRAYING.WH! 

COLD WATER PAI 
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BIG PROFITS 

YOU CAN MAKE 

$500 to $700 per A, 

Growing STRAWBERRIES from cm a ° ‘a 
Keith’s Big, Healthy, New-Land Plants 

They are grown on new, rich, sandy loam soil 
full 3 of natural plant foods which makes them 
Big Profit Winners. Oneof ourvarieties brought 
growers $700 per A. last season. Vigorous, 
strong, heavily rooted and every plant sure to 
grow. It’s Keith's New-Land Soil that does it. 

The best plants for Garden or Fields for they insure 
crops. Guaranteed to satisfy. § 

ry 9 
Keith’s New-Land Plants @vc7 ccs 

berries, every plant 
grows and uces more Bigger, Better, Berries than plants grown on 
old soi r New Land is an ideal plant soil filled with Natural Plant 
Foods which gives Keith’s Plants their heavy roots, size and vigor, over 
other plants. Send for our catalog picturing these plants. IT’S FREE. 
We ship these plants, freshly dug, direct to you from our fields and 
guarantee to arrive in "growing condition. 

OUR MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. ':,fusrnte our Nev:Land nlants to reach you in good growing condition, to 
"fhe strong, healthy and exactly as described or refund your money. 

Wait! Don’t Order Until You Receive Our 1921 Catalogue. **,comsins 
tures of our hardy New-Land plants— explains why they are~so valuable for you to 
set—gives the biggest yielding varieties of Strawberries, Raspberies, Blackberries, 

Grapes, etc. - Some pletares i in natural colors—lists bigpent, beat sr varieties for your 
Garden or Fields—and shows in — colors the bi t strawberry grown, the 

+ $700 per A. variety. Send today for this Catalog. 

- KEITH BROS. NURSERY, Box oe. ES MICH. 

u SS cecctment of the BEST and iovet pr 
ct from. Grown, han 

Ever Hear of Gibson? 
Our long experience in the propagation of small fruit 

plants has taught us many things, and one of them is 
this: Gibson is the greatest strawberry grown, if 
profit is used as a s d, 

Ever Hear of Honeysweet? 
It’s a new black raspberry of wonderful value. You 

will never grow the best until you grow Honeysweet. 
You should also know about Black Pearl, Cumberland 
and Plum Farmer blackcaps, and the best varieties 

a, of red raspberries. 

Deion aniknights, Guide to, Small Fruits 
fam seey tee y Sagry Cye yo heaping a ivatees sh reenee. 

DAVID KNIGHT & SON 
Box 76, Sawyer, Michigan 

heavy rooted and free from disease. 
the three BEST EVERBEARERS. 

died and k a coca i ea mon acno 9 packed by men o: e ence. 
in fruit plants for the Ctoamarcial tone and 

ing guarantee insures your PROTECTION and SATISFACTION with 

np ys TRUE-TO-NAME STOCK 

Free Catal on 

Nothing equals asagash crop on thesmall place. 
One customer oars Mtr y from less than % acre. Every 

and town should have a patch % Strawberries 
the home tab 

1921 —tells just how to 
“ aw berries yA yt a and table, t de- 

verbeari ies ee prone whi 
nom & Serre. Plant 

wn berries 4 This Bory Bes, ‘Book also describes ey bee 

The W. F. phony co. 
436 Market St. Salisbury,Md. [me 

S ALLEN’ Ss 

ANTS 

§ Strawberries 
WHITTEN’Sstrawberry pats 

FEN plat oo to start right. Sure 
re 

Whitten Strawberries — >= froar 
Jan) Renseignements better results for you. 

lis all about these marvelous 

nips sewortent strated, Con 
Saari Bare Hisbens NOW! 
pC. WHITTEN & SON, Bex 9, Dilan, Miele. 

mouth Rocks, Wyandottes, and Rhode 
Island Reds are found in farm flocks. 
with frequency. Members of these 
breeds are intermediate in size be- 
tween the Asiatics and the Mediter- 
raneans, giving a carcass of desirable 
size and quality for marketing or for 
home use. While the average egg 
production of these breeds is not so 
high as in the case of the Leghorns, 
there are strains and families which 
are great producers. At the Vineland, 
N. J., contest a White Plymouth Rock 
laid 301 eggs during her first laying 
year and a Barred Plymouth Rock 
accomplished the feat of producing 501 
eggs in two years, these being the 
highest one-year and two-year. rec- 
ords at the contest. There appears 
to be no reason why a satisfactory 
egg production and a sizable carcass 
should not be found in the same flock. 
Among the English breeds the Or- 

pington is the only one extensively 
used for the farm flocks. The Or- 
pingtons are quite similar in general 
characteristics to the American. breeds, 
being a little heavier than the Ply- | 
mouth Rocks and a little slower in 
maturing. . Like the Plymouth Rocks, 
they are fair layers of rather light 
brown eggs. 

The Mediterranean breeds are small- 
er than the English, American and 
Asiatic breeds and much more active 
than the latter. Taking the White 
Leghorn as representative of the class 
(this variety probably being bred in 
larger numbers than all the other 
Mediterraneans combined), the aver- 
age egg production is larger than for 
any other class. The Leghorn, how- 
ever, finds its popularity on specialty 
farms where eggs are the-main cash 
crop, rather than on general farms. 
The Leghorn has not proved popular 
as a general farm fowl largely for two 
reasons. ‘The first is that as usually 
bred, they furnish a rather small car- 
cass for table use and sécond, they 
are so flighty as to be difficult of 
control. It is possible, however, to 
breed Leghorns of good size which are 
fairly desirable for table use. The 
fact that they lay a pure, white egg 
which is in demand in certain extreme 
Eastern and Western markets makes 
them desirable in those sections. . 

Choosing of Breed 
The choice of the breed or variety 

is largely one of personal preference 
after one has decided on the class of 
birds that will best meet’ his needs. 
If a general purpose fowl for the 
average farm that will produce a good 
uri of eggs and furnish a sizable 
car¢éass is looked for, accompanied by 
fairly quick growth and éarly ma- 
turity, one of the American or Eng- 
lish breeds will meet the need. If 
one looks forward to making eggs the 
important cash crop, one of the Medi- 
terraneans will probably be chosen. — It 
makes very little difference what par- 
ticular breed and variety is chosen, 

. the important problem of the progres- | 
sive poultry raiser being to secure the 
best breeders possible of the breed 
and variety selected. 

It is not always easy to 
of good breeding stock, from the farm- 
er’s standpoint, though the agencies 
for helping him in this regard are 
fortunately increasing rapidly. Lay- 
ing contests conducted by a number 
of the State Agricultural Experiment 
Stations are proving a great help. 

FEW INSECT PESTS NATIVE 
Of all of the insect pests and dis- 

eases that attack cultivated crops and 
cut into the profits of American farm- 
ers, there are relatively few that are 
native. to the United States. It is 
estimated that the damage to farm 
crops by disease and insects amounts 
to $500,000,000 yearly. While many 
of the troublesome pests have come 
from European countries, Asia has 
contributed a share of them. Promi- 
nent among the latter is: San Jose 
seale, {which is esti to cost 
American fruit growers the h sum 
of $100,000,000 since its action 
some 40 or 50-years ago. ads ‘ : 

Put your faith in S. & H.! 

On 1200 acres of trial and 
propagating grounds at Paines- 
ville we prove our stock before 
we sell. Good seeds, plants and 
trees are ready this season, 
as for 66 previous years. 
Write tonight for your 
catalog. 
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¥ ebruary, 1921 
Be 

-TOMATOE 

Earlier than you 
ever had before 

fellow — beat 

No matter how 
the spring, it’s easy with 

SEED & PLANT FORCER 
use them by the thousands. Send for my 

t Sook. HOW to GROW BIGGEE 
gna © A RLIER CROPS than you ever 

> Tt gives you dening inf tion found in no 
tion. It tells you how you can have a garden 

rare full bloom and v for your table 
lier than you ever before. Just drop me 

aed and I'll send you your.copy by return mi 
ALL MFG. CO., Dept. D, Glenside, Pa. 

other ; Snyder, 
other Blackberries; Perfection, Wilder 
ynd ether Currants; Doolittle and other 
dooseberries ; \ see Sebel 

et 

PROGRESS 
dW PLANTS GROW 

TREES 

‘and NO-RISK 
before you get ? 

‘Money in them. a 
ie over $500 per acre. 
the best ts. 

, Beautiful catalog in coi- 
4 ors. It tells the whole 
A story. Write 2s, 

nl Ark, 

e TL ; 
nt : LJ er 
itong, well rooted plants as low as $4.00 and 
Ang Also a complete line of the best 

8 stock of r 
Bo our cannes remaking (om 8,00 

WAN per acre berries 

LMURSERY CO., Box 1, 

2 PLANTS THAT GROW 
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Prune from Bud Sport 
(Continued fram plige 8) 

50 to 60 prunes per pound of the or- 
dinary small French variety. Beside: 

fewer prunes per pound, 
Coates tells me that he has received 
more per pound on the market for 
the larger variety. The new prunes 
ripen about. 10 days earlier than the 
parent. type which. grew. in adjacent 
rows of the same orchard. 

In drying the new fruit stands up 
im the tray permitting the air to cir- 
eulate around it and thus requiring no 
turning, nor dees it stick to the tray. 

This new variety is gaining such 
favor among the growers that the 
nursery company now handling it have 
found it neeessary to limit the number 
of buds they can supply to a single 
individual, so great is the demand for 
them. Almost no orders are being 
booked by them for trees or buds of 
the small French variety and it is only 
a question of time until practically all 
the new plantings wilt be of the new 
variety. . 

On trees of the new variety one may 
occasionally find small fruit spurs on 
small branches which produce prunes 
of the parent type showing the neck 
at the stem end, the smaller size and 
other characteristics of the small 
French prune. This reversion to the 
parental type of a few buds is con- 
sidered as additional evidence that 
the new type had its origin as a bud 
sport. : 

Mr. A. D. Shammel of the United 
States Department of Agriculture has 
yaid that if this new prune maintains 
its present promise it will undoubtedly 
be the most valuable addition to the 
eommercial prune varieties ever intro- 
duced. into America. 

The “Meyer” Prune 

More reéently another French prune 
variation has been found whieh may 
also have had its origin as a bud sport 
but, most unfortunately, there is 
available no | definite record of its 
origin. 
has been named the “Meyer.” It has 
all the general characteristics of the 
French prune except shape and size. 
In the undried fruit the shape is much 
like the French prune, but larger, it 
dries very well and contains a slightly 
higher sugar content. Comparative 
production tests have not been com- 
pleted, but in it there is another pos- 
sible new commercial prune variety. 

Although in these two cases only 
the characters of size and shape were 
definitely changed through sports, 
they are by no means the only charac- 
ters that are subject to such es. 
Sports may occur which will cause an 
increase or a decrease in productive- 
ness, changes in color, flavor, period 
of ripening, indeed almost any physio- 
logical or morphological character 
may be altered in some way. The 
change may be large, and conspicuous 
or small and inconspicuous, but in any 
case if it is a true sport it will repro- 
duce the new type through grafts and 
buds. Such sports may not always 
ge true to seed though they may 
0 80. 
Sports of an undesirable kind from 

the viewpoint of the commercial grow- 
er may occur as frequently as the 
desirable kind. The running out of a 
variety may often be ascribed to the 
unconscious propagation of a bud sport 
which was inferior to the stan 
parent variety from which it came. 
Cases of this kind are known to have 
oceurred in connection with the Wash- 
ington navel oranges in California. 
Likewise new and improved varieties 
may as often have their origin in 
this way. 

That we have in the search for and 
utilization of the bud sports a definite 
means of improving horticultural 
crops by securing better new varieties 
or by improving the existing varieties 
is by no means established, but the 
fact remains that sports do occur and 
it behooves the alert fruit grower to 
be on the “qui vive” for those which 
may be the source of new and better 
varieties. . 

. 

fbi Big Berry Profits from ne 
} > ? 7 e sr os 

: Townsend’s Cheice High Grade Strawberry Plants ~%: 
r%s We Save You Money and start you right. By selling you a grade 

of plants that will produce from 50% to 100%, mote and better 
fruit than the wrongs strawberry plants sold. We are plant 
growers, not dealers. Every plant is dug fresh for your order from 
our stock of forty to fifty million plants, “Nearly all on new land, 
which insures strong, healthy, vigorous plants. All plante are care- 
ra ons at ge of digging, eg = go> as to reach you in 
good condition and ready to grow CROP 
RED BERRIES. ¥ ” ‘ wa eat 
WE HAVE SELECTED FORTY VARIETIES. These are fully 
described and illustrated, many in colors,-in our beautiful Catalog. 
A postal request will bring it. : 

Price List of Townsend’s Selected Varieties 
Column Me. 4} Column “No. 8 Column No. $8 

gee | is 4 + Fear Big Late 
s Joe Pampbell’ i 

Dr. Burrill FORD hoped cohol Beebe ) Bushel Basket 
Karly Ozark HOWARD 17 World’s Wonder 

Kellog Prize ke 
fae an Fs 
Haverland Barly Jersey @&. amet 
Klondyke Success - 

Glen Mary 
Wm. Bek 

25 planis.... $.60 
50 plants. ... 85 

100 plants.... 1.50 
és 200 plants..., 2.00 

- 215 300 plants.... 2:75 
--. 8,50 6500 plants..... 4.25 

++ 6.00 1000 plants.... 8.00 
++ 25,00 5000 plants.... 37.50 

f plants are wanted by parcel post the 
following rates apply: - 

100. pl’ts to 3rd z’e 10c 100 pl’ts to 6th ?’e 30c 
100 pi’ts to 4th z’e 20¢ 100 pl’ts to 7th 2’e 35c 
100 pl’ts to 5th z’e 25¢ 100 pl’ts to 8th 2’e 40c 

Make all orders payable: to be 
W TOWNSEND & SON, Salisbury, Md. ao 
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- $30 
-75 

1.00 
1.60 

500 plants.... 
1000 plants.... 
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This prune for the present}; 

LW. LOWNS: 

Salisbury “yl 

NMaioneys 
F2UITand ORNAMENTAL TREES ee 

Vines, Shrubs, Berries" 

ROWN in our upland nurseries (the in New York State); fresh 
from bearing trees of known merit. Our Apple, h, Pear, Cherry, 
Ornamentals are to you direct at cost Be one profit only. 37 

ence is back of every tree—we grow our own stock and know we are a what you order. 
nize our responsibility to the man who plants, and keep the quality up and the cost down. 
Although there is a shortage of fruit trees. this spring owing to the fact that it Was impossible to im 
many seedlings during the ons few years, those woheus measure up to the standard, and we 
all orders in the order in which they are received. So we advise you to place your, ° 

GARDEN COLLECTION—3 Extra Large 8-10 ft. Trees for $3.50 
1 Bartlett Pear 1Montmorency Sour Cherry 1 York State Prune 

Small or. orders get the same attention. It will pay you to send for our Free Illustrated Catalog; it con- 
tains valuable information on fruit and shrubs and saves you money—write today. We prepay trans- 
portation charges on all orders fer over $7.50. 

Maloney Bros. & Wells Co., 53 West St., Dansville, N. Y. 
A. C.. Maloney, Pres. W. J. Maloney, Sec’y-Treas. 

Dansville’s Pioneer Wholesale Nurseries. Visit Our 400-Acre Nurseries. 
Free Catalog of TREES, SHRUBS, ROSES and VINES 

gy met Small Fruits 
years of ne aXe a 

€ recog- 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS 

Send $1.75 for. 500 Aroma, Gandy, Dunlap, Klondyke, Mis- 
sionary, or any leading variety, $3.00 per.1000. In lots of 
10,000 $2.50 per 1000. Cabbage plants $2.00 per 1909. 

John. E, Chattanooga, Tenn. 

When writing advertisers, please mention 
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Universal 

Package 

It carries well in cars and permits good ventilation. 

_ Use it for both storing and shipping. Grocers prefer 

it for displaying their fruits and vegetables. Its at- 

tractive appearance nets you a better ‘net profit. 

New Ideas for Fruit Growers 

Keep in touch with new methods by 

reading this FREE monthly bulletin: 

Prepared for growers and shippers. 

It will be mailed without charge or 

obligation. 

Send for a copy TODAY. 

Package Sales Corporation 

104 E. Jefferson Street SOUTH BEND, IND. 

1920 Bond Prices 

Lowest of the Century 

Not for 70 years have bond 
prices offered such opportuni- 
ties for both safe and profit- 
able investment. 

For More and 

Better Fruit 

Kill the scales and clean up 
your trees during mild win.er 

High commodity prices with 
the ensuing pur i 
power of the dollar have 
brought about high interest 
rates. This has resulted in 
low bond prices although the 
security behind the bonds of 
representative corporations: is 
greater than ever before. 
Noted economists believe that 
the upward trend has begun. The Barium-Sulphur insecti- 

cide and fungicide (both in- 
— active) is more ef- 
ective and much more’ easily 
handled than lime-sulphur so- 
lution. A fine, dry powder 
which quickly dissolves in cold 
water. 

Ask for Free Bulletin 

Write. for list of selected bonds 
which offer safety, large income and 
ey for substantial increeas 0 

in value, 

explaining B T S advantages, Our L. L. Winkelman & ©0. {|B cisnog 5.115 never 0 

62 Broad Street, New York on spraying - —— 

Telephone Broad 6470 ited ig’ consul, gs about Ax any spray- 

Branch Offices in Leading Cities 
Direct Wires to Various Markets j a 

; ‘Insecticide Dept, 25 Broad St, New York. . 

Kindly mention American Fruit Grower when writing advertisers 
2 ae sp Pe £ ck By AS FEST “a be me i Sear re on . 

The Depart- : 

-ment's Work 

(Continued from page 6) 

— any given - eg selection * 
parent trees from which to propaga 
nursery stock. The ultimate a of 
this. can hardly be estimated. 

Work with Grapes Yielding Results 
The department’s work with” grapes, 

most of which represents long-time in- 
vestigations, is now yielding results 
which are perhaps even greater than 
those expected when the work was 
organized. In California, the work 
naturally has to do with the -vinifera’ 
or European grapes; in the south, with 
the muscadine group, which represents 
native species adapted to southern con- 
ditions; while a limited amount of in- 
vestigational work has been carried on 
with native American bunch grapes, 
which are widely distributed throughout 
a large part of the country. 3 

I have given some of the outstanding 
examples of specific contributions by the 
department to the fruit industry; yet. 
ee touch only a few of the activities 
under way that are designed to aid the 
fruit grower. What is being done in 
studying the diseases of fruits and in 
working out methods of control is far-"|. 
reaching in its importance to the indus- 
try. One of the most significant ac- 
complishments in this field is the service 
that has been rendered in the control 
of brown rot of peaches and other stone 
fruits. 

Every peach grower is all too familiar 
with the seriousness of this disease and 
there are not many peach growers of 
experience who have not suffered serious 
losses from it, either while the fruit 
was ripening or during shipment. The 
development some years ago by a worker | 
in this department of what is known as 
the “self-boiled lime-sulphur mixture” 
has almost completely changed this 
aspect of the peach industry. The 
disease was becoming so serious as 
virtually to eliminate the practicability 
of growing many varieties of ches; 
it was seriously curtailing the industry 
generally. The fungicides used in con- 
trolling diseases of many other fruits can |. 
not be used against brown rot because 
of serious se bat to the 
In the development of the self-boiled 
lime-sulphur mixture, a fungicide was 
secured which can be used without in- 
jury to the foliage. and which, at the 
same time, controls in a very large 
measure, the development of the disease. 
This achievement means tens of thou- 
sands of dollars annually to the peach 
growers in practically every important 
peach producing region of the country, 
excepting possibly those west of the 
Roc ountains, where, because of 
climatic conditions, diseases are less 
prevalent than in the humid areas. 

Other Important Achievements 
Mention might also be made of the 

department’s part_in introducing’ dates 
and establishing the date industry in 
certain parts of the extreme south-west; 
of its aid in the development of pecan 
culture in the south and of nut growing 
generally; and of its work of + ee 
and disseminating general information 
regarding fruit production and fruit 
varieties through bulletins and answers to 
literally thousands of letters every 
month regarding fruit problems. _ 

And finally, it may be-noted that all 
this service is rendered at an expense 
to the government which ‘is decidedly 
small in comparison with its value to 
the nation and to the interests benefited 
thereby... I have said on a number of 
oceasions that the department. of agri- 
culture pays a thousand percent returns 
to the citizens of the country on the 
money they invest in it—the ee 
tions which con grants it. ieve 
that is-true. But unless the people of 
the country take and use the services 
which the department is offering, the 
full benefits of its work, the full returns 
on their investment, will not be ized. 
I hope you—the fruit growers of America 
-— assure yourselves that you are 
making the largest possible use of the 
department’s service. I hope you will 
bring your problems to the department; 
that you will use it and support it and 
make it better and more serviceable to 
fruit. growers not only but to all the 
people of the country.’ ea 
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The Home Work Fake 

AVE you ever received through the 
mails an alluring offer to do certain 
work at home and make easy money 

reby? ‘Throughout the country there 
psuch schemes afloat, and by their skill- 
ly worded offers and the flattering pros- 

| they hold out, they make a strong 
x y'to the farm woman. 
mh ie idea is that the woman who is tied 

r home can readily make money like a 
business woman without neglecting 

of her home duties. Of course one can’t 
to start a profitable business without 

investment such as paints and 
for decorating, or a machine for 

y the socks that will bring such a 
price when sold back to the agency for 

h one works. 
he obliging firm makes this as easy for 
a as possible by selling you the necessary 

and materials at a very special price. 
~* may even offer to supply you with 
ough yarn free—after you have purchased 
he knitting machine—for you to start on a 

mr of socks, the cost of the yarn to be 
ductec from. the price they will pay you 

e finished product. 
Ar id here i is the little hitch by which they 

e money that you lose. Their real 
selling you the things you must 

Pierre getting to work. When you 
og ae some article and sent it back 

, it is fairly certain that there will 
nething wrong with it so that it can- 

be accepted. After a few such discour- 
ints you stop trying to please them 

re oot are innocent enough to be- 
© them Wwhen.they say the fault is yours. 

Practically all this so-called “Home Work” 
‘Arown k on the hands of the poor 

whic , snatehed hours from her hard 
i leigure in hopes of adding to her in- 
& We would not go so far as to say 

i is no honest agency yin schemes of this 
‘bu » unless you are in a position to in- 
ate very carefully, they are apt to 
a disappointment. - 

ospecia 

Help For the Home-Keeper 

™ THIS and succeeding issues of the 
‘MERICAN FRUIT GROWER, our readers 

nd an article each month bearing di- 
Se e of the or pone 

‘ood, health, conveniences, clothing, 
d kindred subjects will be discussed 

f 1 & view to aiding the orchard woman in 

Bi uy fy seals tha ner y at her problems 
t r from those of the city eg peed 

G Foren neny Seprgenies a 
, whether it be the emer- 

x the. aga prompt atten- 
an extra 

ted ‘guest. the or- 

chard home the housekeeper must evolve 
that dish from the materials already on 
hand, for there is no delicatessen shop 
’round the corner. She-needs to be better 
prepared than the city woman to ward off 
sickness and to nurse it when it comes, for 
the doctor is often many miles away and it 
is not always possible to get a trained nurse 
to come to the country. ; 

So it goes in many other matters. The 
orchard woman has no one to turn to but 
herself when the necessity arises. Can we 
help her to be more self-reliant, more effi- 
cient, less tired,, more capable of keeping 
herself and her family well, well-fed, well- 
dressed, well-informed, well-cared-for in 
every particular? These things make for 
contentment and happiness. They also 
mean a substantial saving in money. 

In a limited space we can but give a few 
of the more important facts that are em- 
braced in the general subject of home eco- 
nomics. That such knowledge is in demand, 
was proved to us recently when a young 
girl, who has not yet graduated from her 
course in home economies, was offered a 
position as teacher of this subject at a sal- 
ary of $40 per week, and this in a season of 
declining : salaries and secandalously under- 
paid teachers, 

Sunday Blue Laws 

HAS been said that the reforming 
spirit, so admirable when applied in the 
right direction; sometimes’ becomes a 

disease, and the one possessed of this spirit 
cannot rest unless trying to reform some- 
body or something. The efforts of the blue 
law enthusiasts to restore the puritanical 
observance of the Sabbath seem fairly to 
come within the scope of this criticism. The 
Puritans, as. you may recall, are popularly 
supposed to have made it illegal, along with 
most other agreeable pastimes, to kiss one’s 
wife on Sunday. The present-day Puritans 
would forbid a host of innocent pleasures 
that are unattainable to many except on 
that day. 

Heated discussion has been aroused be- 
tween the “blues” and the “rosies”—if we 
may so express it. The opposing factions 
divide roughly into two groups. The ob- 
jectors to the more rigid observance of the 

come from the cities, and its advo- 
cates from the rural districts. On general 

principles we would be inclined to say the 
country is right, for its impulses and intui- 
tions are sweeter and 

destiny of carrying on the race? 

day. But thisis not so in cities. Hosts of 
worn workers who toil all week indoors 
uncer high nerve pressure, take their pleas- 
ure on Sunday in a hundred innocent diver- 
sions. In forbidding these we strike at the 
roots of urban hygienic requirements. 
Thousands would break down but for the 
rejuvenating effect of Sunday recreations. 
These may well include going to church, but 
they ‘include also visits to the parks, to the 
movies, to friends who can only be reached 
by street cars. Keep your own Sunday as 
seems right and best to you, but think of the 
other side before giving your votes to the 
Sunday blue laws, and keep in mind the 
words of the Bible that “man was not made 
for the Sabbath, but the Sabbath for man.” 

How Mother Will Vote 

OMEN throughout our country can “ 
now make their voices y heard 
in political questions. Will the little 

babies born this year, we wonder, have a 
better chance in life than these bern of un- 
emancipated mothers? Other things being 
equal, we think they will. No one imagifies 
for a moment that the entrance of women 
into politics will stop disease, sin gnd misery, 
a some of us dare to hope it may mitigate 

ese. 
When the soft, wee baby lies.in its 

mother’s arms, she weaves endless bright 
dreams around its future. If it be a boy, 
how she longs to assure to her son a train- 
ing that will develop to the fullest his mental 
and physical powers, an experience through 
which his ideals (instilled by herself) may 
come unsmirched, his trust in God and man 
maintained unshaken. If it be a girl, how 
may that dear daughter best be shielded 
from all evil, preserved in radiant health and 
innocence, fitted for the great and jomees 

uc 
dreams and longings have floated through 
the mind, perhaps better say the heart of 
every mother, and now she has the chance 
to enlist the mighty force of a whole nation 
to help her make these dreams come true. 

In the recent presidential elections, 
women as a whole showed about the same 
measure of discrimination as the men—cer- 
tainly no more and hardly possibly less. 
They realized dimly that indeed none of 
them had much to do with the choice of the . 
candidates, and a president seems pretty big 
and vague and far away. But let it come to 

“the vote whether we shall have good schools, 

saner than those of 
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"Ss 2 sae | Helps in Home Nursing 

Pees cee ee, Ge By Mary Lee Adams q 

ROPER diet and clothing, good sereens, by letting the window. 
sanitation, rest, fresh air and from the top, by inserting unde 
exercise go far toward main- lower sash two pieces of wa 

taining a family in good health, but inches long and about one inch g¢ 
the time comes when illness cannot be to which a ten-inch strip of thin. 
prevented and one should know how to lin, as long as the window is wig 
avoid making the doctor’s task more been tacked. A chimney makeg 
difficult by careless and ignorant nurs- the best kind of ventilation ag 
ing. ag impure air is drawn up the flue, © 

oo often people do not play fair ; 
7 7 with the doctor. They think it doesn’t Care ‘of Room 

aa TTy AK Wiki if f/f f, make so much difference if giving the A few oaypos of simple furniture g 
PWIA N/, Vig medicine is neglected for once, a little plain walls are best. If the pate 

larger dose will make up for it next is feverish, the usual wall papery 
time. The only thing that might ex- terns catch his eye and he is led tj 
cusably interfere with the regularity to.count and combine them until) 

The problem now is to raise more fruit at lower cost. Increased production and of the dosage, is needed sleep. At brain is confused. Sweep the m 
decreased expense is mow more important to you than ever before. Getting a the time the doctor gives his direc- daily either with a vacuum ¢ 
tractor is the logical, practical answer to your problem, nye ar at i patient should = Mie . age over ag a 

eheiane aiariesienilt esinutieg e W to take medicine. _ is ti void raising dust 
os ri ond te res sorting machinery, Sometimes, when quiet is ordered, kling the floor. with wet teal ay 

. the children are allowed just a peep moistened salt, or torn bits of 
in at the door and a smile at the sick. newspaper. Dust the furnitumg. 
That certainly couldn’t hurt anyone, wiping with a cloth moistened | 
and surely a brief glimpse, even if the disinfectant. . i 

bay ony een bt sgeepemed te case be contagious, is no menace to Remove all left-over »food, gf 
w with of similar design with four-cylinder motor—or i ne. a the —. when ~~ — dust and ong i 

small y e has mentioned regular dosage, mediately, except where such jj 
ine et gard ~w gba yy gerd yp Bacar Bd Ask For The Avery Catalog quiet and isolation, means every word may carry dangerous germs, 

boa eapins .. chemean Oe comaiots Anety tine of Sem, of it and you violate his instructions this for several hours in a vessél 
mong eg ey Sey al ge BR Avery Six-Cylinder Motor at a grave risk to. patient and family. taining a disinfectant and di 

Toute --nith einen tient Une dapenes tn heating Visitors are often permitted to stay covered. A good solution for 
econ tate - until the patient is fatigued. p is ments of three parts ¢ 

Avery-ize Your Orchard acid, ordinary laundry soap di 
itiee ccdctr coking Wc wbie aon “A Good Machine and a Square Deal’’ Care for the Nurse in one and one-half parts wa 

Even if the nurse be yourself and 100 parts water. Add the acid & 
AVERY COMPANY, - 88 Iowa St., Peoria, Ill. you are the mother of a sick child, dissolved soap and stir well. | 
Branch Houses, Distrtbapore and Service Stations Covering do not forget that upon your con- add this to the water. Care is 

" — Beery Rateinthe Union » 1 tinued efficiency depends the ability jn handling carbolic acid. “a 
to do your best by the patient. Some 
hours in each 24 are neoded A fos rest, To Make the Bed 
exercise and regular meals. The mem- F ie in waiti , 
ber of the family who has officiated seilenh “high. single ted te pret 
as nurse, is frequently heard to boast able. Raise the ordinary bed byg 
that she did not get a wink of sleep jing a soap box under each comm 
for 48 hours, that she had not taken the bed spring. Make the bed 
her clothes off for many nights, that eyery day but, with the patient) 
she had snatched enough food to keep this “is no easy task unless they 
alive. Se used in hospitals is followed. Fim 

In most cases this indicates incom- eyerything that is to be used is 
° e petence rather than devotion. Though jp readiness near at hand. Thel 

R tt ltiv tion means such sacrifices may be demanded dur- ¢lothes are loosened on one side! 
e er cu a ing a short period of severe illness, the patient rolled well over t 

* the sensible nurse endeavors to ar- side while the clothes are lo 
more and better fruit range that someone else may attend ‘yom the other side, from the hea 

the patient during his quieter hours foot. in 
‘ eS while she rests. As a rule, he may — With the patient still under ¢ 

A maximum yield, from your trees or from crops be left alone part of the time an the soiled sheets are folded up, 

between your trees, depends on thorough cultivation. ee her mba Ae meng . against | him and the, fresh 

Planet Jr. Cultivators work most thoroughly, keep the person more nervous than the dread are spread smoothly up to these 

weeds from starting, prevent baking of soil, and form gl bene able to get attention the patient in. olled:badts to the 

a dust mulch to retain moisture. Only by earing for ee own health ee ee oe ones 

. : can nurse avoid a speedy diminu- letel r the bed. ew 
Fifty years of study and experiment have resulted isp oF tear heintuiscus..tiemk See — hoes eeteyring th 

in several types of Planet Jr. Implements which com- self-control and calmness, ever sheet ott at the foot of the nedy: 
: : : : ient’s state of mind largely depends. the patient under. the bi bine in the highest degree effective ~_ eed of ie every case he must Se divetted ing Pg eongihps ste 

handling, and wear-resisting quality. me of these from sad or annoying thoughts. Where of this and other covers added 
i i i ield. there is risk of contagion, the nurse the blanket is removed. 

tools will bring ~~ the maximum yield ; i should always change her clothing and ~The under sheet has the gt 
Send us a description of your orchard, and‘let us wae fae, wants. Bit lg Mags | Be allowance at the top and i 

; i 2 SS 80 recommend the most suitable cultivator. — precautions are among the well unc ler the mattress so 7 

No. 8 Planet Jr. Hi H d Cultivator is adjustable for width greatest safeguards to her and shoulders of a restless persom, 
had depth, Hoe thd coltivated: thrower the earth toward or away from”, others. : bottom of the upper sheet is sim 
the row. Does more things and does them 4 Rules for the Sick Room - tuc far under the mattress 
better than any other one horse cultivator. a ¢ Few private homes can fulfill the the movements of ee. feet 

. requirements for ideal conditions for uncover them, Tuck all sheetss 
¢ a _ ‘ * . . ient 

S. L. Allen & Co., Inc. Z e home nursing, but the ideal should be ly without binding the patient 

— Box 1107G. veal Iphi Y Z known in order to approach it as near- point. If a draw sheet 0 eS 

: mero _wge A ly as may be. Intelligence will sug- it down the center and eA B, 

Write for our 72 page, free KFA gest that the sick person is better, off og ptt 2 the bad pit he 

erated catalog Gescribing “jp 7A in a quiet, sunny and airy room; : mec 
a Plone, fri = Aoweo ga y Fe a pie of contagious disease should pushed well under the matt a 

J be as far from the living quarters of Hygiene in Sickness” 

the house as practicable; that the bus : : 4 

housewife who must nurse as well, The daily bath is beneficiak | 

has to consider convenience to her the face frequently, and whem 

other duties. is given in bed, let the pam 

In the sick room the light ought between the folds of a bilan cet 

not to be directly in the eyos of the at hand a basin of warm ra 

patient. It is well if a cross current wash cloths and towels. ; 

of air can be procured so that the a small portion of the body a 

entire atmosphere of the room may 
be swept clean twice daily. One win- 
dow must always remain open to in- 
sure a supply of fresh air. Even a > 
well person droops if forced to breathe 
stale air, and it is most injurious to 
the _ sick. voided by 

* 

Drafts. are @ 
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in the Orchard Home 
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- Electricity Not a Fad 

By E. N. Cable, Ohio 

‘ doove—water that eught to be forced 
{ to her kitchen sink by an electrically Dy / a7 Pye Tf 
| driven pump; figure the number of oS He HTS AY NY ci hed a4 

: a i (AS 
rhythmic motions her tired body will 
make above a washboard, up and SS \W ag Hi a 
down, up and down, or at the handle - As Fs yy 4 | Ce 

Soe Sele, & Mae a WN MM: i‘ eg tt ae ° every, W MA ondays - () i 
furniture WR year; or how many motions of hand 
istenes , on . and wrist are involved in hand milking ; 
food, a * & ; the 10, 20 or 30 cows that must be 9 
d lina pee milked twice a day, 865 days in the 2 
ee | Rhicago, ] year; or how many turns of the crank, sayy e 

with the cream separator, churn, 
grindstone and similar ago = — : * w ° 0 3 e 
ome impedimenta with which folks | ‘Tooth troubles if you leave a film 

‘onged 0 te ig Pov hed eg . 3 i roe & cst | Yowshould try this newmethod of _the acid : 
erie he monotony of put the idea persists that it is foolish tech cheung. TY Rie nm aa ee 

: meta ~ — sand elec, 2) waste human energy in performing | out cost, It combats the fil1 which Millions of eal ie 
“cape fare end tasks like those cited, when the same . | dims the teeth and causeg most tooth they sith trie ee the chief it. 

3. jobs can be done with electrical en- | troubles. See and feel the results. To oft coh ply ppricmage® om. 2, 
ergy at only @ mere fraction of the | millions they are bringing cleaner, {7 [7 °10¢8——a@ disease now alarm- 

ng 3 that cost. Folks who are grasping the | safer, whiter tecth. et 

ss muny of the farm home tasks, idea are putting in the wale pres : . 8 , ds ) sure m; they are replacing the 
priably finds; associated with them. implements of washing ries: with The tooth wrecker ental =, 

wiately, too, the word has gone the glectric washer that will wash Film is the gteat tooth.wrecker. A Dental science has now found ways 
‘ou PMD 29 yee, A aide Wand ~ rey the ie orerey Boe whirl them vines fame ¢ ings to oo ast en- to sone = pot ip menons 
steful , ; they are putting the milking ma- | ters crevices and stays, The ordinary years 
ere is a better, a modern way of dias to erock a-aines af teed mnikk- j tooth does end it. Old careful tests. am mttbone 
emg them. People are coming to ing, thus saving tempers, hard labor leave dentists 
ialize that electricity does break up and time enough to pay for a very advise them. me 

sed isa ie monotony and take the drudgery good electric plant in a few months. The methods are combined in a 
d. The mt of routine chores. Of course this Some of the most enthusiastic, the dentifrice called Pepsodent. And, te 

one sided mowledge doesn’t increase anybedy’s most highly satisfied, of these who let all know how much it 
over to Hee the old; live on the farm are the folks ‘who ten-day tube is being sent to all 
are loom oe have been using electricity long : ' 
the head Sording enough to prove its worth. JI had 

"4 Modern fo electricity, farm occasion to examine a number of let- 

under eomt On, : ters the other day, from users of 
ded ui nd electricity from widely scattered lo- : 

‘resh oe : a calities. i was ed with . the Pepsodent brings five desired ef- 

‘o a long, = 2 general spirit of faction manifest | fects. It contbats the teeth’s great 
> thesen! be t ' unanimity | enemies as nothing has done before. 

0 the sm with 
d sheet 
“<a r ’ 

ng al 0 F the comfort-gi features of their 
: od. Ip ES elertric service, rs the time and 

ihe nterested labor saving. Leap Meer: be i 

: A : says: “I 
have had an electric plant in-my ‘home 
almost a year and only-regret I did 
not get it sooner. Becca nn, Bow 
nruch in its favor and feel lfke I had 
lived in darkness before I got elec- 

; 
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It-is reported thatthe thoroughly sprayed apples grown 

by.a New York State farmer are now selling at $9.00 

per barrel. 

prices. 

“Friend” Power Sprayer. 

small sprayer is wanted. 

Thoroughly sprayed apples always bring highest market 

Protect this year’s crop by an immediate delivery of a 

To avoid delay seé nearest ‘Friend’ dealer, or write 

direct to the factory stating whether large, medium or 

No further decline in prices 

this season. 

“FRIEND” MANUFACTURING CO. 

Gasport, N. Y: 

“Friend” Sprayer sales at New York State Fruit Growers’ 

Convention greatly outnumbered previous years. 

The season is on—act now! 

- 

wt ba 

Free Spray Calendar 

Tells When to Spray-What to Use 

S information is the result of years of experiment and research, 
It tells how to care for apples, cherries, plums, grapes, currants, 

gooseberries, peaches and other fruits—explains insect enemies and 
diseases of potato, tomato, cabbage and vine crops. Directs the mix- 
ture of all spray materials, tells the proper time for spraying and how 

ray. You should not be without Calendar if you to each particular s 
Rag Bs of any kind. We will gladly. send it free. Quality brings the high price 

_ and quality is not possible without spraying. Write for this chart today, 

Dow Sprays Increase Fruit Profits 

Dow Powdered Lead-Arsenate 

Extremely light and fluffy—Dow Powdered 
Lead-Arsenate possesses many advantages 
over the heavier and more granular varieties. 
It mixes so /and remains so well in 

pensi it entirely covers foliage 
ky, filmy coating. Because it 

: covers e part of foliage and 
branch—because it sticks where it touches 
and because of its high content of arsenic, it 
has a deadly. foli 

Dow Powdered Lime-Sulphur 
Controls San Jose Scale, Oyster-Shell 
Blister Mite, It prevents scab, rot 
fungous disease. 

This fine powder is 
containers and is a 

Packed in 1, 5, 10, 25,50, 100 and 200 pound 
containers. rite for pfices, 

|. thing or some one. 

mee 

By HAROLD MacGRATH 

Copyrighted by Harper & Brothers 

SYNOPSIS 
In the plumbing shop of Burns, Dolan & Co. 

worked the Irish journ an, Wilham Grogan, 
whose view from. the window of the-shop was 
upon the sidewalk where he looked upon the 
ever-changing panorama of peas boots and 
shoes. ih was somewhat a dreamer, 
and to him the step of each passer-by was a 
wonderful story, whose plot was ever in embryo, 
But one pair of shoes in particular became of 
peculiar mterest. ‘They were feminine, and 
p larly at eight o’clock in the morning 
and four in the afternoon except on Saturda’ 
and Sener: For three years he had watch 
them. William read a deal and longed to 
‘see foreign lands, but always considered such a 
thing’ far beyond his means, as he saved his 
money in hopes that some day he might have a 
shop of his own. One day he received a letter 
from a law firm asking tocall. It developed 
that William had been left large sum of money 
by an uncle who had i died. To rr 
come into possession of great wealth bewild 
William, but he decided to use most of the 
money in buying an interest in the plumbing 
establishment where he worked, and to use the 
rest of it in gratifying his wish to see the world. 
After discussing with Mr. Burns the pure’ 
of an interest in the business and buying a 
steamer ticket, William had a lively encounter 
at the doorway of a restaurant with a well- 
groomed man and an attractively-dressed 
woman. _ This installment finds him just going 
aboard the vessel for his foreign tour. 

yee before the day of saili 
face eg familiar to the 

is 

his 
erks 

in Cook’s. uestions ate up all 
eir hand 

The.day before the departure he came 
in, bubbling with a fresh set of ques- 
tions. He had forgotten all about 
“renting” an elephant. What were 
current prices for pachyderms by the 
mile? ile the clerk was explaini 
to him that the Bombay office woul 
have to take charge of that, William 
heard @ woman’s voice at his elbow. 
He turned. He never forgot faces, 
After a moment’s digging, recog- 
nized the young ‘woman as the one to 
whom he had spoken that memorable 
night at the movie. He became inter- 
ested at once. 

She was pretty, but her face was 
pale and drawn, and there were dark 
shadows under her eyes. 
“What is 

/Naples?” 
“Saturday.” 
“Nothing before?” 
“The Ajax sails to-morrow at two. 

It’s a trip around the world. Perhaps 
I can find you a berth on that.”: The 
clerk investigated. Presently he in- 
formed her: “We can put you in 247 
with two old ladies. The lounge. 
That’s the best we can do prior to 
Saturday. Second-class is all gone.” 

“A trip around the world,” she 
mused. “How much would that be and 
how long the trip?” 

The clerk named both price and 
e. 

“Very well; I’ll take that.” 
To-morrow, between two and three; 

steamship Ajax, tour of the world 
San Francisco in February,” droned 
the clerk. , 

The young woman pushed a flat 
Hg of bills across the counter. 
These bills had the appearance of 
having dwelt in idleness for long. 

her hand-bag. What amazed him was 
that she did not give the ticket a 
single scrutiny. She slipped the hand- 
bag over her arm and departed. 

ell, what do you know about 

large. 
“Queer case,” volunteered the clerk 

who had served the young woman. 
All over in fifteen minutes by 
clock. It generally takes a woman 
six months to decide when she wants 
to go somewhere. She starts for 
Naples and goes around the world!” 

at’s her name?” asked William. 
“Jones, the eternal Jones; and I had 

an idea that it was going to be Jones. 
A hundred thousand Joneses come in 
here during the year, and only about 
ten per cent. are Joneses. 
to me to be running away from some-. 

in here. Well, it’s 

folders and circulars. - 

“was to keep his 

that?” said William to the world at He 

the - 

Eg pag om % 

Pak ths . Pretty, too. Wager these ; 

; pas 
came out of the bottom of a trunk# 
The clerk. strode off toward 
cashier’s grille. z 

“Say,” said William to his. ow 
that young woman reminds m 

of some one.” d 
“Who?” a 
“Me. It took me only twelve mip 

utes to say ‘Good-bye, Dolly Gray, [ 
must leave you’. Huh?” 4 

The clerk laughed. a 
“So I saddle the elephant in Bom 

bay? Ye-ah. And say, have you g 
me labeled with the queer ones?” 

“No, ,.Mr. Grogan.” The cl 
laughed in. “You’re the rea 
thing; and I wish I were in your show, 3 @ 
Everybody _perks up when you drop 
in.’ 5 

William pocketed his folder 
Burma and depa: He found 
he could not put completely from 
mind the thought of the young wo 
al =e haunted aoe bes 
as she running awa er hug. 

band? Was there a Wanduen i 
the somewhere? 
not, William, it has oi 

ked, retained f. ; S; and 
y drew upon’ hard facts wh 

fn doubt. He never 
paper these 
something of this sort wasn’t gol 
on, . Wives were eternally runni 
away from husbands, who didn’t { 
ways bother to vareee them. 8 
causes were as thick as the spa 
in the park. Mismated; the devil 
a job there, was Willis 
opinion. The hullabaloo of a Fift 
Avenue wedding, money and casita 
they Eggi 4 came to flight 
scandal. Not that he was particule 
prejudiced ago’ the rich; but th 
set a mighty example for the pe 

awere more or less imitative, Ii 
the apes. 

the next sailing to 

pughiy Awake when the day b 
He had a lot of things to do, 
and foremost, he had to pass awl 
the time. He was for all the world 
like you and I were those bygom 
Christmases and Fourth-of-J i % 
never had any candy or fireworks lé 
for the afternoon and ey , a 
bubbled with life. He had health an 

of health or wealth or youth; Wi i y 
would have seized him by the sera 
of his neck and flung him into te. 

I shan’t attempt to chronicle all th 
happy, foolish ame ‘he oper mal 
ve morning. Am er thi 
he visited the shop and bade good-¥y 
to every one. e little bookkeep# 
aes a e ” She peer ay " 

see iam n " 
wasn’t eaten by sharks, he would fa 

William saw her thrust the ticket into . into the hands of cannibals, urt 
pooh-pooed this idea; all Bill had tod 

eon his cash. Thet 
yore worse sharks out of water thal 

At one o’clock William went aboat 
saw his steame gi 

safely stowed away in his cabin, whit 
he was to share with two others’ 
ted unknown. The little card at @ 

of the door read: “— 

to 
She looked - 



iti ate, though somewhat i - 
», There was something of the 

‘ £ canyon, 
ich went down to the very keel of 
e ship, fascinated him more than 

anything else. The chief engineer was, 
ish; so William told him the history 
his life and clung to him as long 

'@ as he could. 
a trunk#ay It-is a fine thing to go on a voyage 
ward themof discovery, for the true pleasures of 

"= te are not to be found in recurrences. 
his owsg And to William, what marvelous dis- 

eminds mem epverics were on the threshold, waiting 
to be unfolded before his eyes! 
Strange seas, strange lands, strange 

relve mam @ephant with the silk-and-spanglé 
"Bcupola or thingumy on his back. 

There was, as you may readily believe, 
go corner in his thoughts given over 
#02 longing to see the Roman Forum, 

or the Greek Parthenon, or Michel- 
elo, or Rafael, or Tiziano. I may 
well confess right here and now 
yhave done with it: William never 
it inte eestasies over the wonders 

living things, the quick, not the 
@, stirred his interest. It is true 

that the pyramids stunned him; but 
his. was due to his appreciation of the 
mendous labor involved in_ piling 

mse granite blocks one upon the 
ey without the aid of steam-hoists. 

T LENGTH he went down into the 
-huge shed where everything was 

e and seeming confusion. Bale 
ter. bale and trunk after trunk sailed 
ward, to disappear mysteriously 
i@ the bowels of the ship. People 
fe- hurrying to.and fro, and there 

wat. much- kissing and hand-shaking. 
?William suddenly awoke to the dis- 
ial fact that he was dreadfully alone. 

‘all his busy years this thought had 
ver before come home to him so 
nly. There was not a soul in all 

| wide world who really cared what 
tame of him, where he went, what 

id, or how he died. Burns was all 
tht, and so were the boys over at the 
me-house, but they lacked some- 

ng. He had no regret in leaving 
mm; he would have no real joy in re- 
hing to them. He eyed with envy 
/noisy, excited ups of the happy 
lily (see Cook’s folders), These 

Ds were mage up of pilgrims com- 
ewn from small cities, country 

ns, farms, West and Middle West. 
ey. were making the tri 
double-dozens; and shortl 

Ould build little glass-top 
nd themselves, and woe 

eoples; and, above all, there was that’ 

William stretched out a detaining 
hand, none the less ul because 
the nails shone pi 

“Say, bo, the unseemly haste?” 
“Beg pardon!” mumbled the offend- 

er, none too politely, as he wrenched 
himself loose and went on. 

“Well, if that guy’s with us,” 
thought William, “how we’re going to 

-love each other by the time we get to 
ickel as Bombay! Fora nickel... . 

M-m-m-m! boomed the whistle. Wil- 
liam ducked instinctively, and hurried 
on board. 

“Nothing the matter with the oli 
lady’s lungs. That was-some toot! 
Well, I guess this is good-bye to little 
New York. See you later!” 

As the ship drew out into the river 
he stood in the waist, watching the 
men close the hatches. He chanced 
to look up toward the promenade-deck. 
A young woman was in the act of 
crossing from starboard to port. The 
first thing that came into his range of 
vision was a pair of twinkling tan 
shoes. This range of vision, it 
noted, was identical to that he had 
from his cellar window. His heart 
gave a great bound. His school- 
teacher was on board! 

CHAPTER IV 
ILLIAM was never able to ex- 
plain with any lucidity why he 

leaped so abruptly to such a conclu- 
sion. He just knew, that was all. He 
had seen those feet go past his cellar | 
window too many times to have the 
slightest doubt of their identity. 

e had not seen her face, the railing 
having cut across that and obscured 
it. But there was no reason on earth 
why he shouldn’t see the face now, 
after waiting for three years. So he 
sprang up the ladder, thrilling in 
every pulse. There she was, leaning 
against the port rail, staring west- 
ward at the pearly smudge hang- 
ing over the receding city. William 
had never heard of Medusa, nor the 
shield of Perseus. He was, neverthe- 
less, turned into stone for two con- 
secutive minutes. There is nothing 
gentle or gradual about disillusion; it 
is a blow, swift and hurtful. William 
stood up under it passably well, how- 
ever. 

Yonder was his_ school-teacher, 
without doubt; but she was also the 
‘young woman he had sat beside at 
the movie and whom he had mentally 
tangled up with runaway wives and 
all that. Finding his dream slipping 
from him, he made frantic efforts to 
catch hold and retain-some of it. He 
simply could not let it all at once. 
For three years he had endured yon- 
der girl with the attributes ich 
would belong, did such beings exist, 

’ te a demi-angel; and thus it was not 
osophy.. is life he had been jog- 
ging along on his own. bsg worry 
ier this bunch of male and female 

‘ues? He was here to see the world; 
"gma if he made any friendships these 

all, old Mother Hanlon would be glad 
Wee him back. And wouldn’t the 
tet-of the bunch sit up and take no- 

| when he began to gab-fest! 
en I was in Hong-Kong I licked 

f chinks one night.” hink of 
ating the fire in that off-hand man- 

“All at once he remembered why he 
#@ gone down into the shed and taken 

Ms place by the gang-plank. He 
fanted to see if that girl came on 

L-alone. she would. 

ow you could spot a woman 
® was off-color. You couldn’t give 

ur reasons; there any way 
Sexplain it; you just knew, that 
as all. is girl didn’t look the part, 

iat was all there was to it. 
ear ‘into view at length. He 

-products purely. After 

“ance of the substance had 
’ Off his balance. 

humanly possible to let so fine a thing . 
go to smash without making a fight 

So he began to mobilize excuses. If 
she was a runaway wife, then the hus- 
band was a brute; if there was a 
Handhome-Is in the woodpile,; then he 
had been too clever for her; and so on 
and so forth. He reached around 
blindly for other straws. She might 
be the daughter of a rich man, run- 
fing away to avoid marrying the 
father’s favored suitor. lis idea 
leased him ily; it restored his 

gave him a footheld on earth again. 
Without his approaching the fact, 

William — _ len eaieas with a 
shadow; an e unex appear- 

thrown him 

Seas pemate ve ie tee yee romantic ; ! 
have ae it. Yet, on the other 
side of the scales, there was good bal- 
last in everyday common sense. But 
there was in him a something latent, 
stronger by far than romance or com- 
mon sense; we call it superstition. 
Trust. the Irishman to have this kink 
in his feomee. one mag it rth 
a negligi quantity for a e, 
but it-eracked its shell at mo- 
ment and fluttered forth. This wasn’t 
any ordinary accident, he reasoned; 
something was meant by it. For three 
tf years he had dreamed about this 

irl, and there she was, half a dozen 
strides away. 

(TO BE CONTINUED) — 
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Bankers and Fertilizers 

Bankers are keen judges of what is “good” and 
what is “bad” in the business of farming. The 
Federal Land Banks, and bankers in general, con- 
sider good fertilizers a sound investment always. 
The world must have food—a new supply must be 
grown annually—over-production and low prices 
one year usually mean smaller aeegenen and higher 
prices the next. 

They are quick to recognize the progressiveness 
of the farmer who, too, reasons it out that way and 
orders his fertilizers with an eye to the future. It 
strengthens his credit. It is good business—for him 
and for them. 

And that is the sort of farmer who insists on 
good fertilizers. A A C Fertilizers are good fer- 
tilizers. They are a farm asset that never fails to 
make farming a better business—each crop a better 
crop—than it would be without them. 

When you use AA C Fertilizers you put into your 
agricultural efforts the results of over half a cen- 
tury of crop and soil study, of thousands of field 
tests—fertilizers made right-from the best ingredi- 
ents the four corners of the earth « can provide. 

Write for— 

Suggestions as to the best fertilizers for your soils. 
Booklet “How to Get the Most out of Fertilizers”. 
The A A C Agency if we have no dealer near you. 

i The American Agricultural Chemical Company 
Address nearest office 

INTGO. 
New Yorx 

eA A Quality”’ 

FERTILIZERS 

We will give $1.00 each for original, 
‘helpful suggestions that -will save 
time, strength or money in all sorts 
of housework. Unaccepted. manu- 
scripts will not be returned but 
will be promptly destroyed. Address 
“Housekeepers’ Exchange,” AMER- 
ICAN FRUIT GROWER, Chicago. 

When my brown shoes get skinned 
on the tip of the toes I put a thin 
coat of shellac over them and then 
polish them. No one can detect that 
bits of the skin are missing. I use 
white shellac on tan or gray shoes. 

R. M. H., Pennsylvania. 
For garments that have ribbon 

shoulder straps, it is far better to sew 
on small dreSs snaps than to sew the 
ribbon on. The snaps will not pull 
out and the garment is far more 
easily laundered. 

P. N., Pennsylvania. 
Before storing shelled beans, put 

them in the oven:and heat through. 
Then sack them and they will keep 
for years without weevils getting in. 

0. , Oklahoma. 
Should one happen to” get chewing 

gum stuck on_a silk or cotton dress, 
take a wet cloth and dampen the un- 
der side. Soon every bit of the gum 
can be pulled off. J. C., Mississippi. 

It often happens that persons living 
a long way from market must resort 
to some way to keep fish fresh. A 
little vinegar put on the fish, inside 
and out, will keep it fresh for a short 
time even in very hot weather, better 
than it can be kept on ice. Often 
the flavor is improved by this treat- 
ment. E. O. H., Missouri. 

If you keep a box of colored pic- 
tures, cut out dolls and colored cray- 
ons to amuse a child caller, you will 
have a better opportunity to chat with 
the mother. H. H. P., Tennessee. 

One pint of gasoline, one cup of 
strong vinegar and two ounces of 

A FEW DISHES FOR INVALIDS 
Bird’s Nest 

1 egg 1 slice toast 
Salt to season 

Separate egg. Salt the white and 
beat until it is stiff enough to slip 
onto a slice of hot buttered toast. De- 

‘press the center with a spoon into a 
small hollow, and into this slip the 
yolk. Brown for a moment in the 
oven and serve very hot. 

Broiled Oysters 
Ovsters in shells Lemon juice 
Salt Parsley 

Scrub the shells. Place in a very 
hot oven with the round part down to 
hold the juice. When the shells open 
in the heat, remove the upper shell, 
season with edit and lemon juice and 
serve in the shell with a garnish of 
parsley. 

Malted Milk 
1 tablespoon % cup boiling 

malted milk water 
% cup cold water 1 tablespoon jelly 

Cracked ice 
Mix. the malted milk to a smooth 

paste with a little of the hot: water, 
add the jelly (or a little fruit juice) 
and the rest of the hot water and stir 
until smooth. Add cold water and 
ice. If a hot drink is preferred omit 
the ice and use hot water instead of 
the cold. 

-in a suitable vessel. 

i Randotph_ Lu Edith Ra 

é 
lump ammonia applied with a brush 
all parts of the bed and walls whe 
there are cracks will soon rid a p 
of bed bugs. 

M. E. B., Rhode Island, 
To put pennies in a cake with 

rendering it unfit to eat wash ¢ 
coins in hot water and wrap in a 
of waxed paper. When the cake 
cold cut slits in the top and slip 
the coin alongside the knife. Ice t 
cake carefully and no one can t 
where the pennies went in. This ig 
clean way to put in the coins whi 
so delight children at parties. 

J.J, O’'C., Washington, D. & 
The linoleum in my bath: 

looked unsightly because the origi 
pattern had worn off in place; 
bought table oil cloth in.a tiling # 
tern and adjusted it firmly over | 
old linoleum by the use of flour pas 
The effect is good, it wears well, j 
more easily cleaned than the lino 
and costs much less. 

L. T. Ws Virginia, 
To mend lace curtains cut a p 

from an older curtain, dip it in e¢ 
starch, lay it flat on the.curtain to 
mended and press the starched p 
with a hot iron. It will hold fi 
until the next laundering’ when ¢ 
mending may be ss pk 

A root of parsley may be broug 
into the house in the fall and plan 

This will furn 
you with flavoring for soups and g 
nish for meats and salads through # 
winter. E. S., Pennsylvani 

An easy way to label jellies is { 
allow the paraffin to harden over 
top and then scratch on it the vari 
of the jelly. It will last and caw 
easily read. H. J. W., Oregon 

Before using new énamel 
grease the inside with butter. It 
not crack or chip afterwards. 

Z. W., Arkansas 

\y% teaspoon salt 1 egg 
% tablespoon sugar 1 tablespoon f 
¥% cup milk juice 
Beat egg, add sugar and salt, b 

thoroughly, add milk and fruit 
and serve at once. Or separate 
egg and beat the yolk, sugar and 
together until creamy.~ Beat the 
until foamy and fold in lightly. § 
persons like a grating of nutmeg W 
this. 

Soft Custard 
1 tablespoonsugar Yolk of 1 e 
% cup milk ¥% teaspoon 

Sceald milk in double boiler. 1 
yolk, add sugar and salt. Pour sca 
milk on gradually. Cook in do 
boiler over water, stirring cons 
until mixture is creamy and coats! 
spoon: Remove at once from the’ 
ter and flavor as desired. If cu 
curdles it may be beaten amooth§ 
2 dover egg beater. 

‘Rice Pudding 
1% cup sugar” 
lig ~etcceeodey 

Raisins ‘ 
Cook the rice with the mi kc 

salt in a double boiler for 
hour. Add the sugar and raisi 
cook 15 minutes longer. 

% cup rice 
3 cups milk 

B., Ohio, 

' 

A ilfe 
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Styles for the Month 
ae eT F hea tape 

je Ng 

A vast heritage of. arts and literature has been 

bequeathed to the world by the passing centuries, 

but it remained for the Victrola to perform a simi- 

lar service for music. . 

It has bridged the oblivion into which both singer 

and musician passed. The voice of Jenny Lind is 

forever stilled, but that of Caruso will live through all 

| the ages. The greatest artists of the present genera. 

Wi tion have recorded their art for the Victrola, and so 

® <i), 7s established the enduring evidence of their greatness> 

v nimi at’. There are Victrolas from $25 to $1500. Write 

ic mt.Z to us for catalogs and name of nearest Victor dealer. 
ies earls ey / 

1 A |g a 
i | bee 

| Wa M 1 . 1 Cc oO a 3 Lh ‘ * 

iLL id an ee tale : Victor Talking Machine Co. 

. suet a 4 Age em T 2g x i : 3, 2, ears. -year 
scl secutt dic sands of Stach material Camden, New Jersey 
Embroidered materials, Sas la 
crepe, crepe de chine, repp, poplin, silk and lin 
could be used for this style. It is attractive 
for gingham, percale, chambrey and ellette. 

mes) Ai Bee Ee eek, DONT SLAVEc eure DIRTY 

sett ruc po COAL OR WOOD 
ape 9 and plaid wuliieg sould be used for 

a" rolele), Gules.) 2: U8 
Ww itTzH 

u' 

. : 
bl n fae os 3 3442. A Youthful Stylish Gown f 
piespoon aa “ie Slender Figures—Is cut in 7 sizes: 34, 36, 38, 

nd salt, Digs, j Ee Be ie t Cwthde of atinch ~ | 
nd fruit wail. A Pretty Dress for nn yy mn Ot material. Velveteen, broa sth, serge, duve- INS TANT= GAS free , eat in 6 sizes: 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44 — tyn, satin, taffeta, plaid and check suiting would , WERT | 
separate ears. The hese of the skirt at lower be attractive for this model. The width of the Y Mak Gas in A Stove /lit 
“ary < Pehoth, val Embroidered ser = eg edge with plaits extended is Ss: anes S in Any an 
Beat the-WHERe tsed for this style. A dee wil : coalor required ‘kind 
lightly. 5 Wire 45% yards of 44-inch material? | * CATALOGUE NOTICE ee, Novdur to é yup. No 

meg Wane. ms Send _15c in silver or stamps for 1 
f nutmeg 65. A Simple Attractive Is cut Date Fall and Winter 1920-1921 Gatolooun, Thome . we eat 

WBN3 sizes: 12, 14, and 16 years. A 14-year size containing over 500 designs of Ladies’ Misses’ - F or 
‘d Bil ire 3% ds of 38-inch material. Children’s patterns, a concise and compre- ee wie ine Be - 

of 1 olan si fait, Bains Seee itteetng 46 OF derek : aa 
easpoon 8 fetyn and gabardine may simple stitches) all valuable to the home dress. YOO WANT ad a 
boiler. ay ie maker. 
Shy 4 “sol enc all orders to AMERICAN FRUIT GROWER, Pattern Dept., CHICAGO 

ing cons , 
and coats) “ 

from the ORDER BLANK FOR PATTERN 
od. If cus ; W3 ‘ Price 15c Each 
n smooth ATTERN DEPT., 

BB AMERICAN FRUIT GROWER, state-Lake Bldg., Chicago. 

- cents for which send me the following: 

sup sugar! Pattern No. 
teaspoon ™ 

the milk; 
r for hi 
nd raisin 
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Restore the Potash 

During the past fev years farmers have been 

urged to bend every effort to produce maximum 

crops without givitig much consideration to the 

effect on their soils. “Established rotations were 

broken up and the very best parts of the farm 

put into the most needed crops, while the poorer 

parts were neglected. 

In a way it was@return to the pioneer’s method 

of mining the soil. 

Today is the period of readjustment for the 

farmer as well as for the merchant and the 

manufacturer. . 

* The farm labor situation and the uncertainty of future 
prices are such that —- demands that the cost 
of producing a unit of crop be reduced as much as pos- 
sible, uires more crop units per acre and a 
return ‘to the rotations known to bé best for a given 
locality. 

The great factor in reducing the cost of crop production 
is cate right method of feeding the crops. 

The composition of commercial plant foods has been 
foundly changed during the period of Potash famine. 

horic Acid has replaced all or a part of the Potash 
in American fertilizer formulas, while just the opposite 
has taken place in Europe, where there was a s ortage 
of phosphates. 

Now is the time to get back to normal again and to 
retiirn to the fertilizer formulas that were so profitable 
anid satisfactory in the past. But this cannot be done 
without effort on the part of the farmer and without 
sufficient notice to the manufacturer to prepare for 
the change. 

Therefore think the matter over carefully, and if your 
previous experience has shown you that 

Potash Pays 

pine your dealer that you wish to use fertilizers with 
5 to 10 29 cent. of Potash and a little more to make 
up for t drain on the soil during the Potash famine. 

And do it t away, for it takes time for the manu- 
facturer to import it and it is only fair that he should 

~ know what your demands will be. 

The price of Potash has fallen much tater than the 
prices of farm products so you may feel assured that 

- you can again get a profit from:its use. The main 
— int is to insist. that the right kind of fertilizer shall 

ready for you,when baa In order to insure this, . 
prompt action on your part is ‘essential. 

Take up the matter with your dealer at once. If we’ | 
can help you write to us. 

SOIL AND CROP SERVICE, POTASH SYNDICATE - 

H. A. HUSTON, Manager 

New York 

s 

.}ican Accessories Co., 

WANTED—. 

American Fruit: Grower 

Classi fied Ad vertisements q 

POITIONS AND HELP WANTED 
U,. 8S. GOVERNMENT WANTS RAILWAY MAIL 
— Men—Ww..en over 17. Beginners get $135 
month. Sa ys education sufficient. Influence un- 

Write... imme- positions open—free. 
ister. Franklin Institute, Dept. G11l, Rochester, 

D—HUNDREDS MEN WOMEN, OVER 11. 
. $185 Month. List positions free. 

Franklin ° Institute, Dept. G111, 

AGENTS—MAKE $60 WEEKLY SELLING OUR HIGH 
| Grade Made to Mcasure garments $19 and up. The 
‘Spring season be a winner for Experienced men, 
Central Tailors, Dept. AF, 219 South Dearborn 8t., 
Chicago, Ills. 
WE PAY $8 A DAY TAKING ORDERS FOR IN- 
syde Guaranteed to prevent punctures and 

blowouts. Double tire mileage, Any tire, Tremendous 
demand. Low priced. Write quick for agéncy. Amer- 

B2v3, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
DO YOU WANT TO EAKN MONEY IN YOUR ‘SPARE 

time? We have a wonderful offer to make ambitious 
nen and women; no previous experience. necessary; no 
money required. Write today for plans. 
Products © Co., 2532 American Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio, 

4 FOREMAN FOR HUNDRED ACRE ORCHARD. MUST 
be experienced, competent, a good worker, and under- 

stand modern equipment. State age, salary expected, 
- give references. F Orchard Co., Cumberland 
Mi 

WHO HAVE CAPITAL TO MANU- 
the “Cullen Center Draft Sewage Wisposal ; facture 

4 Bystems’’ for Farm-houses, Hotels, and Towns. Ad- 
dress Cullen, La Fayette, Mobile, Ala 
WANTED—RELIABLE MAN TO ACT AS DISTRICT | varieties, 

Superintendent to book orders for Fruit and Orna- 
mental Trees, Roses and Shrubbery and engage sub- 
ee ga Exclusive territory. Pay weekly. Apply at 

Te ont 
fruit. Ui 
Built for and barre! 
large m P gem for joeteten 
353 E, 2 » Portland, Ore. 
“NO IPASSING’’—“NO HUNTING’ 
weat oilboard, 8x10 inches, 75 
gg oo f-doz., $2. Address G, H. Thom 

PLANT TREE BLUEBERRIES OR HUCKLEBER 
successful in southern states, large yearly 

small investment, market established. Southern 
berry Company, Tampa, Fla. ‘ 
FRUIT TREES, SMALL FRUITS; STRAWBER 

Hedges, Shrubs, Roses, Vines, etc. Write for 
list. -Big Rock Nursery, Big Rock, TL 
STECKEL’S "THOROUGHBRED PLANTS—IMP 

Cumbetland- Plum Farmer Raspberries, Ce per 
$15 per 1,000. Fifteen excelling varieties Stra’ 
superior quality, Write for lowest prices, Ste 
Nursery, Whiteh: all, Ill. 
STRAWBERRY PLANTS—100 PROGRESSIVE 

$.75.° “Aeres of 
and 

dingly low prices, . Writhe’<for Catalog 
Lafayette, Indiana. _ 

aft yeti bo te OF GLADIOLE 
and names of 4 friends who Pgowers. 

clude free, bulb of the’ bea / 
Pike, Seedsman, St. Charles, Llinoii 
> DONEAE ag Slee 3 

None better at C 
Nursery, Sawyer, toe stay vei 
FOR SALE—GOOD STBONG CU. 
berry plants fresh. dug in Ap Weeks Nursery Co., Newark, _ York Louisiana, Mo. 

Btate. 
AGENTS: MASON SOLD 18 na raga ac AUTO- 

washers one Saturday. Profit Square Deal. 
Steady work. Rusler Company, ne Fal Ohio. 
SPRAY MATERIALS, FOR HOME, GARDEN, TRUCK, 

Orchard. Salesmen wanted. Allen Mfg. Co., Pitts- 
town, N. J. 
WANTED—YOUNG MEN OR WOMEN, SPARE 

time, reporting trade news. ‘Commission es Write 
rrimore, 934 Syndicate Trust Bidg., St. 

WE PAY $36 A WEEK AND EXPENSES ND GIVE 
a Ford » ag to men to introduce poultry and stock 

perial Co., D90, Parsons, Kan. 
WE PAY $200" MONTHLY SALARY AND FURNISH 

rig and expenses to introduce guaranteed poultry 
Bigler Company, X328, Spring- and stock powders. 

field, Tl. 
BIG MONEY AND FAST SALES. EVERY OWNER 

~ buys gold initials for his auto. You cherep $1.50, 
make $1.35. Ten orders daily easy. Wri ‘or par 
ticulars and free samples. American Monogram Co., 
Dept. 92, East Orange, N. J. 

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 
FOR SALE—40 ACRES, LOAM SOIL, APPLE OR- 

chard and poultry, good buildings, incubator, brood- 
Orchard Knoll, R. 2, Spring Lake, 

Michigan. 
LOOKING FOR A FARM’ IF YOU ARE, AN OP- 

portunity is before you. Hardwood land in Antrim, 
Kalkaska, and Otsego counties, Mich., at Only $15 to 
$35 per acre. Small down payment, easy terms. Ex- 
cellent location. Raise grain, stock and fruit. Special 
features and ways of helping. settlers, Write for big 
free boo! Swigart, Z-1266, First National Bank 
Bldg., Chicago, Ill. 
INCOME—CLIMATE. TEN ACRES BEARING APPLE 

orchard, one of the tracts of the famous Morrisania 
Ranch, Grand Valley, Colorado, for sale cheap, if 
taken now. Write owner, F. 0. Gustafson, 389 W. 
Losey St., Galesburg, Illinois. 
OE eS FARMS FOR SALE. WRITE FOR 

list. E. R. Waite, Shawnee, Oklahoma, 
10-ACRE BEAKING ISLE OF PINES GRAPE FRUIT 

Grove in excellent condition and 50 acres well 
located land. Balmy climate, no frosts, natural health 
resort, good roads. Rare opportunity for someone who 
wants to get away from northern winters. Bargain 
$10,000. A. I. Dutton, 6840 Merrill Avenue, Chicago. 
FRUIT FARM FOR SALE—80 ACRES IN FAMOUS 
Rome Beauty section of south Ohio. Twelve acres 

in orchard, six hundred trees twenty years old. New 
house and barn, fifty acres level. Balance in wood and 
pasture. $8, Homer Webster, Reedsville, 
Ohio. 
MONEY MAKING, BEARING ORCHARDS AND 
Orchard Lands, from $15 per acre and up, In best 

undeveloped orchard section of United States. Climate 
and market unsurpassed. Henry P. Corwith. 
ORCHARD OPPORTUNITIES IN THE SOUTH UN- 

paralleled. A northern commercial traveler invested | 
$3,000 in a young North Carolina orchard seven years 
ago. Today it is worth $45,000. For orchard facts 
and earnings write to J. C. Williams, Manager, 
Southern Railway Development Service, 1318 Pennsyl- 
vania Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C. 
COME TO NEW JERSEY AND GROW FRUIT. NEAR 

the world’s best markets. Soil and climate favor- 
able. Land prices low. Jiving conditions the best. 
Write Land Registry, State House, Trentqn, N. J. 
CATALOGUE POSTPAID—CHAPIN FARM AGENCY, 

joston. 

Henry ©, 
PRICE LISTS OF GLADIOLI, IRISES AND DAHLIA 

free to. all applicants, rok Belle 

GIG. C. CLIMBING, bg adh 
Be Edible 

Co., 
GLADIOLUS BULBS—MAGNIF CE] ¥ 

Pann. a Gladiolus; Beautiful’ * 
ogg directions . f 
phoveatooiie {iustrations. Howard Gillet, 
Specialist, Box A, Lebanon Springs, N. Y. 
PEACH AND APPLE TREES AT. ‘BARGAIN 1 

to-planters in small or See lots by express; 
Fine June Bu Adee se or. freight, 

Plum, pear, esa, i All 
bere nuts, etc. Shade, and onal cotaln trees, 

shrubs. Free y- catalog. 
land, Tenn, 

SPBERRY PLANTS. 
Nursery Co., 

: Randle dhl E) G STRAWSE 
n 0 grown. prepaid, 

green Piantetion New Meadows, Idaho. 

POULTRY Z 
CHICKS AND EGGS OF HIGH RECORD LAYEM 

Single Comb. White and Black Leghorns and B 
Rocks. Very reasonable. Catalogue free, ‘Van D 
Farms, Box D, Cedar Grove, Wisconsin. . 
BABY CHICKS—BIG VIGOROUS WHITE 

horns, Barron strain. McNeal’s Leghorn 
Crestline, O, 
PEARL, WHITE AFRICAN GUINEAS, YANO 

Pigeons. John Hass, Bettendorf, Iowa. 
FOR SALE, DAY OLD BABY CHICKS, 

free. Earl Spitler, Alden, Iowa. 
WORLD’S CHAMPION LAYERS? 

England. Barron strain 

CATAIM 

IMPORTED 
8. C. White 

Versailles, O. 
BABY CHICKS J a PURE BRED PO jULIn 

Incubators, Brooders. atalogue free, 
Poultry Farms, Hampton, ica 
DAY-OLD CHICKS FOR SALE, NINE VARIBTI 

hatched. strong, ey. pure bred and utility 
Circular free. Old Honesty Hatchery, Dept. G.. 
Washington, Ohio. 
AIREDALE, COLLIE, NEWFOUND RDLAND, 

herd and rat dogs. Chickens, 
keys, Guineas and Cavies. Fine 
seriptive Book um Poultry and 

circular.‘ Edwin ° post 
Pennsy’ lv ania. 

STRAWBERRY PLANTS ,,2:0°° 

MISCELLANEOUS 
“GIVE GOD A CHANCE’ —McCONKEY S HELPFUL, 

devotional booklet absolutely free. Address Stlver 
Publishing Company, Dept. 13, Bessemer 
Pittsburgh, Pa. : ; 
FREE BOOK. PROPHET ELIJAH a Gs 
Pg Sa Convincing Bible Evidence, 1. WMegiddoyMis- 

hester, New York. 
FARM WANTED SEND 
_-Price, _ John J, Black, Chippewa Falls, Wi 
WERNER’S ARBUTUS OR AMERICAN= RO he- 

fined, fascinating odors, distinctly individual. Ounce 
bottle $1,.-1-3 ounce 25 cents, mailed’ a 
S. Werner Extract Company,’Mechanicsvillé, N. Y. 
WANTED—TO LEASE EQUIPPED FRUIT AND GAR- 

den ’Farm by _@ Thoroughly Competent 
and Gard 
stone, Pennsylvania. 
TOBACCO—OLD KENTUCKY NATURAL LEAF, 5 

pounds, © $2; os $4.50; prepaid. Dalton’ 
Daron, Mayfield. 
BERRY oe AND STATIONERY PRINTED 

Agents wanted. cheap. maga free. Thos, M. 
Jones, "Goreville Il. 
NITRATE OF SODALFINER QUALITY, LARGER 

8. H. Burton, General Sales Agent. Wash- 

FOR SALE. |. COMPLETE OUTFITS . 
Easy monthly payments.if wanted. 

piano Diep Berthe Mardin, Shewses. Kanes 
og ape ge g FINEST LEAF, 4 YEARS 
ypu ge: iO ag Fg ip ound, ME Bee Ege Bf 

DESCRIPTION “END 

in U.{ 

Orchardist | 
Address Box 98, Grina- 

When the bed sheets begin to we 
in the middle, cut them jengthws 
down the center and sew na out 
edges together in a flat seam. 
brings the least worn odin 
sheet where the wear is viest 
it will last much rs 

L. B., Maryland 

| The stain of perspiration on co 
may be removed by 
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— a new idea in 

power sprayer 

EMING POWER SPRAYERS as built today are an engineering achievement. 

construction 

Every 

detail of construction is the result of over 40 years’ continuous study and experiment, 

“under actual practical s raying conditions. 

tadical departures from old standards. 

Many improvements in the new models are 

Flexibility is the keynote of these new Deming models—flexibility of drive, of control, 

_of operation and of transportation. 

- Allthe features you have wanted at 

a price you can afford to pay— 

A Chain Drive provides positive transmission of 
power, and allows for the wrenching and twisting 
to which every spray rig is subjected. No gears to 
become worn or “noisy”, no belts to slip and lose 
power. 

A Friction Clutch allows starting and operating 
the engine free from pump. 

a The “New Way” 5 H. P. air cooled engine 
delivers more horse-power for its weight than 
any other. farm engine. Removing 4 bolts, dis- 
mounts it, for other farm jobs. Uses either gasoline 
or kerosene. Speed Regulator and Automobile 
Type Carburetor make engine speeds variable to 
suit conditions, A Bosch Magneto i insures depend- 
able ignition. 

The Deming Duplex Pump can be entirely “taken 
down” in 20 minutes—only a wrench is needed. 
The non-clogging valves, solid bronze balls, true 

_ 8pheres to one one-thousandth of an inch are reached 
_ by simply removing one nut. 

ump develops 300 Ib. pressure 

‘aairere 12 gallons per minute 

* Deming Automatic Diaphragm Pressure 
Regulator maintains uniform pressure control. The 
Deming Hydraulic Tank Filler (extra) fills the 200 
gallon tank in 10 minutes. 

The Truck is an integral part of the outfit which 
is built “low down” for safety on the steepest hill- 
sides. It won't tip—the load can’t “shift”. : 

The remarkably compact construction—7 ) ft. 
long overall and light weight (only 1750 Ibs. 
make-the Deming the ideal rig for getting over he 
ground. 

The sturdily-braced platform, rigid frame abd 
smooth-running engine practically eliminates 
vibration. 

To sum it all up, the New Victory isa high-pow- 
ered, big capacity, light-weight machine, compact 
yet easily accessible, sturdy, reliable, flexible— a rig 
of economical cost that will do your work as you 
want it done at the lowest possible spray expense, 

Write for prices and 1921 catalog covering 20 hand and power sprayers of all capacities. 

THE DEMING COMPANY-—941 Depot Street, Salem, Ohio 
Established 1880 

Century Barrel Spra 
The premier of all Saseel | ne 
Will supply two leads of hose. 

“ Farmer's Friend” 
A splendid one-horse rig for field, 
vineyard and orchard spraying, 
white- washing disinfecting, ete. 
sponte HH] — prices, limited 

* $49.50 
to dispose of stocks on hand due to 
cancellation of war orders. 

ro 
“Samson Compiete 
Spraying Outfit” 
The next best to a 
power machine. 
Easiest working 
machine on the 
market. Develops 
125 to 150 lbs. pres- 
sure while supply- 
ing two leads of 
hose. 

1921 
“Comet” Spray Gun Catalog 

An Aa gun that Free 
weighs only 2% Ibs. . 
You can do twice the’ 
work with a “Comet”. 

Price 



[]JARLD 

Sprayers 

EXPERIENCED FRUIT GROWERS CHOOSE 

WARLO SPRAYERS: 

because: — because: 

the dust and dirt of cultivated the pressure at the nozzle of 
orchards cannot injure the the spray gun is always the 
pump — it is enclosed in a dust- same —guaranteed to give even 
proof housing. spraying. 

because: because: 

rough ground will not . throw 
the driving gears out of mesh 
—the flexible floating gear 
transmission insures steady, 
even operation all the time.” 

because: 

there are no grease cups to 
forget the pump is lubricated 
by a force feed oiler carrying 
oil directly to the bearings. 

SEND FOR CATALOG 

SANS RR RR 
Be sure you know all about Sprayers before you 
buy-——a few minutes spent now will save you 
many dollars which you may have to spend if 
you do not buy right. 

Learn what we mean when we say that for 
WARLO superiority!there are 

35 BIG REASONS 

SeawweawmH Gs a a 
WARD-LOVE PUMP CORPORATION 

712 Race Street, Rockford, Illinois 

Gentlemen: Without obligation on my part, please send 
me full details and catalog regarding WARLO Sprayers 

these four features alone make 
WARLO a sprayer they can 
always depend on. 

because: 

there are 31 other features, 
including a Fairbanks-Morse 
engine, each one adding to the 
proved WARLO reputation of 
never falling down on the job. 

For 50 years builder. 
of pumps and pump- 
ing equipment for 
American Farmers 

we... "WARD-LOVE PUMP CORPORATION 

_ 712 RACE STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS 


